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Introduction 

There are two fundamental procedures which are involved in any philosophical research 

i.e., analysis and synthesis. Both of these are reciprocal. As analysis without a subsequent 

synthesis is incomplete, likewise synthesis without previous analysis is baseless. 

According to Gautama no philosophical enquiry can begin without a doubt about the 

point at issue. Vatsyayana also states that "Tatra niinupalabdhe na nin:zfte 'rthe nyiiya/:1 

pravartate, kirrz tarhi, sarn.~ayite 'rthe I" 1 

To quote Bertrand Russell: 

Scope 

"Philosophy is to be studied, not for the sake of any definite answers to its questions 

since no definite answers can, as a rule, be known to be true, but rather for the sake of the 

questions themselves; because these questions enlarge our conception of what is possible, 

enrich our intellectual imagination and diminish the dogmatic assurance which closes the 

mind against speculation; but above all because, through the greatness of the universe 

which philosophy contemplates, the mind also is rendered great, and becomes capable of 

that union with the universe which constitutes its highest good. "2 

The scope of the present research is restricted up to the first iihnika of Nyiiyamaiijarf in 

course of its delineation. This work is an attempt to present a critical analysis of the first 

iihnika of Nyiiyamaiijarf and making a comparison with the arguments of opponents 

which are frequently quoted and refuted by Jayantabhana. The aim of this research is to 

present an in depth study of pramii(la as a means of valid cognition. Although the present 

study is focused upon the first iihnika, it also deals with the other iihnikas as and when 

necessary. 

1 NB. IIIII 
2 Russell, Bertrand, PP, p. 54 



Introduction 

Chapterization 

This work is divided in four chapters, excluding the introduction and conclusion. In the 

introduction, it enumerates the scope and objectives of the present research. 

Simultaneously, it deals with the various problems faced in the study of this capacious 

and robust book by Jayantabhatta. Accordingly, in the introduction discusses the prior 

research done by a few scholars in this field. A brief note on the summary of each chapter 

is also given. 

The first chapter is started with the history of Nyaya philosophy. It follows the 

methodology and subject-matter of Nyaya philosophy. It also deals with the life, date, 

and works of Jayanta. A list of available editions, commentaries and translations are also 

included here. 

The second chapter is concerned with the study of the Pre-Jayanta views on cognitive 

process. This chapter elaborately deals with the nature of cognition, means of cognition, 

different types of cognition etc. This chapter is restricted to the view of old logicians, 

namely Gautama, Vatsyayana, Uddyotakara, Vacaspatimisra and Udayana, concerning 

those topics. This chapter is basically descriptive in nature. 

The third chapter is the chief part of this dissertation. It is solely based on the first 

ahnika of Nyiiyamaiijarf and presents a lucid and comparative analysis of the vital issues 

related to the cognitive process. It deals with the nature of cognition, Jayanta's definition 

of pramiit:~a, numbers of pramiit:~a, types of prmiit:~a etc. Likewise, it also presents 

Jayanta's citation and refutation of other rival philosophical systems such as Buddhists, 

MimaQlsa, SaQlkhya, Carvaka etc. Thus, the third chapter presents a critical and in-depth 

study of the first ahnika of Nyiiyamaiijarf. 

The fourth chapter is the critical assessment of the key concepts, viz., nature of 

cognition, means of cognition, validity of cognition etc. It also presents an inter-school 

and intra-school discussion of the key concepts. 

In the conclusion some observations on the consequences of the present research are 

listed. It also suggests the scope of further research in this particular field. 

2 



Introduction 

The Problem 

Jayantabhatta is one of the most prominent and important scholars among the old Nyaya 

philosophers who has made considerably significant contribution to Indian Philosophy. 

Although his monumental work Nyayamaiijar'l should have been studied widely and 

discussed, it has not unfortunately attracted the attention of scholars as much as it 

deserves. It is to be noted that Nyiiyamafljar'l is looked down upon as a commentary 

without any constructive value in its time or even later. Such a precious book was 

discovered only towards the end of the 19th century A.D. 

Jayanta's book is filled up with copious references from various philosophical texts both 

from the Nyaya system as well as from the other schools of Indian philosophy. He has a 

very comprehensive knowledge of each and every school. He was a sound Vedic scholar 

and, at the same time, he was aptly well versed and acquainted with Buddhist philosophy 

as well. 

Nyiiyamafijarf is not a mere commentary of Nyayasutra. It is in fact an encyclopaedia of 

logic, metaphysics, ethics, theology and what not, as observed by J.B. Bhattacharya in his 

introduction to the English translation of Nyiiyamafljarf. 3 

It must be noted here that the real importance of Nyiiyamaiijarf lies in its refutation of the 

other philosophical doctrines. Jayanta, as a staunch follower of old Nyaya school, tries to 

uphold the philosophy of Gautama and Vatsyayana. 

Jayanta ably and aptly answers the opponents in the form of his profound arguments. At 

the time of explaining his predecessors view, he also introduces new issues, thoughts and 

innovative ideas. 

Thus, for a thorough study of Nyiiyamaiijarf it is necessary to have the knowledge of 

other philosophical schools as well, so that one can critically examine the depth and 

completeness ofthe arguments ofthe opponents which are quoted and refuted by Jayanta 

in his Nyiiyamafijarl. 

The present research is a modest attempt to study the contribution of Jayanta to Nyaya 

philosophy in particular and Indian philosophy in general. 

3 N.M., (Motilal Banarsidass edn.), Introduction. 

3 



Introduction 

Various Issues Related To Cognitive Process 

As already stated, the present research focuses upon various important issues related to 

cognition and the cognitive process. There are several questions that arise in the study of 

cognitive process such as follows: 

1. What is the meaning of cognition? 

2. What are its different forms? 

3. What is the validity of cognition? 

4. What are the factors of valid cognition? 

Objectives 

Since the present research is restricted to the 1st iihnika of Nyiiyamafijarf, there are also 

some vital textual questions related to the cognitive process that are to be taken account 

of. Following are some of the crucial points which are in fact the objectives of present 

research and will be: 

• To highlight the most innovative and comprehensive definition of pramii1Ja: 

According to Jayantabhana, pramiitta is the collocation of all factors or kiirakas 

which is both in the nature of knowledge as well as non-knowledge and produces 

undoubtful and valid knowledge.4 With this Jayanta brings up some new thoughts 

regarding the definition of pramiitta while simultaneously criticizing the other 

definitions given by the Buddhists, Mimarp.sakas and Sarp.khyas. Though 

opponents raise several questions, Jayanta refutes all the objections and proves his 

thesis. One important objection is that since the collocation of all the factors 

involved in the process of cognition the prameya (object of cognition) is also 

included therein. So for what should pramiitta be operative? Similarly, siimagrf 

also includes the pramiitii (knower), then who will be the subject of cognition? 

4 Avyabhiciiri!Jfmasandigdhiimarthopalabddhil.n vidadhatf bodhiibodhasvabhtivil siimagrf pramii'(lal.n ', 
N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 36. 

4 



Introduction 

Jayanta replies that by 'siimagrf pramiif}am' he does not mean that individual 

factors are to be ignored. What he means exactly is to emphasize that the process 

of cognition depends solely on the collection of factors of cognition. Thus only 

the collocation of factors can produce the cognition and so the cognizing agent is 

called pramiitii and the object is prameya. Thus a lengthy debate continues for 

and against the definition of pramlif}a given by Jayantabhaga. 

• To discuss the number of pramii1Jas: Regarding the number of pramli1Jas, 

Jayanta first states the Nyaya position, that there are only four means of cognition 

viz., perception, inference, comparison and verbal testimony. He establishes the 

Nyaya view quite firmly by criticizing Carvaka who accepts pratya/cya as the only 

mean of cognition, the Buddhist position that there are only two pramiif}as

pratya~·a and anumiina, Kumarila and Prabhakara' s view that arthiipatti is an 

additional pramii~w. and again Kumarila's position that abhiiva is a further 

additional pramiil}a. 

• To expound the theory of pramiil}a-salflplava vs pramiil}a-vyavasthii : There 

arises an important question, whether more than one means of cognition function 

to cognize one and the same object or each means has its own specific object. 

Buddhists uphold that the cognition of the particular object which is gained 

through perception cannot be grasped by inference. Similarly, which is grasped by 

inference cannot be got through perception. This theory is known as pramiif}a

vyavasthii. But the Naiyayikas consider that the cognition of one and the same 

object could be possible through the co-operation of the different means of 

cognition. This theory is known as pramiil}a-saY[lplava. Jayanta also upholds this 

theory and discusses it in detail. 

• To examine the two standpoints aboutjfliina as siikiira and niriikiira: Jayanta 

presents two sides, one is of niriikiirajfiiinaviidf, i.e. Naiyayikas and Vaibha~ika, 

who consider knowledge is formless and takes its form from the knowable objects 

themselves. Another view is siikiirajfiiinaviidf, i.e. Sautrantika and Vijiianavadi, 

who announce that knowledge also has its own form. The Naiyayikas adopt that 

5 



Introduction 

knowledge IS formless. Here m Nytiyamaiijarf, Jayanta holds the Naiyaykas 

views. 

• To decide whether jiiiina is svaprakiisa and paraprakiisa: Jayanta presents the 

purvapa/cya, regarding the self -luminosity of cognition, who considers that 

cognition illuminates both the knowable objects and cognition itself. Accordingly, 

he supports the Nyaya view that knowledge is not self-luminous, rather it 

illuminates the knowable objects. 

• To discuss the view whether jiiiina is kriyii or otherwise: According to 

Mlmarpsakas, knowledge is an act, i.e. jiitinakriyti. But Jayanta refutes this view 

citing examples from Sabarabhti~ya where jiitina and karma are distinguished 

from each other. 

• To elaborate the Nyiiya view on jtiiina-priimiif}ya: Jayanta in his dissertation, 

expresses the view of Kumarila Bhaga, who considers that the validity of 

cognition is self-evident. But for the Naiyayikas, both validity and invalidity of 

cognition is not self-evident, rather it depends upon external factors. 

• To highlight the contribution of Jayanta in refutation of other rival 

philosophical schools during his time, i.e. Buddhist, Mimarpsa, Sarpkhya, Jaina 

and Carvaka, concerning various debatable points. 

Thus, there are various issues regarding the study of cognitive process which have been 

discussed during the course of this research. 

Survey of Existing Research 

I. C.D. Bijalwan: In his Indian Theory of Knowledge, based upon Jayanta 's 

Nytiyamaiijarf, the author has presented different ideas on Indian theory of knowledge in 

a historical and broader way. This book is the result of research and comprehensive 

evaluation of various issues and views. Starting from the origin and development of 
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Indian theory of knowledge, he presents extensive insights regarding the nature and 

forms of knowledge, means of valid knowledge etc. He has also published a paper on the 

validity of knowledge. 5 

2. S. C. Chatterjee: In the Nyiiya Theory of Knowledge: A Critical Study of Some 

Problems of Logic and Metaphysics, the author has critically presented the various 

aspects of knowledge dealing with the whole Nyaya system. Though it is not a proper 

research work, yet it provides significant inputs to the Nyaya theory ofknowledge. 

3. Nagin J. Shah: The author has to be accredited with the Gujarati translation of 

Nyayamafijarf upto the 9th ahnika. Besides this, he has prepared a chapter wise study of 

the same. In this way his unmitigated research is revealed through the book titled A Study 

of Jayantbhatta 's Nyayamanjari:A Mature Sanskrit Work on Indian Logic. In the first 

part of this book he has elaborately discussed and critically highlighted the definition of 

pramtitJa, the twofold classification of it according to Buddhists and also on arthiipatti 

and abhtiva. 

Moreover, there are several published papers which cope with various aspects of 

cognition according to Nyaya philosophy. Scholars, namely H.G. Narahari,6 R. D. 

Hegde,7 Bimal Krishna Matilal8
, V. N. Jha9 etc., have made valuable contributions in this 

area. 

Throughout the survey it is reflected that though several research works have been done, 

but some of them are presented in a broad canvas sketching all the philosophical notions 

regarding the theory of knowledge. Others are constrained to some particular points only. 

But till date no independent research work has come to the knowledge of present 

5 Bhana Jayanta's Theory of the Test of the Truth of a Knowledge, JGJRI, vol. 24, Nos.3-4, pp. 149-158 
6 Nyuyamanjari"Studies', PO, vol. 22, Nos. 1-2, vol. 26, Nos.3-4. 
7 The Definition and Nature of Prama~w According to Jayanatbha!!a, Sambodhf, vol. 7, pp. 56-63. 
~--·Number of Pramtil,las, Sambodhl, vol. 10, pp. 63-66. 

8 Indian Theories ofknowledge and Truth, PEW, vol. 18,pp. 321-334. 
---· 'Knowledge, Truth and PramMva ', PJNM. ed. Daya Krishna and K.L. Sharma, New Delhi : 
1991, pp.169-182. 
9 Jayanta's Critique of The Bhaga Theory of Knowledge, ABORI, vol. 68, pp. 581-588. 
Jayanta's Concept of Prama~za, SLLE, pp. 26-35. 
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researcher, who has focused primarily on the first ahnika of Nyayamafijarf with a view to 

explain the complete cognitive process in Nyaya. Thus the present research is significant 

as it is basically text-based since it is focused on the first ahnika of Nyayamafijarf and to 

go deep into the analysis of cognitive process. Furthermore, it is an endeavor to 

contextualize the key concepts available in the text. 

Last, but not the least, one would like to sum up m the words of JayantabhaHa 

himself: 

Kuto vii nutanaf!l vastu vayamutprel9·ituf!1 k,mma(z I 

vacovinyiisavaicitryamatramatra vicaryatam II 10 

Research Methods 

The method of exposition, which is adopted in this present research, is comparative as 

well as critical. The comparison and critical analysis is based upon inter and intra school 

debates within Indian philosophy. Analyzing the purvapak.$as in each and every point of 

view, a keen observation of the first iihnika of Nyiiyamafijar'f is examined. 

Simultaneously, a brief historical study of Nyiiya philosophy has been done. Pre

Jayanta's views regarding cognitive process are also expounded in the following 

chapters. Along with this it also emphasizes the view of other rival philosophical schools 

considering cognitive process like Mimarpsa, Buddhists, Carvaka etc. 

10 N.M. (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.) p.lO. 
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Historical Background of Nyiiyamaiijarl 

This chapter for the most part is based on the historical background of Nyiiyamaiijarz. 

But before going on to discuss this heading, it is necessary to look upon the historical 

scenario of the Nyaya philosophy that prevails before Jayanta. This is an endeavour to 

put the text into context. 

1.1. Significance of the Term 'Nyiiya' 

Nyayavistaratu miilasambhiita(l sarvavidyanaf!l, 1 as Jayantabha!ta declares in his 

Nyayamafijarf. that NyayaHistra is the root of all the vidyas. Accordingly among the 

fourteen vidyasthanas2 tarka or nyaya occurs the prominent place. The Nyaya 

philosophy, propounded by Gautama, is basically concerned with the means of valid 

cognition i.e. the pramtif}as. It is the realistic school of philosophy as it deals with the 

external world through the sixteen categories. Accordingly, the knowledge of these 

categories leads to the world of deliverance. 3 Among the sixteen categories pramtif}a 

(means of cognition) stands first, then the prameya (object of cognition). As 

Vatsyayana cognates both and says that, 'pramtif}airarthaparf~·anam nytiya/:l '.4 In 

order to understand prameya, pramiif}a has to be applied first according to the 

principle miiniidhrnii meyasiddhi~l. According to S.C. Vidyabhushana, "The Nyiiya 

popularly signifies 'right' or 'justice'. The Nyiiyasiistra is therefore the science of 

right judgement and true reasoning."5 Uddyotakara6 elaborates the term Nyaya as, 

"Nyaya occurs when the pramti~Jas are employed collectively in the establishment of 

an object. .. this (employment of the pramti1)as in unison) is the highest nyiiya, as it 

demonstrates the truth (of one's position) to an opponent."7 

The etymological meaning of the term Nyiiya is niyamena fyafe. 8 PaQini in his 

A$!iidhyiiy1 shows the derivation of the term Nyiiya from the root if,l, adjoining the 

prefix ni and suffix ghaii.9 Another derivation of this term is niyamena prtipyante 

1 N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 13. 
2 Y.S., 1.3 
3 NS., 1.1.1 
4 NB., 1.1.1 
5 HJL, p. 40 
5 NV.. 1.1.1 
7 

Samasta-pramii~a-vyiipiiriid-artha-adhigati 

pratipiidakatviit-paramo nyiiya iti. 
R S.K.D., p. 930 
9 A.D .. 3.3.37 

-nyiiya iti ... so 'yam vipratipanna-puru$a-
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viva~i{Cirtho yeneti. 10 According to this derivation the word Nyaya is anomalous and 

is formed from the root nf, adjoining the suffix ghaii. 11 In the words of Goldstucker: 

"That Nyiiya was known to Pal)ini in the sense of syllogism or logical reasoning or 

perhaps logical science, I conclude from the sutra III.3 .122 where its affix conveys 

the sense of instrumentality i.e, that by which analysis [lit. enlarging] is effected for 

the some from Nyaya is made the subject of another rule III.3 .3 7. Where PiiQini gives 

as its meaning 'propriety, good conduct' which would lead to its later meaning 

'policy'. Unless we draw this distinction between the two sutras named, the first sutra 

become superfluous, Nor is it probable that a civilization like that which is traceable 

in Panini's rules could have done without a word for syllogistic thought." 12 

1.2 Development of Nyaya Philosophy: A Historical Overview 

The probability of the beginnings of the Nyaya philosophy in its early stage in the 

form of debate and disputation among the scholars cannot be ignored. The term 

A nvf/cyikf is used in its first stage for dealing with the theory of reason. Kautilya, in his 

Artha.5iistra, has characterized Anvf/cyikf as the lamp of all sciences, the resource of all 

actions and the shelter of all virtues. 13 Vatsayana, in his Nyiiyabhii$ya, clearly 

identifies both Nyayavidya and Anvik,<~ikl, but mentions the special discussion of some 

logical categories such as smJt~aya etc. by holding that unless these special categories 

were treated nyayavidya, they will merely serve as adhyatmavidya like 

Upani.~adas. 14According to Kuppuswami Shastri, 

"Indian logic is iinvlksiki or nyiiyavistara or nyiiyadarsana in the sense that it is a 

philosophical system, of which methodical reasoning or investigatiQn of knowledge 

got through observation or perception and trustworthy verbal testimony forms the 

central theme; it is pre-eminently the science of ratiocination or tarkasiistra; ... ". 15 

The ancient school of Indian logic entered its new phase by introducing the word 

Nyiiya. S.C. Vidyabhusana has pointed out three important stages of development of 

Nyaya as, 

10 S.K.D., p. 930 
II A.D., 3.3.122 
12 PPSLILCQ, p. 116. 
13 A.S., p. 9 
14 N.B., 1/111 
15 Shastri, Kuppuswami, PIL, Introduction, iv 
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1. Ancient period (650 B.C.-I 00 A.D.), 

2. Medieval period (up to 1200 A.D.), 

3. Modem period (from 900 A.D). 16 

Dhannendra Nath Shastri has divided the three stages of the history of Indian 

philosophy quite differently from that of S.C. Vidyabhusana's classification. He has 

divided periods as, 

l. The period of origin or the pre Diimaga period, 

2. Secondly the period of development or the period of conflict with the 

Digrmaga School, and 

3. At last the period of decay or the post-Buddhists period. 17 

Karl H. Potter has developed a theory of development of Eastern and Western 

philosophical schoo1. 1 
R Professor V. Yenkatachalam 19 in his comments on Potter's 

paper says: "I first take up Prof. Potter's basic concept of five stages for in-depth 

scrutiny. The five stages of development of philosophical schools-European or 

Indian-posed by Potter may be summarised as follows: 

1. The Discovery stage. 

2. The Development stage. 

3. The Polemical stage. 

4. The Systematic stage. 

5. The stage of Decline." 

These arguments are vividly discussed by Sibjiban Bhattacarya.20 

16 Vidyabhushana, S.C., HIL, Introduction, xiii. 
17 Shastri, D.N., CIR, p.ll 
IR JICPR, voi. IX, No. 2, January-April, 1992, pp. 135ff., quoted in PHJSPC, p. 10. 
19 J/CPR, vol. IX, N0.2, January-April, 1992, pp. 159ff, ibid. 
20 PHISPC, pp., 7-10. 
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itself the principles both of Logic and Philosophy. In Nytisiitra sixteen categories have 

been recognized and defined by Ak~apada. 

Ka~Jiidena tu samproktafJ1 stistrafJ1 vaise$ikafJ1 mahati 

Gautamena tatha nyayafJ1 siifJ1kyantu kapilena vaill 35 

1.2.2 Nyiiyabhii$ya of Vatsyayana 

Vatsyayana's Nytiyabhti~ya is the first and the most significant commentary of 

Nytiyasutra. He belonged to 400 A.D. 36 Vatsyayana has preceded Dignaga and 

Vasubandhu and followed Nagarjuna. He criticized the Madhyamika doctrine of inter

relation: apek._\·ti or pratyaya, the Madhyamika doctrine of voidness: .funyatti , 

Nagarjuna's logical theory of examples: udtiharaf}a, the Yogacara doctrine of 

knowledge: vijfitina, the doctrine of momentariness: /qat}ikavtida etc. According to 

vatsyayana: 

Yo 'lcyapadamr$ifJ1 nyaya/:1 pratyagtid vadatiifJ1 varafJ11 

Tasya vtitsyiiyana idarn bhii$yarn jiitamvarttayatii31 

1.2.3 Nyiiyabhii$yaviirttika of U ddyotakara 

Uddyotakara (About 635 A.D.)38 has written Nyayabhii~yaviirttika to establish Nyaya 

views and criticise Dii'maga. He is about 200 houndred years after Vatsyayana. 

(Potter) As Uddyotakara himself has remarked in his Nyiiyavarttika that he wrote his 

great work "In order to dispel the darkness caused by pseudo philosophers (i.e. 

Digrmaga and others)"39
. 

Yadaksapiidapratimo hhii$yaf!'l viitsyiiyanam jagaui 

Akiiri mahatastasya bhiiradvtijena vtirttikamll 

35 Padmapurcu:w. uttarakhar¢a, adhyiiya-263 
311 HIL, p. 115. 
37 N.B., 512 
38 311 HIL, p. 123. 
39

' Kutiirkikajr!iinanivrttihetu/:1', N. V. 
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1.2.4 Nyiiyaviirttikatiitparya{ikii of Vacaspati Misra 

Vacaspatimisra (About 841 A.D.)40 has written NyayavarttikatatparyaJfkii to clear the 

meanings of Varttika. There are several works attributed to him. Such as: 

Nyiiyakat:zikii, (Brahma) Tattvasamfk$ii, Tattvabindu, Nyiiyasuc'fnibandha, 

Nyiiyaviirttikatiitparyatikii, Tattvakaumudf, Tattvavaisiiradf and Bhiimatf. 

1.2.5 Nyiiyaviirttikatiitparya{ikiipariS uddhi of Udayana 

Udayana's (984 A.D.)41 contributuion to the Nyaya-Vaise~ika school is most 

capacious. Udayana has been attributed with six works. Among them 

Nyiiyaviirttikatiitparyatfkiiparisuddhi and Nyayaparisi$ta belong to the Nyaya school. 

The Kirat:ziivalf and the Lak$aravalf belong to the Vaise~ika School. The remaining 

two works, viz., Atmatattvaviveka and Nyiiyakusumiif!jali are independent treatises 

which belong to the syncretic Nyaya-Vaise~ika system. He has written 

Nyiiyaviirttikatatparya_tfkiipari.fuddhi as the sub-commentary of Vacaspatimisra's 

text. His NyiiyakusumiiPijali is the first systematic account of theistic Nyiiya. All his 

works seem to have been extremely popular because they have been extensively 

commented and sub-commented upon. 

Thus several scholars have enriched the literature of priicina- nyiiya, where 

Jayantabha!ta is the last pillar. 

Gangesa Upadhyaya's Tattvacintiimari (12th century A.D.) is the first major treatise 

of the Navya Nyiiya School. His son, Vardhamana 

Upadhyaya's Nyiiyanibandhaprakiisa (1225 A.D.), though a commentary on 

Udayana's Nyiiyatiitparyaparisuddhi, incorporated his father's views. Jayadeva has 

written a commentary on Tattvacintiimarzi known as Aloka (13th century 

A.D.). Vasudeva Sarvabhauma's Tattvacintiimarzivyiikhyii (16th century A.D.) is the 

first great work of Navadvipa school ofNavya- Nyaya. Raghunatha SiromaQi's 

Tattvacintiima1Jididhiti and Padiirthakha1J(iana are the next important works of this 

school. Visvanatha's Nyiiyasutravrtti (17th century A.D.) is also a notable work. The 

40 3 HIL, p. 1 3. 
41 Ibid., p. 141. 
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Commentaries on Tattvacintamw:zididhiti by Jagadisa Tarkalailkara (17th century 

A.D.) and Gadadhara Bhattacharya (17th century A.D.) are the last two remarkable 

works of this school. 

Kesavamisra ( 1275 A.D.) was the author of Tarkahhii.5·ii. It deals with the sixteen 

categories of the Nyiiyasiitra. Annarhbhatta (17th century CE) has tried to develop a 

consistent system by combining the ancient and the new schools, Priicina

Nyiiya and Navya-Nyiiya and Vaic~e$ika to develop the Nyiiya-Vaise$ika school. 

His Tarkasamgraha and Dfpikii are the popular manuals of this school. 

1.3 Methodology and Concerned Subjects in Nyiiyasiistra 

"In short, the Nyaya strategy is to appeal to our intuitions about knowledge, in order 

to learn something about reasoning and not vice versa. "42 

The most important contribution made by the Nyaya School to modem thought is its 

methodology. This methodology is based on a system of logic that, subsequently, has 

been adopted by the majority of the other Indian schools. The Nyaya is intended to 

supply a correct method of philosophical enquiry into all the objects and subjects of 

human knowledge, including the process of reasoning and laws of thought. The 

evidence of the senses is submitted to a critical enquiry. The methodology which is 

treated in Nyiiya.~iistra, as pointed out by Vatsyayana, as uddda (enunciation), 

lak$m:w (definition) and parlk,'lii (examination).43 Uddda is the mere mention of the 

name of the categories, lak.~arw is the citation of the definition of the categories which 

differentiates it from other categories and parlk$ii is the logical presentation of 

questions, i.e., whether the particular definition of a certain category is applicable or 

not. 

The importance of Nyaya tradition in Indian philosophy is particularly in rational 

debate and clear, logical argumentation. Analysis of inferential reasoning was central 

in establishing the proper rules for scholastic debate. The hypothetical reasoning or 

rational critique (tarka or tarka-vidyii) is the exchange of arguments between the 

proponent and opponent with the objective of attaining valid knowledge. The purpose 

42 Matilal, PECITK, p. 126 
43 Udddo /a"'WIJG/?1 parl4ii cetil N.B., 111/2 
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is to test the validity of inferential reasoning by demonstrating the inappropriate 

consequences that follow from an opponent's position and therefore eliminate doubt 

in the mind of the enquirer. 

Theory of knowledge, pramii"(la-sastra, is a rich genre of Sanskrit literature, carried 

out in texts belonging to distinct schools of philosophy. Debate across school occurs 

especially on epistemological issues. Mainstream classical Indian epistemology is 

dominated by theories about cognitive processes, called pramii"(la. 

This philosophy asserts that obtaining valid cognition of the external world and its 

relationship with the mind and self is the only way to attain liberation. Thus, the 

methods and conditions of determining true knowledge are not the final goal of Nyaya 

philosophy; logical criticism is viewed only as an instrument that enables one to 

discriminate valid from invalid knowledge. The ultimate goal of Nyaya philosophy, 

like that of the other systems of Indian philosophy, is liberation. 

All six schools of Vedic philosophy aim to describe the nature of the external world 

and its relationship to the individual, to go beyond the world of appearances to 

ultimate reality, and to describe the goal of life and the means for attaining this goal. 

In Nyaya philosophy, realities are divided into sixteen major divisions, called 

padiirthas. These sixteen philosophical divisions are: pramii"(la, the sources of 

knowledge; prameya, the object of knowledge; saf!1.5aya, doubt or the state of 

uncertainty; prayojana, the aim; dr.~!iinta, example; siddhanta, doctrine; ayayava, the 

constituents of inference; tarka, hypothetical argument; nir"(laya, conclusion; viida, 

discussion; jalpa, wrangling; vitarda, irrational argument; hetvabhiisa, specious 

reasoning; chala, unfair reply; jiiti, generality based on a false analogy; and 

nigrahsthiina, the grounds for defeat. The true cognition of all these categories leads 

to the ultimate goal of the life, i.e., nisreyasab. The subjects discussed under 

pramii"(la, the source of knowledge, are the most important and the most thoroughly 

and profoundly expounded of all the divisions. A brief outline of these sixteen 

categories as enumerated in the Nyaya philosophy is presented here: 

16 
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1. PramiiiJa: artaparicchittisadhaniini pratyak$adidi pramii]Jiinil44 

The pramii]Jas such as pra(yak5·a etc are means to know the objects. 

2. Prameya: tatparicchedyamiitmiidi prameyaml 45 

The soul etc. is to be known by that (pratyak,m etc.). 

3. Salfdaya: niiniirthiivamar.~a/:1 sal!l.~aya/:11 46 

Doubt means the knowledge of various (contradictory) attributes (with reference to 

one and the same object). 

4. Prayojana: hitiihitapriiptiparihiirau tafsiidhanam ca prayojanaml 47 

Purpose means attainment of good and removal of bad and the means for that. 

5. Dr~fiinta: heto/:1 pratibandhiivadhiiraflam dr$/iinta/:11 48 

Example means that in which is determined the invariable concomitance of the 

probans or reasons. 

6. Siddhniita: pramii]Jato 'bhyupagamyamiina/:11 49 

Conclusion means that which is possessed of generality or specific feature and which 

is accepted on the basis of proof. 

7. Avayava: pariirthiinumiinaviikyaikaddabhiitii/:1 pratijiiiidayo 'vayavii/:11
50 

Members of syllogism are those such as pratijiiii etc which constitute the sentences of 

Inference for others. 

44 NM., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p., 24 
45 

Ibid. 
46 

Ibid. 
47 Ibid. 
48 

Ibid. 
49 

Ibid. 
50 

Ibid. 
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8. Tarka: sandigdhe 'rthe 'nyatarapa~anukU!akara~Jadarsanat tasmin 

sambhavanapratyastarka/:1. 51 

Tarka is the process of questioning and cross-questioning that leads to a particular 

conclusion. 

9. Nirl}aya: sadhanopalambhajanma tattvavabodhe nir~Jaya/:11 52 

Nir~Jaya, conclusion, is certain knowledge that is attained by using valid means. 

I 0. Viida: v'ftaragakathii vastunir~Jayaphala vada/:1. 53 

Viida is the discussion of inference which reveals the truth through producing the 

knowledge of things by removing doubts. 

11 . .Talpa: vfjigl\\·uakathti tu puru.ya.\'aktiparlkya"(laphalajalpa .54 

Jalpa, or wrangling, is the process by which the exponent and opponent both try to 

attain victory over the other without making an honest attempt to come to the truth. 

12. Vital}ifii: tadvi.~e,w vitaw;la. 55 

VitaiJ<ia is irrational reasoning, aimed at refuting or destroying an opponent's position 

and that is not at all concerned with establishing or defending one's own position. 

13. Hetviibhiisa: ahetavo hetuvadabhasamiinii/:1 hetviibhasa/:1156 

They are useful to inference by differentiate the real inference from the invalid one. 

14. Chala: arthavika/pairvachanavighatal:z chalaml 57 

51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid. 
531bid. 
54 Ibid. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Ibid. 
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Dialectic quibbling means setting aside one's argument by altering the meaning of 

words. 

15. Jiiti: hetupratibimbanapriiyaf!1 pratyavasthiinarrz jiiti/:li 58 

Futile respondence means taking objection for which the reason put forward is just a 

relaxation of reason and not a sound reason. 

16. Nigrahasthiina: satyavastvapratibhiisal:z viparftapratibhiisascha 

n igrahasthiinam 159 

Vulnerable point means not revealing of the real object and revealing of the opposite 

one. 

Although Gautama has accepted only the sixteen padiirthas, he has also admitted that 

whatever is justified through pramiil)a is padiirtha. Therefore the Nyaya philosophy is 

known as 'aniyataviidi', that who does not consider invariable padiirthas. As in 

Nyiiyalfliivatl, Vallabhacarya said, 

"Naiyiiyikiiniimniyatapadiirthaviiditvena virodhiibhiiviitl "60 

Again Jayantabhatta said that "Thus, the sage Gautama shows the path of (obtaining) 

salvation by starting the sixteen padiirthas. Even though there are some other 

padiirthas they are not stated here because they are not useful for (ensuing) the path 

of salvation."61 

1.4. Nyaya-Vaise~ika as Allied Systems 

Though Nyaya- Vaise~iaka was separate in the early stage of their development, still a 

link between the two schools seems to have existed. Vatsyayana, in his Bhii$ya on the 

58 Ibid. 
59 Ibid. 
60 NL., P.l22 
61 Jtye$a $odasapadiirthanibandhanena 
Ni/:tSreyasasya muninii niradesi panthiil" 
Anyastu sannapi padiirthaga!Jopavarga 
Miirf!opayogavirahiidiha nopadi,~!abl N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p., 34 
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Nyayasiitra (1.1.29), speaks of Vaise~ika and Nyaya as samtinatantra. The earliest 

indication of their alliance is found in the Mahtibhtirata, where Narada is mentioned 

as proficient in the Nyaya. Although the Vaise~ika is not named, the subject of 

Narada's proficiency in unity, plurality, conjunction and inherence, which belong to 

the Vaese~ika School, means that they were regarded as included in the Nyaya. 62 

There are a good number of siitras in the Nyaya, relating to physical theories, which 

appear to have been borrowed from the Vaise$ika-siitras.63 On the other hand there 

are some Vai.~e->·ikasiitras which seem to have been suggested by Nyayasiitras. 64 

Later on Vatsyayana also says that manas should be regarded as one of the senses in 

accordance with the theory of the other system (the Vaise~ika). 65 Furthermore, 

Vatsyayana has quoted the six categories of the Vaise~ika system.66 Uddyotaka, in his 

Nyayavtirtika, has introduced the Vaise~ika ideas into the Nyaya. 67 Vacaspatimisra 

and Udayana also conceived the ideas of formally combining the two schools. 

Jayantabhatta also says that the Vaise!?ika system is the follower of Nyayavistara. 

"Vaise$ikti/:l punarasmadanuytiyinal "68 

The Nyaya and the Vaise~ika explore the significance of time, space, cause, matter, 

mind, soul and knowledge for experience, and give the results in the form of a theory 

of the universe. The Nyaya and the Vaise~ika are regarded as parts of one whole. The 

Vaise~ika is a supplement to the Nyaya. They are allied systems. They both believe in 

62 Nyiiyovid dhormotottvojfio/:1 $O(/ongovid onuttomo/:1 1 Aikyo-so/'flyogo-nlinlitvo-somaviiyo-vislirodo/:1 
ll Mohlibhiiroto, Sobhliporvo, chap. 5.3. AS quoted in, CIR, p. 91. 

H. Ui has pointed out the following examples where the Nyiiyo-siitras are based on the Voise$ika-
siitros: 

N.S. 3.1.36 
N.S. 2.1.54 

= V.Su. 4.1.8. 
= V.Su. 7.2.20. 

Ui gives many other parallel siitros. See H.Ui, p. 16. 
64 Bodas mentions that the Voise$ikosiitros, 31214 (i.e., prlit~liplinonime$o, etc.) is clearly an 
amplification of the Nyiiyosiitro, 1/1110 (icchli-dve$o- proyonto, etc.). HSIL, p. XXVIII. 
65 Trantrlintara- samiicliriic caitat pratyetavayom iti I N. B. 11114. 
66 Astyanyodapi dravyagut~akarmaslimlinyavisesasamaviiylib prameyam !Ibid. 111/9 
67 Phrases like 'sal??yukta-samaviiya' or 'sal'flyukto-samaveta-samaviiya' used by Uddyotakara m 
naming the six types of sense object contact clearly belong to the Vaise~ika system. N. V. 1/1/4. 
68 

N.M.. (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p., 15 
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a personal God, a plurality of souls and an atomic universe. Further, they use many 

arguments in common. 

S. Kuppuswami Sastri rightly says, 

" ..... the Vaise~ika and Nyaya have been treated as sister schools, fundamentally 

agreeing with each other in respect of important metaphysical and logical 

doctrines ... "69 

In this context, it should be noted that Bodas provides a strange view that in the first 

period (viz. of the siitras) the two schools were allied. "In the second period, (viz., of 

the commentaries), however, they become somewhat antagonistic, partly owing to an 

accumulation of points of difference between the two, and partly on account of 

alliance of the Vaise~ika with the Buddhists. The third period saw the amalgamation 

of the two systems."70 

Thus, the systems have a close relation since the very beginning and in course of their 

development they have come closer. 

1.5. What is Cognitive Process? 

The study of cognitive process is the most important part of the Nyaya system. It is 

primarily concerned with the means of acquiring a true cognition of objects. By 

cognitive process here is meant the study of various issues related with the process of 

cognition. Encyclopaedia Britannica defines cognition as: 

"The process involved in knowing, or the act of knowing, which in its completeness 

includes awareness and judgement. The nature of cognition and the relationship 

between the knowing mind and external reality have been exhaustively discussed by 

philosophers since antiquity."71 

According to the Nyaya philosophy, four factors are involved in the cognitive process 

viz., pramata (knower), prameya (object of cognition), prama!Ja (means of cognition) 

69 PIL, introduction XXIV. 
70 HSJL, p. XXL. 
71 

E.B., vol II, p. 1042. 
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Historical Background of Nyiiyamaiijarf 

and pramiti or pramii (result of cognition). As in Nyayabha~ya of Vasyayana says, 

'chatasr~u caivarpvidhiisvarthatattvmrt parisamiipyate '. 72 Out of these the present 

research will be focused mainly on pramii~a, (including pramii~a-vyapiira) and 

pramii. The Sanskrit synonym for 'cognition' is 'jiiana', and for 'knowledge' is 

'prama.' Theories of cognition, in the Indian tradition, are concerned, first, with ( 1) 

cognitions in general, (2) specifically, with true cognitions, and also (3) with false 

cognitions. The abstract noun 'truth' translates into 'pramiitva ', also into 'priimiiflya'. 

The instrumental cause of a true cognition is called 'pramiifla'. Thus in Nyaya 

philosophy cognition and cognitive process are the most important topics of 

discussion. 

1.5.1 Divisions of Cognition 

In Nyaya philosophy, cognition is divided into different forms. In Tarkasaf!lgraha, 

cognition is divided into two types - smrti (memory) and anubhava (experiential 

cognition). Smrti or memory is the reproduction of previous knowledge which derived 

from the storehouse of one's own mind, but ultimately these memories also depend on 

experiential knowledge because no one can remember something that he has not 

experienced. Anubhava is the presentation of the original thing, which is received 

through the four pramiiflas. Each of these is further divided into yathiirtha (valid) and 

ayathiirtha (non-valid). In the language of the Nyaya philosophy, valid experiential 

cognition is called pramii, and non-valid experiential knowledge is called apramii. 

According to the Nyaya philosophy, pramii can be received through pratya/cya, 

anumiina, upamiina and .~abda. Apramii is divided into saytlsaya (doubt), viparyaya 

(faulty cognition) and tarka (hypothetical argument). Memory is not original 

cognition because it is not experiential; it is a mere reproduction of experiential 

cognition. Cognition based on memory may be either valid or invalid, depending on 

the correctness of the recollection of the experiential cognition that occurred in the 

past. A doubtful cognition cannot be called valid (pramii) because it is not definite 

cognition. Faulty cognition likewise cannot be pramii, because it is not true to the 

nature of its object. Tarka (hypothetical argument) cannot be called pramii because in 

n N.B., 1.1.1 
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itself it is not cognition, although it may help in drawing some conclusions about a 

fact. 

Anubhava 

• 

Budd hi 

Smrti 

t 
I -~I ayat wrt 10 

Pratyak$a saiJ1saya 

anumiti viparyaya 

upamiti tarka 

sabda 

Thus the importance of Nyaya philosophy within Indian philosophy cannot be 

overvalued. It thoroughly demonstrates the Indian logical and epistemological debate. 

As B.K. Matilal remarks: 

"Indian philosophical literature did not always deal exclusively with idealism, 

monism, subjectivism and mysticism. The Nyaya- Vaise~ika writers were, instead, 

critical and positive thinkers, and genuinely interested in logic, analysis of human 

knowledge and language and descriptive metaphysics."73 

1.6 Jayantabhatta: Time and Life 

Versatile scholar from Kashmir region, Jayantabhana, has occupied a unique place in 

the history of Indian Philosophy. Regarding the date of Jayanta, there is not much 

controversy and difficulty. Most of the historians are almost unanimous in assigning 

the date of Jayanta in the latter part of gth century A.D. The various dates as recorded 

by some reliable authorities are presented as follows: 

73 Matilal, 1977: 112, as quoted in, IPIHBT, p. 130. 
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Name of the historians Date of Jayanta Reference 

I. S.C. Vidyabhu$al)a 880 A.D. History oflndian Logic. P.l47. 

2. D. N. Shastri 91
' century A.D. Critique oflndian Realism. 

P.ll4. 

3. V. Rghavan End of the 9'" century A.D. Agama9ambara of 

Jayantabhatta. Introduction. 

4. B. K. Matilal 965 A.D. The Navya-Nyaya Doctrine of 

Negation. P. 99. 

5. A. K. Warder Late 91
" century A.D. Outline of Indian Philosophy. P. 

195. 

6. Erich Frauwallner 2"d half of 9'h century A.D. History oflndian Philosophy. 

Vol. 2. p. 9. 

7. S.N. Dasgupta 1 011
' century A.D. A history oflndian Philosophy. 

Vol. 2. P. 307. 

8. K.H. Potter 870 A.D. EIP. Vol. 2. p. 343. 

9. C.D. Bijalwan The first half of the 9'" century Indian Theory of Knowledge. P. 

A.D. 17. 

1 0. J wala Prasad 880 A.D. History oflndian Epistemology. 

P. 254. 

11. D. H. H. Ingalls 1 0'" century A.D. Materials for the Study of 

Navya- Nyaya Logic. P. 5. 

12. Kuppuswami Shastri The middle or later then 9th A primer of Indian Logic, 

century A.D. Introduction 

13. Gaurinath Shastri 1 0'" century A.D. A Concise History of Classical 

Sanskrit Literature. P. 1 7 5 

Regarding Jayanta's personal life though, not much is known, but his son Abhinanda 

has left some evidences in the introduction of his Kadambar'i Kathfisfira. From the 

introductory verses of the text we know that Jayanta's family hailed from Gau<;iadesa 

and belonged to the Bharadvaja gotra. 74 Jayantat's remote ancestor Sakti migrated to 

Kashmir from Bengal and settled at a place called Darvabhisara. 75 He had a son 

74 Saktiniimiibhavatgaurjo bhiiradviija kule dvija/:11 KKS, sarga I, sloka- 5-12. The sloka is reffered to 
by Abhinavagupta in his commentary on Dhvanyiiloka III, sloka- 5. 
75 HBNVL, p. 19. 
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named Mitra who was very famous and respected by the people. The son of Mitra was 

Saktisvamin, who was well-versed in Veda, became a minister of king Muktapi9a of 

the Karkota family Kashmir. KalyaQasvamin was the son of Saktisvamin, who was 

comparable to Yajnavalkya. 76 KalyaQasvamin had a son named Candra who was a 

devotee of Lord Siva and father of Jayantabhatta.77 Jayanta himself says that he was a 

son of Candra. 78 J ayanta' s son was Abhinanda. 

Jayanta was a follower Veda. In his discussion of Veda-priimii1Jya in the 

Nyiiyamafijarf, Jayanta not only puts up an elaborate defence of the atharvaveda but 

even holds it as the foremost ofthi Vedas79.Thus it may also be observed that Jayanta 

was belonged to atharvaveda and his great faith in the Vedas. J ayanta was also a 

follower of Lord Siva and the benedictory verses in the beginning and the end of the 

Nj;tiyamaiijarf prove it.80 Abhinanda has considered his father as Jagadguru. 81 

Jayanta, in his Nytiyamanjarf describes the king Sailkaravarman as Dharmatattvajiia 

and performer of the Nilambaravrata. 82 One interesting thing is that J ayantabhatta 

himself admits that he has written his work when he was in jail.83 But till now there is 

no suitable evidence regarding the reason of his imprisonment. Jayanta's family 

history is summarized in the following chart:84 

I. Sakti Gau9a Brahmin of the Bharadvajagotra 

who moved to Darvabhisara in Kashmir. 

2. Mitra 

4. KalyaQasvamin Obtained the village of Gauramfilaka 

7
" Kaliiryaswiiminiimasya yiijfiavalkya iva abhavatl KKS, sarga I, Sloka- 8. 

77Ibid, sarga I, sloka- 9-10 
711 Siinurvyiiptadigantarasya ya.sasii candrasya candratvi$iil N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), p. 208 
79 N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), p. 237. 
RO Nama/:t siiSvatikiinandapiiinaisvaryamayiitmanel 

SO!flka/pasaphalabrahmastambiirambhiiya sambhave II N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 9 
Nama/:1 sasikaliiko!ikalpyamiimiinkurasriyei 
Prapannajanasa!flka/paka/pavrk$iiya SO!flbhavell N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), p. 208 
81 Sarasii/:1 sada/a!flkararzii/:1 prasiidamadhurii!fl gira/:11 
Kiintiistiita jayantasya jayanti jagaliif!1 guro/:tll Quoted in N.M., (Kameswara Singh Sanskrit University 
edn.), lntro. P. 11. 
82 Amitaikapatanivltaniyatastrlpu!f1savihitabahuce${ama 
niliimbaravratamidaf!1 kila kalpitamiisld vitai/:1 kaiscitl Ibid P. 10 
83 Riijftii tu gahvare 'sminnasabdake bandhane vinihato 'ham! 
Grantharachaniivinodiidiha hi mayii viisarii/:1 gamitiil N.M., (Vizianagram Sankrit Series), p. 394. 
84 Kei, Kataoka, HPPVT, p., 313 
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5. Candra Father of Jayanta 

6. Jayanta Minister of king Sankaravarmana (883-

902) 

1.7 Works of Jayantabhatta 

1. 7.1. NyiiyamaiijarT 

The monumental work of Jayanta is Nyiiyamafijarl, which is an exposition of the 

sufras of Gautama. This is the most important work of the author. Though he states 

himself that he has no capacity to say something new in the field of logic, only the 

mode of expression is different. 85 

Jayanta describes his own work as the essence of the precious herbs ofNyaya and the 

butter of the milk of Anv1/cyikl.86 In the beginning and the end of the work, Jayanta 

expresses his reverence to Ak~apa<;la87 and refers to his own effort in utmost modesty. 

In fact, in his dissertation, Jayanta tackles all the sastras, namely, Mimarpsa, 

Buddhists, Veda, Vyakaral).a, Dharmasastra, Sahitya and Agama. 

But Nyayamaiijarfis the most matured one of his writings. As V.N. Jha says it as "an 

encyclopaedic exposition of the Pracina Nyaya."88 Nagin J. Shah admits that89 

"One find the triangular contest among the Naiyayikas, the Mimarpsakas and the 

Buddhists. Its study gives us a clear idea of the problems of Indian philosophy and 

their solutions offered by three main branches of Indian philosophy." 

The unique style of Nyayamanjar1 deserves special mention. The attractive style of 

representation makes it distinctive. Simultaneously it is racy, humorous and brilliant. 

85 N.M., (Vidynidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 10. 
86 

Nyiiyau$adhivanebho 'yamiihrta/:1 paramo rasa/:11 
Idamiinvik$ikik$1riinnavanltamivoddhrtamll Ibid., p. 9 

87 Jayanti purajitddattasiidhuviidapavitritii/:11 
Nidhiinaf!l nyiiyaratniiniif!l ak$apiidamunergira/:lll Ibid 
Priiptodiiravarast at a /:I sa jayati jftiiniimrtapriirthanii-
Niimnii 'nekamahar$imastakavalatpiido 'k$apiido muni/:11 N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), p. 208. 

88 N.M .. (Sri Garib Das Oriental Series), Introduction, p. v. 
gq N.M.G., ed., N.J. Shah, Introduction, p. 3 
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It is eloquent in nature and equally mercilessly criticises the arguments of opponents 

such as Mimarpsakas, Buddhists and Carvakas. Satkari Mookerjee says that, 

"Among the intellectual giants that India Produced, Jayanta Bha!.ta is one occupying 

the forefront with Kumiirila and Dharmaklrti, Siintara/cyita and Viicaspati Misra, to 

name only a few."90 

Besides Nyiiyamaiijarf, Jayantabhaga is also credited with the authorship of 

Nyiiyapallava, Nytiyakalikii and Agamr;Iambaram. 91 Following is a brief note on each 

of them: 

1.7.2 Nyiiyakalikii 

The second available but a small work of J ayantabhatta is Nyiiyakalikii. Nyiiyakalikii 

is the fundamental text for the student ofNyaya philosophy, since author discusses the 

sixteen categories of Nyaya philosophy in a very lucid and simple manner in this 

book. Simultaneously, here he presents the definitions of twenty two nigrahasthiinas. 

In Nyiiyakalikii, Jayantabhatta himself cites the purpose and characteristics of the 

particular text: 

$o(ia.~apadarthatattvarrz ba/avyutpataye kathitam I 

Ajatarasani.yyandamanabhivyaktasaurabhaml 

Nyiiyasya kalikiimatrarrz jayanta/:1 paryadldr.~atll 92 

There is controversy regarding the authorship of Nyiiyakalikii. Karl H. Potter has 

presented some doubts and accordingly solutions regarding its authorship.93 

According to G. N. Kaviraja, GuQaratna, in his $addarsanasamucchayabhti$ya has 

mentioned Nyayaka/ikii as the commentary on Nyayastira of Bhasarvajfia. 

1. 7.3 Nyiiyapallava 

9° CR, p. 251. 
91 N.M.,(Sanskrit Book Depot edn.), p. rna. 
92 N.Ka., p. 27 
93 E.l.P., vol. 2. P. 394 
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The one unavailable commentary work of Jayanatabhatta is Nyiiyapallava. In 

Nyiiyapallava, Jayantabhatta presents metrical commentary upon Nyiiyasutras of 

Gautama. The only evidence of this work is found in Syiidviidaratniikara with the 

special mention about the name of Nyiiyapallava and its author.94 

1. 7.4 Agamatjambara 

Besides philosophy, Jayantabha!ta has shown his eloquence in the field of literature 

also. The only drama written by Jayantabhatta is A-gaf/ambara, which is also known 

as $wmiimanii{aka. It is basically a philosophical rupaka, where the author presents 

the theory of Buddhists, Jaina, Carvaka, Mimarpsa, Nyayapriyasaiva and Agama 

(Paficharatra Agama) and thus the very name $m:miimanii{aka becomes appropriate. 

Here Jayantabhatta also briefly presents the viewpoints of Vedanta, Sarpkhya, 

Nflambara schools. The whole drama is divided into four acts, where the characters 

are presented as the representatives of every philosophical system. 

On the contribution of Jayanta to Indian Logic Prof. R.V. Joshi writes: 

"Jayanta's success was based upon his extraordinary power to elaborate his own point 

view in simple and lucid Sanskrit. The Nyiiyamafijar'i therefore, has virtually become 

an outstanding manual of all the schools of Indian Philosophy in general and Nyaya 

Ph.l h . . I "95 1 osop y m part1cu ar. 

In this connection, it may be useful to point out that out of these works the following 

have so far been recovered and published. They are Nyiiyakalikii, Agam4ambara and 

Nyiiyamaiijarf 

1. Nyiiyakalika was edited by Ganganath Jha, Princess ofWales Saraswati 

Bhavana Texts 17, 1925. 

2. Agamf/ambara was edited by V. Raghavan, Mithila Institute, Darbhanga, 

1964 

The editions and translation of NyiiyamanjarT will be given later. 

1.8 Subject-Matter of NyiiyamaiijarT 

q
4 Yathii cha samiicha$/a bhattajayanta/:1 pall ave, Syiidviidaratniikara 

95 JJTK, p. XIII. 
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Nyayamaftjarf is divided into twelve iihnikas, where the sixteen categories of Nyiiya 

philosophy are properly delineated .. Here presents a brief outline of the subject matter 

of each ahnika: 

In the very starting of the 1st ahnika, J ayantabhatta has addressed a benedictory verse 

to Lord Siva. It is followed by the fourteen vidyasthiinas, purpose of the sixteen 

categories. In the 1st iihnika the author stresses upon basically the means of cognition. 

He cites the views of others' regarding the definition of pramarza as purvapa/cyas and 

later examines and establishes his own and siddhiintapa/cyas view. He criticizes the 

Mimasakas view regarding arthiipatti and anupalabdhi and logically includes them in 

anumiina pramiirza. Accordingly he also includes sal!lbhava and aitihya in anumiina 

and sabda. Jayanatabhatta also presents his innovative and original arguments 

regarding various issues. 

In the 2"d ahnika, Jayantabhatta explains the definition of perception, inference and 

comparison given by Gautama. He also opposes the pilrvapalcyas and cogently 

establishes his view. 

In 3rd iihnika of Nyiiyamaiijarf, he discusses the definition of sabda pramiirza, and 

opposes the opponents' view that .~abda pramiirza is included into anumiina pramiirza. 

He also establishes khyiitiviida by refuting the akhyiiti and iitmakhyiitiviida. 

Jayantabhatta discusses the etemality of word in this particular iihnika. 

The 4th ahnika deals with the Veda pauru$eya and apauru$eya, existence of God, the 

relation between word and meaning, pramii(lya of Arthavaveda, establishment of 

Saivapancharatra agama etc. 

In the 5th iihnika, Jayantabhatta puts emphasis on the refuting of apohaviida, 

jatyashraya and bhiivana. For this he first mentions the opponents and then sets up his 

own opinion. 

The 61
h iihnika deals with different topics as sphotaviida, the knowledge of the 

meaning of sentence, abhihitiinvaya and anvitiividhanaviida etc. 
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The 71
h iihnika basically deals with the prameyas. He accordingly discusses the 

purposes and the divisions of prameyas and analyses the Carvakas, MTma111sakas view 

on iitman. 

The other ten prameyas, viz . . <:arlra, idriyiirtha, buddhi, pravrtti, do.5a, pretyabhiiva, 

phala, dukha and sukha are discussed in the 81
h iihnika of Nyiiyamaiijarl. 

In the 91
h iihnika Jayantabhatta focuses on the apavarga, i.e. emancipation. 

Samsaya, prayojana, dr.~·Jiinta, siddhanta, avayava are vividly discussed in the 1 O'h 

iihnika ofNyiiyamaiijarl. 

The 11th iihnika deals logically with tarka, nil:zaya, vada, jalpa, vitm:z(iii, hetviibhiisa 

and chala with their definitions and divisions. 

The last one which is the 12'h iihnika deals withjiiti and nigrahasthiina. 

Jayantabhatta is known as vrttikiira to his contemporaries. In Nyiiyamanjarl, he 

introduces himself as Navavrttikiira. 96 

1.9 Editions and Translations of Nyiiyamaiijarf 

The following are various available editions and translations of Nyiiyamaiijarl: 

parts. 

1. Nyiiyamaiijarf, Jayantabhaga, ed. Gangadhar Shastri Tailanga. 

2. Nyiiyamaiijarf,, ed. and trans. (Gujarati) Nagin J. Shah, (upto 91
h iihnikas). 

3. Nyiiyamaiijarf, ed, Pt. Suryanarayana Shukla,(2 vols). 

4. Nyayamaiijarf, ed. K.S. Varadacarya with Tippa!tl Nyiiyasaurabha,(2 vols). 

5. Nyiiyamaiijarf, ed. Gaurinath Shastri with Granthibhanga of Cakradhara, 3 

6. Nyiiyamaiijarf [The Compendium of Indian Speculative Logic], vol. 1, 

J anaki Ballabha Bhattacarya. 

7. Nyiiyamafijarf, trans. (English) V.N. Jha. 

8. Nyayamafijarf, trans. (Hindi) Siddheswar Bhatt and Shashiprabha Kumar. 

96 Viide$viittajayo jayanta iti yab khyiitab satiimagrmJibl Anvartho navavrttikiira iti yaf!l Sai!ISanti 
niimnii budhiibl N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), p. 208. 
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9. Nyayamafijarf, trans. (Hindi) Pt. Anand Jha, ed. Kishornath Jha, (2 vols). 

10. Nyayamafijarf, Tippal'}f and trans.(Bengali), Sri Paiidinan Tarkavagisa, ed., 

Dr. Amit Bhattacarya. 

Moreover there are some independent works based upon Nyayamafijarf: 

1. A Study of Jayantbhatta 's Nyayamanjari: A Mature Sanskrit Work on 

Indian Logic, Nagin J. Shah. 

2. Indian Theory of knowledge Based upon Jayanta 's Nyayamanjari, C.D. 

Bijalwan. 

Along with these, there are a good number of published papers on Nyayamafijarl by 

Indian as well as foreign scholars which mark the popularity of this robust work of 

J ayantabhatta. 
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Pre-jayanta Views on Cognitive Process 

2.1. Nature of Valid Cognition (Tattvajiiiina) 

Almost all the schools of Indian philosophy believe that the true cognition of the 

object leads to the ultimate goal of life, i.e., nibsreyasa. The Sanskrit term for valid 

cognition is pramiijiifiiina or simply pramii. Apramii stands for all cognitions that are 

not true. The word pramii is used to designate only true or valid cognition 

(yathiirthajfiana) as distinct from a false or invalid cognition (mithyajfiiina). In 

Nyayasutra, the two main divisions of cognition are tattvajfiana and mithyajfiana. 1 In 

Nyaya philosophy three terms are used as synonyms for "Cognition", viz. buddhi 

(intellect), upalabddhi (apprehension) andjfiana (knowledge).2 

There are several views regarding the trueness of cognition. According to one view a 

true cognition is that which reveals an object that serves some purpose (artha or 

prayojana) and leads to the achievement of some end,3 or which favours a successful 

volition (safJ1viidipravrtyanuki1la). 4 This theory is mostly adopted by the Buddhists. 

Another view chiefly held in the Nyaya works is that true cognition is that which 

informs us of the existence of something in a place where it really exists, or which 

gives us the real nature of an object. 5 

The third view refers to truth as a harmony of experience (saf!lviida or saf!lviiditva). 6 

The fourth view is that the truth of knowledge consists in its contradictedness. 7 

In the first siltra of Nyiiyasiltra, Gautama has enumerated that the true knowledge 

(tattvajfiiina) is the cause of the attainment of the highest goa1. 8 Now the question is 

that what is tattvajfiiina? In Nyiiyabhii~ya, Vatsyayana has clarified the term as the 

right cognition of the nature of the existing and non-existing things is tattvajfiiina. 9 He 

has also admitted that the ultimate goal, i.e. liberation, is to be attained through the 

1 N.S., 11111-2 
2 Ibid., 111115 
3 Tata/:1 artha-kriyii-samartha-vastu-padarsakafll samyag jiilinam I N.Bi., ch. l. 
4

, Datta, D.M., SWK, p.l8. 
5 Tadvati tatprakiiraka/:1 anuhhavo yathiirtha/:11 TS.D., p. XIX 
6 S. T.K (on kiirikii 51), 'satnviidyate'. Also vide, Priimiit~a-viirttika-bhii$ya, pp. 3-4, " Pramii[lam 
avisafllViidi jiiiinam." As quoted in, SWK, p. 18. 
7 

Vediinta-paribhiisii, and Advaitasiddhi, "Biidhitavi$ayatvena hi bhramatvam, na tu l~yadhikara!Ja
prakiira-tvena, tasyiipi Vi$a)la-biidhaproyojyatviit ... ", Ibid, p. 19. 
8 . 

N.S., 1/1/1 
9 Satsaditi grhyamii1JOI?1 yathiihhutamaviparllafll tattvafll bhavati 

Asacchiidaditi grhyarniifJaf?l yathiibhutamviparllafll tattvaf?l bhavatil N.B., 1/1/1 
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means of right knowledge, tattvajiiana. 10 In Nyayabha~yavarttika, Uddyotakara has 

vividly clarified the opinion of Nyayabha .. 'iya. He remarks that the right knowledge of 

the categories is known as tattv~jiiana. The real cognition is the path of attaining the 

highest goal. The erroneous knowledge (mithyajiiana) can be removed by pertaining 

tattvajiiana, the right knowledge. In Nyayabha$yavarttika, tattvajiiana is divided into 

two types- dr$!a and adr$fa. The first one can be attained through the four prama(las, 

while the other is through the cognition of prameyas, i.e. the object of cognition. Thus 

the result of both is known as dr$!aphala and adr$!aphala. 

2.2. Different views on Nature of Cognition (Jiiiina) 

The most vital question is that what is the nature of cognition? Regarding this point of 

view there are various issues emerging out from the different philosophical schools. It 

is either a quality of the self to which it belongs, or it is an act of the self, or it is a 

substance that is identical with the self. 

1 . Cognition is an Act of the Self 

In Indian philosophy the Madhyamika Buddhists and the Mrmarpsakas refer to 

cognition as an activity. 11 According to the Buddhists, "knowledge is an existent fact 

that consists of the act of showing and leading to an object." 12 According to the 

Mimarpsakas, the jiianakriya refers to an object. To Prabhakaras, saf!1vit and jiiana 

are two different things rather than two names of the same things. According to the 

Bhattas knowledge is an act of the soul. However, this act theory of knowledge is 

elaborately presented in Nyayamafijarfby Jayantabhana. 

2. Cognition is Self-Subsistent 

The Yogacaras or Vijfianavadinas believe that consciousness is self-subsistent. They 

only accept the reality of vijiiana or consciousness and deny the reality of all other 

things. According to them the subject and the object of cognition are the modes of the 

a/aya, which is a continuously changing stream of consciousness. The a/ayavijiiana is 

a whole containing within itself the knower and the known. This theory holds that 

10 
Ibid. I /J /2. 

11 Jiiiinakriyii sakarmikii I S.D., as quoted in, ITK, p.l3. 
12 Chatterjee, S.C., NTK, p. 14. 
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there is no objective world independent of the perceiving mind. The Naiyayikas refute 

this view. They believe in the distinctiveness of the self, cognition and the object 

cognized and deny consciousness as playing all the three roles. 13 

3. Cognition is a Substance 

The Sarpkhya and the Yoga systems consider cognition as a substantive mode of 

modification of prakrti. It reflects the light or consciousness of the self in it. 

According to the Advaitins, cognition must have as one of its characteristics truth; and 

the truth of pramii consists in its content being uncontradicted (abiidhitiirtha -

vi$ayakatva). 14 

4. Cognition as a quality of the self 

Lastly, Nyaya, Vaise~ika, Ramanuja and .Jaina consider cognition as a quality of the 

self. Among them Nyaya and Vaise~ika treat cognition as the coming property of the 

self, while the rest look upon it as the permanent property of the self. 

According to Nyaya philosophy. cognition is an accidental attribute of the self. The 

cognition occurs in the self when the soul is connected with the mind, mind with 

senses and the sense-organs with the objects. It is not permanent, rather an accidental 

property of the self. If cognition is considered as the permanent property of the self, 

then it should be present in the self anytime but in some conditions it is not present. 

Thus according to Nyaya, and also Prabhakaras, the self is essentially a pure 

substance and cognition is one of its essential natures. 15 For the Nyaya, cognition 

appears as the result of a relation between the soul and the body, which in themselves 

are not cognition. But when cognition appears, it has to exist as an attribute inhering 

in the soul substance. 16 Thus cognition is not an essential and inseparable attribute of 

the soul. The soul is, in itself, neither material nor mental, but a neutral substance 

which comes to have the attribute of intelligence or consciousness in its relation to the 

body. 17 

13/LA, p. 44. 
14 SWK, p. 19 
IS Bhat, G.P., BWK, p.10. 
16 NTK. p. 12. 
17 N. V .. 1/1/22, N.M.. (Vizianagram Series), p. 432. 
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2.3. Means of Valid Cognition (Pramiil)a) 

As the Nyiiya philosophy is known as pramiifla.~iistra, it is likely to put emphasis on 

the means of cognition, i.e. the pramii1:1a. The simple derivative meaning of pramii1:1a 

is "pramfyate 'nena tat pramii1:1am ". It means, by which the true cognition of an 

object can be obtained. It is in the sense of kara1:1a or siidhana. The term pramii1:1a 

consists of the root 'mii' with the prefix 'pra' and suffix 'lyu! ', which generally stands 

for the means of valid cognition. In Medin I Ko$a, pramii1:1a is defined as, 'pramii1:1am 

nityamaryiidiisiistre~·u satyaviidinillyattiiyiiiicha hetau cha klfbaikatve pramiitari I' 

In the Nyiiyasutra of Gautama there is not any definition of pramiifla. Later, 

Vatsyayana in his Nyiiyabhii$ya, defines pramii1:1a as the instrument of valid 

cognition. 18 Uddyotakara has defined pramii1:1a as, 'arthopalabdhi hetu/:l 

pramii1:1am' 19
, which means that pramii1:1a is the means of cognition of the knowable 

objects. But the cognition of the object may not always be valid; sometimes it may be 

doubtful and illusory. At this point the opponent asks him, if the cause of cognition is 

called pramiitza, then the pramiita and the prameya should also be known as 

pramii1:1a, since these two are also the causes of cognition.20 

Uddyotakara answers that the pramiita and the prameya produce the immediate cause 

of the cognition, i.e., the contact between the sense organ and the knowable object. 

But the pramii1:1a is directly involved in the process of cognition. Therefore, pramiifla 

differs from pram~ya and pramiitii. 21 

Vacaspati Misra, however, has faced several objections regarding Uddyotakara's 

definition of pramiifla. The main objection is that if Uddyotakara's definition is 

accepted, then sa1'J'lskiiras will also have to be accepted as the pramii1:1a.22 For it 

Vacaspati has defined the term as 'pramiikaraJ:1af!1 pramiitzam. ' 23 

18 Pramii!Jatab artha-pratipattau pravrttisiimarthyiit arthavat pramii!Jaml Pramiitii yeniirthaf!l 
prami~Joti tat) N.B. 1/111 
19 N. v. 11111 
20 Yadyupalabddhihetu/:1 pramii!Jat!1, nanu pramiitrprameyayor api upalabdhihetutviif pramiitwtvaf!l 
prasajyeta I Nyiiyadarsanam (Mithila Institute edn.), part. 1, p. 9. 
21 Pramii!Je pramiitrprameyayoscaritiirthatviitl pramii~Ja-pramiitii-prameyaf!l ca caritiirthaf!l, 
acaritiirthaf!l tu pramii~Jam I ibid. 
22 Smrtihetor api priimii!Jyaprasaf!lga/:1 I Ibid, p.35. 
23 Pramlyate 'nena ityasya viikyasyiirthye pramii!Japadaprayoga/:1 pramii ca smrteranyii/:1 
aerthiivyabhiciirl svatantra/:1 pariccheda/:1 I N.D., (West Bengal State Book Board edn. ), Vol.l, p. 84. 
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Udayana, in his Parisuddhi, has followed the same definition. In Nyliyakusumliiijall, 

he has defined pramlifJa as the cause by which there is the relation between the 

knower and knowable objects-

Mitil:z samyak paricchittistadvattli ca pramlitrtli I 

Tadayogavyavaccheda/:1 pramli}Jyam gautame mate 11
24 

It means that valid cognition is true experience and right knowing is the possession 

thereof. Authoritativeness, according to Gautama, consists of being devoid of all 

absence of cognition. 

In this way, eyes and their contact with the object is the pramli}Ja for the perceptual 

cognition, a probans will be pramiiJJa for inferential cognition, the knowledge of 

similarity for the analogical cognition and words for the verbal cognition. 

2.4. Number of Pramiil)as 

There is a great debate regarding the number of pramli}Jas, as the different 

philosophical schools uphold different viewpoints. The Carvaka materialist admits 

perception as the only source of cognition. The Vaise~ika and the Buddhists 

philosophy admit two- perception and inference. The Sa:rpkhya admits three

perception, inference and verbal testimony. Gautama has admitted comparison in 

addition to these three. The Prabhakara school of Mima:rpsa philosophy admits five, 

the four sources of cognition mentioned before and postulation. The Bhatta school of 

Mima:rpsa and Sa:rpkara's Advaita school of Vedanta admit a sixth source, viz. non

cognition, in addition to these five. Some others also recognize unbroken tradition 

(aitihya) as well as possible probability (sambhava) as other sources of cognition. 

In Nyliyasutra of Gautama it is distinctly mentioned that there are four types of 

pramli}Jas. 25 Later the Nyaya scholars more or less agree with Sutrakara 's view and 

accordingly describe the means of cognition. Thus the four means of cognition are: 

pratya/cya (Perception), anumlina (Inference), upamlina (Comparison) and sabda 

(Verbal Testimony). To quote Radhakrishnan and Moore: 

24 N.Ku .. IV.5 
15 N.S.. 1/1/3 
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"The Nyaya Sutras define each of these methods as follows. Perception is that 

knowledge which arises from the contact of a sense with its object, and which is 

determinate [well-defined], unnameable [not expressible in words], and non-erratic 

[unerring]. .. . Inference is knowledge which is preceded by perception, and is of 

three kinds, viz., a priori, a posteriori and "commonly seen." ... Comparison 

[analogy] is the knowledge of a thing through its similarity to another thing 

previously well-known .... Word (verbal testimony) is the instructive assertion of a 

reliable person. "26 

2.4.1. Perception (Pratyak~a) 

The term 'pratya/cya' consists of two parts; 'prati' means 'before' or 'near', and 

'a/cya ·means the 'sense-organ eye', which conjointly means immediate knowledge or 

the cause of immediate knowledge. This may be translated in English as perception. 

According to Gautama, the definition of perception is as follows-

Indriyartha sannikar$otpannam21 

yavasayatmakam pratya/cyami 28 

jnanam avyapaddyam avyabhicari 

Perception is a cognition resulting from sense-object contact which is inexpressible by 

words, which is not erroneous and it is determinate i.e. - definite in character. Thus, 

the definition means that pratyakya pramarza is that from which arises the knowledge 

that is based upon sense-subject contact. 

This definition of perception comes from the etymological meaning of the word 

pratyakya. The derivative meaning of pratyakya is the functioning or operation of the 

sense organs, each in relation to a particular object.29 In Nyabha,<;ya, Vatsyayana has 

also considered sannikar.ya or relation as perception. 30 According to him the process 

for perception is the connection of the self (atman) to mind and the mind (manas) to 

26 Radhakrishnan.S. and C. A. Moore, SB!P, p. 359. 
27 The six kinds of sannikar$as are (i) conjunction (sal!lyoga), the connection between a sense faculty 
and an object; (ii) inherence in what is conjoined (sal!lyukta-samaviiya), the connection between a 
sense faculty and a property which inheres in an object; (iii) inherence in what inheres in what is 
conjoined (saf!lyukta-samaveta-samaviiya), the connection between a sense faculty and the universal 
which is instantiated in a property; (iv) inherence (samaviiya), the kind of connection which makes 
auditory perception possible; (v) inherence in what inheres (samaveta-samaviiya), the connection 
between the auditory faculty and a property-trope which inhere in a sound; (vi) qualifier-qualified 
relation (vise$ya-vise$a!Jabhiiva), the connection which allows for the perception of inherence and 
absence in objects. 
28 N.S., 1/1/4 
29 

Ak$asyaka$asya prativi$ayam vrtti/:1 pratyak$ami NB., 111/3 
30 Ibid, . 
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the sense organs (indriyas) and they are getting connected with the object. In this way, 

there is a relation between iitman and manas and the perceptual cognition arise in 

atman. 31 For example, when the visual cognition of a pot is obtained, then the 

connection occurs between the self to mind, mind to eye and then eye to pot. So, in 

perception the cognition arises from the sense-object contact. Hence, perception gives 

us the cognition of what is directly present to sense and we do not require any 

inference or verbal testimony for its cognition. 

Uddyotkara has defined perception as the type of cognition which is brought out by 

the sense-object contact. In this connection regarding the term utpannam, 

Vacaspatimisra states that it is indicative of the fact that the contact of the 'sense' 

with the 'object' is instrumental in bringing about perceptual knowledge.32 

Uddyotakara on N. V 1.1.4: "perception is that cognition which follows and varies 

with the variations in the object and appears in a person who has not made use of, and 

does not yet know the (denotative) relation that the object may bear to any word or 

words." 

Perception occupies the foremost position in the Nyaya epistemology. According to 

Nyaya philosophy, perception is not only the source of our cognition, but it is also the 

basis of the other sources or methods of cognition i.e. inference, comparison and 

verbal testimony. Hence it is said that all the other means of cognition accept 

perception and must be based on cognition derived from it.33 For instance, inference 

as a mean of cognition depends on perception. The first step in inference is the 

observation of a mark or the middle term, i.e. lingadarsana, and the observation of the 

relation between middle (hetu) and major term (sadhya). Hence, inference is defined 

as the cognition which must be preceded by perception (tatpiirvakam). 34 Likewise, 

upamiina or comparison as a mean of naming depends on perception of the points of 

similarity between two objects. Similarly sabda or verbal testimony is dependent on 

perception. As the first step in the verbal testimony is the visual or auditory 

perception of written or spoken words, such words come from a person who has a 

direct knowledge of the truth. So, perceptual cognition is the ultimate ground of all 

other types of cognition. 35 Vatsyayana and Uddyotakara36 add another reason: 

31 Ibid. 1/1/4 
32 Utpannagraha!Jena ca sannikar$asya utpiidakatvam sucitam I N. V. T. T., I I I /4 
33 Sarvapramii!Jiiniim pratyak$apiirvakatviitl Ibid, 1/2/3 
34 N.S. and N.B., 11115 
35 N.B. andN.V., 1/1/6-7 
36 

Ibid., I. 1.3 
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perception tends to produce a higher level of conviction than other knowledge 

sources; the conviction it produces has a distinctive kind of authority. 

lndriyiirtltasannikar$otpannam: Vatsyayana maintains that in perception the self 

connects with the mind, the mind with the sense and the sense with the object. He 

makes it clear that sense - object contact is not the only cause of perception. The self 

- mind contact and the mind - sense contact is also necessary for it. 37 The Viirttika 

supplies elaborate explanation. He admits that the mind -organ contact is as good a 

distinctive feature of perception as the sense -object contact; this is what is meant by 

'samiinatviit'. In this regard he discusses six types of sense -object contacts.38 

Vacaspatimisra states that the Sutrakiira has introduced the term sannikar$a instead of 

saf!lyoga and samaviiya. The term utpanna indicates the contact of the sense with the 

objects is instrumental in bringing about perceptual cognition. 39 

Avyapadesyam: Avyapadesya in the sutra is understood in various ways by different 

logicians. According to Vatsyayana, objects are associated with the words or names. 

By the help of these words the objects are properly cognized. Whatever comes to the 

framework of our cognition is subjected to verbal expression. The fact is that 

whatever is knowable is nameable. Therefore, while our sense-organs come in contact 

with the object, colour or taste, our perceptual cognitions of the objects are denoted by 

the words like colour, taste etc. Again this type of cognition arises due to the words 

naming the object, so one may doubt that the cognition is due to words and not a case 

of perception. Thus, to remove this difficulty, Gautama has used the word 

avyapade.~ya in the sutra.40 Udyotakara supports this view of Vatsyayana. 

Vacaspatimisra takes the word avyapaddya (non-verbal) and vyavasiiyiitmaka 

(definitie and determinate) as referring to the two kinds of perception, viz., 

nirvikalpaka and savikalpaka .According to him the one part of the siltra, VIZ., 

Indriyiirtha sannikar$otpannam jfiiinam avyabhiciiri is the definition of perception 

and the rest two words indicate two types of perception. Regarding this interpretation 

ofVacaspatimisra D.N. Shastri remarks that, 

"This interpretation does violence to the text of the sutra where the word 

avyabhiciirin (which, according to Vacaspatimisra, is a part of the general definition) 

occurs in between the two words avyapaddya and vyavasiiyiitmaka. Obviously, all 

37 
N.B., 1/1/4 

38 N. V., 1/1/4 
39 I N. v. T. T., p. 1/1 4 
40 Niimadheyasabdena vyapadi.'>yamiinaf!l sat siibdm71 prasajyate, atra iiha avyapadesyamitil N.B. 1/1/4 
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the three are the attributes of perception. As the same knowledge which is held to be 

unnameable (free from verbal element) is also held to be vyavasiiyatmaka definite or 

determinate, the former word can in no way suggest indeterminate perception."41 

Avyabhiciiri: The next term in the sutra is avyabhiciiri (non-erroneous). It blocks 

false cognitions, like the misperception that belies the inerrancy of pramii(ls. 

According to Vatsyayana. during summer when your eyes come in contact with the 

sun rays, the glimmering of the sun rays along with the heat waves radiating from the 

hot surface of a desert appears as water. So in order to avoid this type of erroneous 

perception, avyabhiciiri is used in the sutra.42 Uddyotakara takes the term in the same 

sense in which the Bhii$yakiira does. He adds that it is not the object, but its 

apprehension which is subject to error when we take the flickering rays of water. 

Vacaspatimisra gives three interpretations of this term: 

1. Though by the other characteristics erroneous forms have been excluded 

from the scope of perception, yet this term is mentioned to assign authoritative 

sanction to it.43 

2. The term also implies that the cognition brought about by the other 

pramii(las should be non- erroneous as we11.44 

3. The term pratyak$a refers to the resultant cognition, while the other 

prama(las refer to the form of the means of cognition. To bring out this 

distinction the siitrakiira puts the term in the sutra.45 

Vyavasiiyiitmakam: The term vyavasiiyiitmaka has been mentioned in the siitra to 

convey the sense of another perceptual cognition which is definite in nature. 

Vatsyayana opines that the word is employed in the siltra to exclude the doubtful 

apprehensions like "Is this smoke or is this dust?" from the scope ofperception.46 

Uddyotakara also considers that the term in the sutra refers to exclude doubtful 

perceptual cognition. He says that both the mind- soul contact and the sense- object 

contact are responsible for producing a doubtful cognition.47 

According to Vacaspati Misra, the term refers to savikalpa perception. Vacaspati 

validates his interpretation by saying that Vatsyayana and Uddyotakara have not 

41 
C!R, p. 431. 

42 Gr~~me mar/cayo bhaume!JO$maJJii safJ1S/"$!iif7 spandamiiniidurasthasya cak.yusii sannik.r$yante 
tatrendriyiirthasannikar$iidudakamiti .Jftiinamudpadyate ....... tadavyabhiciiril N. B., 1/1/4 
43 Siddhe satyiirambho niyamiirtha(ll N. V. T. T. 111/4 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid. 
46 N.B .. 1/1/4 
47 

N. V., 1/1/4 
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mentioned it smce this interpretation, being very simple, does not need any 

explanation. 48 

2.4.1.1 Types of Perception (Pratyak~a) 

The Nyaya divides pratyak,w in the following way: 

l 
Laukika 

,.. visual nin;ikalpaka 

olfactory savikalpaka 

auditory 

tactile 

gustatory 

m nt 1 e a 

The six types of laukika pratyak$a refer to the senses concerned in perception. 

Another two types of laukika pratyak$a are savikalpa and nin;ikalpa. The Nyaya 

holds that both of these are equally valid and based on reality.49 This classification 

depends on the character of the perceptual cognition which arises from sense- object 

contact. The nin;ikalpaka stage reveals the universal associated with the particular, 

48 VyavasiiyiitmakaiJI siik$iit vikalpasya vacakam- tadetadatisphu.tatviit si~yairgamyat eveti 
bhii~yaviirtikiibhyiimavyiikhyiitam I N. V. T T, 11114 
49 It is said that distinction between savikalpa and nirvikalpa is not recognised in Nyiiya- Sutra, Bhii$ya 
and Viirttika. VacasspatimiSra for the first time in his Tiitparya.tikii makes the distinction to Nyiiyasutra 
1.1.4. The two terms 'avyapadesyam' and 'vyavasiiyiitmakam' in Gautama's sutra, according to 
Vacaspatimisra, mean respectively savikalpa and nirvikalpa perception. 
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but as there is no association of name at this stage, the universal and the particular are 

taken in one sweep and not as terms of relation as subject and predicate or substance 

and attribute. 50 

Savikalpaka perception is the cognition of an object as possessing some character. 

Nirvikalpaka is an indeterminate apprehension and savikalpaka is a determinate 

judgement. There cannot be any savikalpaka perception without a previous 

nirvikalpaka perception of an object. It is a judgement in which certain attributes are 

related to the object by way of prediction, e.g., this is a cow. 51 Here the attribute 

cowness is predicted of the presented object. 

From early on, Nyaya recognizes certain kinds of extraordinary perception. It is of 

three types: siimiinyalak,wl'Jii, jfiiinalak$a1Jii and yoga} a. 52 Siimiinyalak$a1Jii is the 

perception of a whole class of objects through siimiinya (generic property) found in 

any individual of that class. For example, when the knowledge of a pot is perceived 

the universal 'potness' is also perceived. The perception of 'potness' in the present 

pot serves the purpose of contact between sense and all other pots. The cognition of 

the universal is the medium of sense - object contact, by which the perception of all 

pots are possible. 53 

The second type is jfiiinalakr;al'Jii, which is the perception of an object which is in 

contact with the sense- organs through a previous cognition of itself. 54 For example, 

when a man says 'I see a piece of fragrant sandalwood', the man not only has a 

perception of its fragrance by means of his eyes, but he also has the immediate 

perception of its fragrance. The Naiyayikas say that our past olfactory perception is 

closely associated with the visual perception. The present perception of fragrance is 

due to the revived past cognition of fragrance. This can be explained only through 

jfiiinalakr;al'Jii. 

50 Jiityiidisvariipiivagiihi na tujii~yiidiniif!1 mitho vise$a1Javise$yabhiiviivagiihlti yiivatl N.V. T. T., 111/4 
51 Savikalpakaf!1 niimaja~iid~yojaniitmakaf!11 T.B., p. 49 
52 Alaukikastu vyiiptirastrividha/:1 parik/rtita/:11 

Samanyala4a1Jo jnanalak$a1Jo yogajastathiil B.P., (Advaita Ashrama edn.), p. 99. 
53 Asattirtisrayii1Jiif!1 tu siimanyajniinami$yatej Ibid.,pp. 101-2. 
54 Vi$ayl yasya tasyaiva vyiipiiro jniinalak$a1Jii/:ll Ibid., p. 102. 
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The third type is yogaja pratyak5a. It is the intuitive perception of all the objects

past, distant and future, because of some supernatural power. This power is generated 

in the mind by meditation (yogiibhyiisajanito dharmavise.5ab). 

2.4.2 Inference (Anumiina) 

Except the Carvakas, all the other schools of Indian philosophy hold that anumiina is 

a distinct means of cognition. The word anumiina is generally translated as inference. 

It is used in two senses: 

1. Anumiti, i.e., inferential cognition. 

2. Anumiti-karm;a, i.e., the instrument of inferential cognition. 

The word 'anumiina' consists of two parts, viz., anu and mana which mean 'after' 

and 'cognition' respectively. Thus, 'anumiina' in a general sense means the cognition 

coming into being after perception of pariimarsa. 

Anumiina literally means such cognition which follows some other cognition. 

Anumiina is one of the most important contributions of Nyiiya. While defining 

anumiina, Gautama says that, 

"atha tatpurvakaf!l trividhamanumiinaf(l purvacche.5avat siimiinyato dN!af!l 

cal "55 

It indicates the sense of' after proof, as Gautama has used the term 'tatpurvakaf(l'. It 

is 'after-proof in the sense that it uses the knowledge derived from perception 

(pratya/cya). Bhii$yakiira discusses that the term 'tatpurvakar(l' refers to hetu and 

siidhya and the relationship between the two, i.e. vyiipti. It also refers to 

pratyak$a. 56In this way, Bhii$yakiira has defined it as "te purve yasya". He puts it as 

the equivalent of anvf/cyii and it depends upon pratyak$a. 57 By these definitions it is 

distinctly proved that for the cognition of inference the prior cognition of perception 

is needed. For instance, when smoke in a hill is seen then it is understand that there is 

55 N.S. 1/1/5 
56 li11galingino/:l sambandhayordarsanena liJJgasmrtirabhisambadhyatel smrtyii liJJgadar.sanena 
cii 'pratyolcyo 'rtho 'numlyatel N.B., 1/J/5 
57 pratya/qiibhyiisritameviinumiinaf!11 sii anvlk$iil ibid. 
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fire. So, first through perception cognition of smoke occurs, followed by the inference 

about the fire. 

According to Uddyotakara, there are three meanings of the term "tat": 

1. tani fe tatpurvarrz yasya tadidam talpurvakaml 

By this interpretation, the definition of anumana presupposes pratyak5a. 

2. tani purvam yasyal 

By this etymology, anumana is defined as presupposes to all pramtifJ,as, as "tani" is 

in plural number. 58 

3. te dve purvam yasyal 

This etymology shows that there are two types of perception occur before anumlina. 59 

According to Uddyotakara, anumlina is based upon relation between the linga and 

parlimarsa aided by a remembrance of that relation-"smrtyanugrhfto lingaparlimarso 

anumlinam".6° For example, the cognition that the hill is fiery is based upon the 

relation between the smoke and fire and the remembrance of that relation. 

Thus, inference is a process of reasoning in which we pass from the cognition of linga 

to that of something else, by a relation of invariable concomitance (vyapti) between 

the two. To quote Dr. B.N. Seal: 

"Anumiina (inference) is the process of ascertaining, not by perception or direct 

observation, but through the instrumentality or medium of a mark, that a thing 

possesses a certain character. "61 

Vylipti is the special relation between two facts which is universal in its nature. 

Literally, vylipti is the state of pervasion; one of the facts pervades (vylipaka) and the 

other is pervaded (vyapya). For example, 'parvato vahniman dhumavattvat' here 

smoke is pervaded and fire is pervades. This special relationship is known by various 

synonyms such as: linga- litigi- saf!lbandha, gamyagamakabhliva etc. The Nyaya 

method of ascertaining vyapti consists of four stages. They are: 

58 Yadii tiinlti vighrahab tadiisamastapramii(liibhisambandhiit sarvapramii(lapurvakatvamanumiinasya 
var(litam bhavatil N. V., 1/1/5 
5qlbid, N. V. T. T. 11115 
60 

N.Y., 1/1/5 
61 Seal, B. N., PSAH. p. 250 
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• The first is anvaya, or unif01m agreement of two things together. For example, 

wherever there is smoke there is fire. 

• The second type is the uniform agreement m absence (vyatireka). In this 

method, a negative universal relationship or invariable concomitance IS 

observed. For example, wherever there is no fire, there is no smoke. 

• The third kind of method is a combination of the first and second methods. In 

this method, known as unifonn agreement in both presence and absence 

(anvaya-vyatireka or vyabhiciiragraha), both constituents of a relationship are 

always found together; neither is ever present without the other. For example, 

whenever smoke is present fire is also present and whenever fire is absent 

smoke is also absent. 62 

2.4.2.1 Classification of Inference (Anumiina) 

The Nyaya provides four general classification systems for inference: 

1. Firstly, inference is of two types- svartha and paratha.63 

2. Secondly, inference IS of three kinds- purvavat, .Se.'iavat and 

- - d 64 samanyato r$/a. 

3. The third classification IS - kevalanvayi, kevalavyatireki and anvaya

vyatireki. 

4. The fourth classification is - vzta and avlta. Vlta includes purvavaf and 

samanyatodr$!a and av1ta is .Se$avat. This particular type of taxonomy is given by 

Vacaspatimisra. 

Anumiina 

Svartha Purvavat Kevaliinvayi 

Pm·artha Kevalavyatireki 

Samanyatodr$/G ____. Anvayavyatireki 

62 T.S., XXVII 
63 

Tacciinumiinart1 dvividham, sviirthart1 pariirthaq1 cetil T.B., p. 79. 
64 N.S. 11115 
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The svCirtha means "for oneself," and parfirtha means "for others." In svartha, the 

purpose of the inference is for one to gain correct knowledge by oneself and for him. 

In this kind of inference, one wants to obtain the inferential cognition for himself by 

relating it to the major (sfidhya) and minor (pak$a) premises. In parfirthfinumfina, on 

the other hand, the inference is meant for others. Here someone is trying to prove the 

truth of his view. For instance, a man who is convinced of the existence of fire on a 

hill would use parfirtha when attempting to convince others of the fire's existence. It 

requires a systematic methodology of five steps. 65 

The second classification system divides inference into three categories: purvavat, 

sesavat, and sarnanyatodrsta. Purvavat means inferring an unperceived effect from a 

perceived cause,66 se$avat means inferring an unperceived cause from a perceived 

effect and siimiinyatodri~·!a refers to that type of inference when it is not based on 

causation but on uniformity of co-existence. A purvavat inference is that which is 

based on previous experience. For example, "It will rain because there are dark heavy 

clouds in the sky, and whenever there are dark heavy clouds, it rains." Here the future 

rain (effect) is inferred from the appearance of dark heavy clouds 

(cause).Uddyotakara criticizes this view holding that no sensible person could venture 

to cognize the effect simply on the basis of the perception of a cause.67 

.~e.yavat is the reverse type of reasoning, in which an unperceived cause is inferred 

from a perceived effect, e. g., when it is seen that the water of the river is swollen, it 

can be inferred that there has been rain. 68 

The Sfimfinyatodr.yfa inference is that in which the inference is based upon a general 

observation. In this kind of reasoning, conclusions are based on direct experience and 

on generally known truths. For example, "We have observed in all cases that we see a 

thing in a place different from where we saw it before only when it has moved; and 

65 Anumiinaf!1 dvividhaf!1 -sviirthaf!1 pariirthaf!1 cal Sviirthaf!1 sviinumitihetubi ...... yattu sval'f1 dhiimiit 
agnim anumiiya paraf!1 prati bodhayitu/'f1 panciivayavaviikyal'f1 prayujyate tat pariirthiinumiinaml T.S., 
XXVI 
66 N.B., 111/5 
67 N. v., 1/115 
68 N.B., 1/1/5 
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from this fact of general observation we infer that the sun must be moving, even 

though we cannot perceive it."69 

Uddyotakara is the first logician to introduce the third type of classification as: 

kevaliinvayi, kevalavyatireki and anvaya- vyatireki. 70 In the first, · kevaliinvayi, the 

middle term is only positively related to the major term. For example: "Sound is non

eternal because it is a product." In the second, kevalavyatireka, the middle term is 

only negatively related to the major term. For example: "Whoever is dead has no 

pulse: this person has a pulse; therefore he is not dead." In the last category, 

anvaym~yatireki, the middle term is both positively and negatively related to the major 

term. This is the joint method of both anvaya and vyatireka. For example: "All smoky 

objects are on fire: the hill is smoky; therefore, the hill is on fire." 

The fourth classification is expounded by Vacaspatimisra as vfta and avfta. 71 Vfta is 

based upon the universal agreement in presence, e.g., whatever is smoky is fiery, the 

hill is smoky and therefore the hill is fiery. The avfta is based upon the universal 

agreement in absence. For example, what is non- different from other elements has no 

smell. The earth has smell and therefore the earth is different from other elements. 

Vita is sub-divided into two kinds- purvavat and siimiinyatodr?fa; and avfta is also 

termed as se$Qvat or parise$<1. 12 

2.4.2.2 Constituents of Inference (Avayavas) 

The methodology of inference involves five steps,73 as in the example shown: 

• There is fire on the hill (called Pratijfiii, required to be proved) 

• Because there is smoke there (called Hetu, reason) 

• Wherever there is fire, there is smoke (called Udaharal)a, i.e., example) 

• There is smoke on the hill (called Upanaya, reaffirmation) 

69 Ibid. 
70 Trividhamiti, anvayl. vyatirekf anvayavyatirekT cetil NV, 11115 
71 Tatra prathaf!l tiivat dvividhaf!l vTtamavltam cal S. T.K .. (Bengali Trans.) p.33 
72 Anvayamukhena pravartfamanam vidhayakalfl vrtam. vyatirekamukhena pravarttamlinalfi 
ni$edhakamaviraml tat;·avilam .~c~avat, ....................... vltaiica dvedhii, piirvavat siimiinyatodr$/aftcal 
Ibid. 
Though Vacaspatimisra does not mention these two types of classification in the Tiitparya{ikii, but it is 
mentioned in his Siimkhyatattvakaumudi. 
73 Potter discusses various Nyiiya responses to the charge that the five- step argument pattern contains 
unnecessary redundancy. EIP, Vol. 2, p. 186. 
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• Therefore there is fire on the hill (called Nigamana, conclusion) 

In Nyaya terminology for this example, the hill would be called as pak~a (minor 

term), the fire is called as sadhya (major term), the smoke is called as hetu, and the 

relationship between the smoke and the fire is called as vyiipti (middle term). Hetu 

further has five characteristics: ( 1) It must be present in the pa/cya, (2) It must be 

present in all positive instances, (3) It must be absent in all negative instances, ( 4) It 

must not be incompatible with the minor term or pa/cya and (5) All other 

contradictions by other means of cognition should be absent. Gautama in Nyiiyasutra 

has mentioned these five types as: 

''pratijiiiihetudiiharm;opanayanigamanyiiyiivayava/:zl"14 

Vatsyayana has admitted these five types of constituents as the "parama nyaya"15
. He 

himself has also refuted the view of Naiyiiyikas, who consider ten constituents of 

Nyiiya, the five new ones added being Jijiiiisii, Saf!ISaya, Sakyapriipti(l, Prayojana 

and Sal]7sayavyudasa. 76 Though Gautama does not bother giving the general 

definition of avayava, instead gives the etymological meaning as, "atra siidhyasya 

avadhiira(1aya yuvantf mi.~rfbhavatf bhiiyante misrfkriyante vii ityavayavalfl"11 

2.4.2.3 Fallacies of Reason or Hetu (Hetviibhiisas) 

In Indian logic, especially in Nyaya, hetvabhasa or fallacy has a vital role. Gautama 

does not provide us with any definition of hetvabhasa. Rather he has mentioned that 

there are five kinds of fallacies of reasons. They are savyabhicara, viruddha, 

prakara1Jasama (satpratipa~·a), siidhyasama and kiiliit'fta (biidhita). 78 According to 

Vatsyayana the term hetviibhiisa means fallacious probans. They are so called because 

they do not possess all the characteristics of the true probans and yet they are 

adequately similar to the probans so as to appear as such. 79 

74 N.S, 1/1/32 
75 

So 'yam paramo nyiiya itil NB, 1/1/1 
76 Da.Wvayaviineke naiyiiyikii viikye sanca/cyatel j(jiiiisii sal?lsayab saktipriiptib prayojanam 
saf!lsayavyudiisa iti. N.B., 1/1/32 
77 

Siidhakaviikyaikadeia iti. Ibid. 
78 Savyabhiciira-viruddha-prakarafJasama-siidhyasama-kiiliitltii hetviibhiisiib I N.S. 112/4 . 
79 Hetula/cyafJiibhiiviidahetavo hetusiirniinyiit hetuvadiibhiisamiiniib I N.B., 11214 
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In Sarvadarsanasaf!lgraha, it is defined as 'na tu siilcyiid he tub kintu tathii 

pratfyate. ' 80 It means that hetviibhiisa or the fallacious middle is one that appears as, 

but in truth, is not a valid reason or middle term for an inference. For the purpose of 

proof, an inference is made to consist of five members, namely pratijfiii, hetu, 

udahara~Ja, upanaya and nigamana. Similarly, the validity of an inference is based on 

the validity of its five members. So, it can be said that the fallacies of pratijfia etc. 

come under the fallacy of inference (nyiiyiibhiisa). But it must be admitted that the 

validity of an inference depends ultimately on the validity of the hetu or the reason 

employed on it. So, the Naiyayikas bring the fallacies of inference (nyiiyiibhiisa) 

under the fallacies of the reason (hetviibhiisa). There are five types of hetviibhiisas as 

enumerated by Nyaya logic. The fallacies in anumiina (hetviibhiisa) may occur due to 

the following: 

1. Asiddha: It is also called siidhyasama.81 This is the unproved hetu when a reason is 

supplied to prove the predicate but the reason itself requires to be proved like the 

predicate. Uddyotakara names it as asiddha. Vatsyayana gives the example as, 

'Shadow is a substance because it possesses motion.' 82 There are three types of the 

fallacy of asiddha: ii.~rayiisiddha, svarupiisiddha and vyiipyatviisiddha. 

80 

• A§rayiisiddha: If pak')a itself is unreal, then there cannot be locus of the hetu, 

e.g. the sky-lotus is fragrant, because it belongs to the class of lotus. Here the 

pa/cya 'sky- lotus' is unreal, therefore the hetu 'class of lotus' cannot exist in 

it. 

• Svarilpiisiddha: In this type of fallacy the hetu cannot exist in pa/cya at all, e.g. 

sound is a quality, because it is visible. 

• Vyapyatvasiddha: Here concomitance between hetu and sadhya cannot be 

proved, e.g., all real are momentary; sound is a real, so sound is momentary. 

Here the major premise is false, because there is no universal concomitance 

between the 'real' and the 'momentary'. 

S.D.S .• p. 470 
81 Sadhyiivi5i$!a/:t siidhyatviit siidhyasama/:11 N.S. 1/2/8 
82 Drm~yaTJI chiiyeti siidhyG/!1, gatimatviiditi hetu/:11 N.B., 1/2/8 
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2. Anaikiintika or Savyahhichiira: 83 Gautama says that it is an inconclusive hetu 

because it has variable concomitance with the predicate as well as the absence of the 

predicate. Vatsyayana holds that if a reason presents in similar as well as dissimilar 

examples and thus raises the doubt or does not remove the doubt about the predicate, 

it is inconclusive and hence fallacious. 84 According to Vacaspatimisra, the two terms 

savyabhiciira and anaikiintika are synonymous and one can be used as the definition 

of the other. It is of three types: Siidhiira1Ja, asiidhiira1Ja and anupasaf!1hiirf. 

• Siidhiira1Ja or ordinary fallacy: It occurs when hetu is in some cases related to 

the siidhya and in the other cases related to the absence of it. 85 

• Asiidhiirarza or extraordinary fallacy: In this type of fallacy the hetu is neither 

related to things in which the siidhya exists nor to those in which it does not 

exist.86 

• Anupasaf!1hiir1 or the indefinite fallacy: 87 Here the hetu is related to a pa/cya 

that stands not for any definite individual or class, but indefinitely for all 

objects. 

3. Kiiliit'ita or Biidhita: It refers to the middle term which is vitiated by the lapse of 

time. 88 Vatsyayana gives the following example, 'sound is durable because, it is 

manifested by conjunction by colour.' Here the reason is fallacious since in the case 

of colour the manifestation takes place simultaneously with the contact between light 

and the coloured object. However, the manifestation of sound is separated by a gap of 

time from the contact between two objects. So here the reason is not appropriate with 

the instance.89 Uddyotakara gives the same interpretation. But Vacaspati takes it in the 

·sense of biidhita. He maintains that the reason is contradicted by perception, inference 

and testimony. 

4. Viruddha: According to Gautama, "siddhiintamabhyupetya tadvirodhf 

viruddha/:l. "90 It is the opposition of one doctrine to a previously accepted doctrine. 

li.l Anekiintika/:1 savyabhiciira/:1\ N.S., 112/5. 
84 

N.B., 1/2/5 
115 Siidhiira!Ja/:1 siidhyavat tadanyavrtti/:1\ N. V. 11215 
86 Asadhiira!Ja/:1 sapa/cyavipa/cyavyiivrtta/:1\ Ibid. 
87 Anvayavyatirekadr$/iintarahito 'nupasaiJ1hiir~ TS.D., p. XXXIII 
1111 Kii/iityayiipadi$/a/:1 kii/iitita/:1\ N.S., 1/2/9 
89 N.B., 1/2/9 
90 N.S, 11216 
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Vatsyayana cites two contradictory examples, world ceases from manifestation 

because it is not eternal, and that even then it exists because it cannot be destroyed.91 

According to Uddyotakara when hetu disproves the proposition which it is meant to 

prove then the viruddha fallacy occurs. 92 

5. Prakarat;~asama: According to Gautama when a reason is counterbalanced by 

another reason and does not lead to the conclusion, then it is called prakaraJJasama. 

Vatsyayana interprets it as the alternation of mind between two contradictory 

characters of an object. 93 Vacaspatimisra names it satpratipa/(.:,·a. 

2.4.3. Comparison (Upamiina) 

Upamana or comparison is the third means of cognition accepted by the Nyaya 

philosophy. The term upamiina is derived from the words upa means sadrsya or 

similarity and mana means cognition. Thus upamiina derivatively means the 

knowledge of the similarity between two things. Upamiina is another means of 

cognition. As a pramcu;a, upamana is the cognition of the relationship between a 

word and the object denoted by the word (samjiiii-saf!l}iiisaf!lbandha). It is produced 

by the cognition of resemblance or similarity, given some pre-description of the new 

object beforehand. The definition of upamana as given by Gautama is: 

Prasiddhasadharrnyat siidhyasadhanamupamiinam 1161194 

It means that the knowing of an unknown thing (siidhya padiirtha) by virtue of its 

similarity to a known thing (siddha padiirtha) is called uparniina. Here Gautama 

explains the instrumental cause of the upamiti, i.e., upamana. Gautama defines 

upamiina as the instrumental cause (kiira~Ja) of true cognition of an object which is 

cognized on the basis of similarity with an already well-known object. The process of 

acquitting the knowledge of upamiti may be described thus: A man who has never 

seen a gavaya and does not know about it, is told by a forester that gavaya is like a 

cow. He then goes to a forest and sees one unfamiliar animal. He then perceives in the 

animal some resemblance with a cow, which is known to him. This resemblance 

91 N.B .• 11216 
92 Pratij1!iihetvorvii virodha/:11 N. V., I /2/6 
93 N.B., 11217 
94 Ibid, 1/1/6. 
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reminds him of the former saying (atide.S'a vakya) of the forester and then he has the 

knowledge that 'this objects bears the name gavaya'. Besides the Naiyayikas, the 

Purva Mfmarnsakas and the Vedantins accept upamiina as an independent source of 

valid knowledge, though the process of knowing is different from that of the 

Naiyayikas. The Jainas, the Buddhists, the Sarp.khyas and even the Vaise~ikas deny 

admitting upamiina with some critical notes on them. 

Vatsyayana explains that the compound "prasiddhasiidharmya" in the siltra of 

Gautama means either whose similarity is known or which has similarity with other 

things. It means by which we have the cognition of an object that is very similar to 

that of previous object which is well -known to us. Bha~yakiira has enumerated that, 

having the earlier cognition of cow, we can recognize gavaya, which is of same 

property . For him upamiina is a way of cognition the denotation of words and solving 

the problem of identification. 95 Vatsyayana states that the upamana is the cognition of 

an unknown object by means of its resemblance to a known object. But he uses the 

term samiinadharma in place of siidharmya. 96 

Uddyotakara analyses upamiina by splitting the compound prasiddha siidharmya as 

prasiddham and sadharmyam yasya or prasiddhena vii siidharmyam yasya, and says 

that the compound qualifies the term gavaya. 97 He also introduces vaidharmya and 

says that the term sadharmya in the siltra is symbolic and it comprehends vaidharmya 

as well.98 

Vacaspati Misra, in his Nyayavarttikatatparyatika first mentions the opinion of the 

other philosophers who deny upamcma or comparison as an independent source of 

knowledge. The opponents say that when a southerner, who has not seen a camel, 

hears the description of a camel, that camel is such and such an animal, later on comes 

to the north and identifies an object as camel. Such identification cannot be 

considered to be comparison because the element of similarity is absent. This is not a 

separate source of cognition, rather a sequence of verbal testimony, perception and 

inference. So, the identification of gavaya through the similarity with a gau cannot be 

95 Yatha gaurevaf!7 gavaya ityupamane prayukte gava samanadharmam artham indriyarthasannikar$iid 
upa/abhamano 'sya gavayasabda/:1 saf!1jiieti saf!1jiia saf!1jiiisambandhaf!1 pratipadyatel NB. 1/1/6 
96 Prajiiatena samanyatprajiiapanlyasya prajnapanam upamanaml NB., 111/6 
97 Ya 'sau saf!1}fliisaf!1jfiisambandhapratipatti/:l sa upamanartha/:11 N. V., 211/48 
98 Prasiddhasadharmyasya vaidharmyasya sa upamanahetutvatl N. V. 2/1145 
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companson or upamiina. Vacaspati Misra replies that the word 'similarity' in 

Gautam's sutra (N.S. 1.1.6) means by la/cyal',lii properties in general and not just 

similar properties. He emphasizes that the value of cognition by similarity consists of 

a definite identification of an object by a certain name. The sense- perception cannot 

be achieved with comparing the object with another object. The definite cognition of 

the particular object gavaya depends upon the act of comparison with reference to 

some kind of similarity. 99 

2.4.4. Verbal Testimony (Sabda) 

Verbal testimony or sabda is the last and the fourth means of cognition accepted by 

Naiyayikas. Etymologically, sabda signifies 'sound'; literally it stands for 'word' and 

epistemologically it refers to a mean of cognition, viz., 'verbal testimony'. Apart from 

Carvaka, Vaise~ika and the Buddhist, all the other systems of Indian philosophy 

accept .~abda as a distinct source of cognition. But considering the nature and forms of 

sabda, each of them differ from one another. 

Gautama defines sabda as, "aptopaddal:z sabda/:z."100 It consists of the assertion of a 

trustworthy person. It can be of two types according to Vatsyayana: dr$!iirtha or that 

relating to perceptible objects, and adr.yflirtha or that relating to imperceptible 

objects. 101 

Vatsyayana explains the term apta as signifying a person who has immediate 

knowledge of dharma, who is accomplished with the real nature of the object and 

who communicates real knowledge to others out of compassion. 102 According to 

Vatsyayana, apta can be anyone, a p~i, or a arya or a mleccha. 

Uddyotakara defines verbal testimony as the element of verbalisation which is 

important in this source of knowledge and which separates it from inference and 

perception. 103 He introduces a cont:oversy over the interpretation of aptopadda in the 

99 PrajiiapanTyasya gavaya.~abdaviicyatayii pratyak$adr.~yamanagosiidr.~yasya gavayatvasiimiinya 
vise$avata/:l pi!Jdasya prajiiiipanam upamiinam I N. V. T T, 11116 
100 

N.S. 11117 
101 Ibid, 1/1/8 
102 Aptab kahlu siik$atkrtadharmii yathiidr:jfasya arthasya cikhyapayisayii prayukta upade${ii I N.B. 
1/117. 
103 /ndriyasambaddhiisambaddhe$varthe$U yii /;abdo/lekhena pratipattib sii' 'gamiirthab I N. V, 1/117 
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Nyaya and refutes the theory of Oit'maga that verbal testimony can be included either 

in inference or in perception. 

Vacaspati Misra in his Nyayavartikatatparya{ikii says that the word upadesa stands 

for words uttered for the benefit of others. 

In the Nyayapari.fuddhi it is observed as follows: there are two kinds of persons

omniscient and not-omniscient; of these, the reliability can be proved from the fact 

that who is proved to be omniscient is also proved to be free from all defects of 

ignorance, love, hatred and the like. As for the not-omniscient person, his assertions 

can bear testimony to his being reliable, by reason of his being possessed of-( a) due 

knowledge of the thing spoken of, (b) desire to convey true information, (c) efficient 

faculty of right articulation etc.; and one can be sure of this only after having 

repeatedly found the man to be possessed of these qualities. 104 

2.4.5. Refutation of the other means of Cognition 

It may be objected by the opponents that apart from these above mentioned means of 

cognition (perception, inference, comparison and verbal testimony), there are also 

four other means of cognition, viz., aitihya or tradition, arthiipatti or presumption, 

sambhava or probability and abhava or non-existence. 

Na chatu.~!am aitihyaarthapati sambhavabhav pramii(lyiitl 105 

2.4.5.1 Tradition (Aitihya) 

Aitihya or tradition is defined by Viitsyiiyana (under N.B.2.2.1) 106 as a testimony 

chain whose originator is unknown. In Nyayasutra 107 also aitihya is refuted as a valid 

means of cognition other than pratya/cya, anumlina, upamana and sabda. Aitihya is 

something which is carried on from one person to another without it being clear what 

the exact source is. For example one may hear that, 'ghosts live on peepal tree'. 

Nobody knows from where this rumour is emerging out, yet everyone keeps on telling 

one another that this is so. 

104 N.V.T.T.P., 1/117, Ganganath Jha translation. 
105 N.S., 2/2/1 
106 Hocurityanirdri$!apravaktrkal11 praviidapiirampmyamaitihyam I N.B., 2/211 
107 N.S., 2/2/2 
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2.4.5.2 Postulation (Arthiipatti) 

According to J.N. Mohanty, this is a pattern of reasoning which has been compared to 

transcendental argument; 108 a standard example is as follows: Devadatta is getting 

increasingly fat, but no one sees him eat during the course of the day. Given these two 

facts, it postulates that he must eat at night when no one is around. That Devadatta 

eats at night is the content of the cognition generated by arthiipatti. 

The Vedantis and the Mlmarpsakas consider arthiipatti as a separate source of valid 

cognition. 

Gautama109 does not consider presumption as the different source of cognition and 

reduces it to inference. In this way of cognition, there will be two objects related by 

pervasion. One object will be the vyapya and the other will be the vyapaka. Without 

the relation of pervasion there cannot be any presumption. Thus, this form of knowing 

can be included in inference. For example, pa/cya is Devadatta, the siidhya is 'eating at 

night,' and the hetu is 'growing fat, while not eating during the day.' The universal 

rule that is used is negative, or vyatirekivyiipti. Wherever there is absence of siidhya 

(i.e., absence of eating at night), there would be absence of hetu (i.e., absence of 

growing fat, if not eating during the day). The problem is, in that case, to come 

forward with an agreed example (dr$!finta) in which that rule is instantiated. 110 

2.4.5.3 Probability (Sambhava) 

Vatsyayana in his Nyayabha.~ya 111 said that, "sambhava is the graspmg of the 

existence of another thing as the result of grasping the existence of a thing which in its 

aviniibhiivin, i.e. does not exist without it." 112 For example, the existence of iif/haka (a 

weight which is the quarter of a dro1Ja), can be understand from apprehending the 

existence of a drol)a; and of a prastha (which is the quarter of a ii{ihaka) by 

understanding the existence of an ii{ihaka. Thus: 

108 CIP, p. 32. 
109 N.S. 2/2/2 
11° CIP. p. 32. 
111 N.B. 7-8 and 12-14. 2/2 
112 "The inclusive quantity is accurately called the aviniibhiivin, as being that which cannot 
exist without the included quantity. The smaller of course can exist without the larger. A 
hundred can exist without a thousand, but a thousand cannot exist without a hundred." ILES, 
p.327. 
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"A quantity and its constituents being united by the relation of inseparable 

concomitance (aviniibhiivavrttyiisambaddhayao/:1 samudiiyasamudiiyino/:1), the 

apprehension of the constituent by means of the aggregate (samudiiyena) is 

'inclusion.'' 113 

In most of Indian philosophical schools, sarnbhava and aitihya are not considered as 

the separate sources of cognition. 

2.4.5.4 Non- Cognition (Anupalabdht} 

In Indian philosophy anupalabdhi is accepted as a distinct means of valid cognition 

by the Bhatta Mimarpsakas and the Advaita Vedantis. Their argument is that none of 

the recognized pramii}Jas are able to generate the cognition of an absence. So a 

distinct pramiiJJa is required. 114 All other philosophical schools oppose it. However, in 

Indian Philosophy abhiiva has been discussed in two ways- as an ontological reality, 

and a means of cognition. In the first form it is mentioned as asat and in the second it 

is considered as anupalabdhi. A general epistemological notion of the Bhatta 

Mimarpsakas regarding negation is that there is some reality known as abhava and 

there is a way of ascertaining it which is known as anupalabdhi. 115 

The Naiyayikas do not accept more than four means of true cognition. And for 

cognizing absence or abhiiva they do not need a distinct pramliJJa. The Naiyayikas 

reply that the cognition of absences is accounted for by means of the other sources of 

cognition. 116 

In Nyaya philosophy there is no object of true cognition like abhliva. 111 Vatsyayana 

remarks that since absence is not found to be an object in many cases of true 

cognition, the argument that abhava is not a means of true cognition because there is 

no such object of true cognition as absence, is not proper. 118 

Vatsyayana says that this absence is proved to be a prameya because when a person 

wants to bring a cloth which is not blue, the absence of blueness is a mark which will 

enable him to mark out the particular cloth he wants to bring and to exclude the other 

113 Ibid, p. 327 
114 S. V., Abhiiva. 
115 

ITK, p. 274. 
116 See ITK, pp., 275-6 for a summary of Jayanta's critique of the Bhattas' position. 
117 Niibhiivapriimii1Jyaf!1 prameyasiddhebl N.S. 2/2/7. 
118 Abhiivasya bhftyasi prameye /okasiddhevaiyiityiihucyate IN.B., 21: 
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cloths which are blue. Thus an object may be known through the non-existence of its 

mark. Here, the cognition of absence of mark is the cause of true cognition. 119 

Uddyotakara maintains that negative judgement denies whereas positive judgement 

asserts. 120 According to him abhava is: 

"Abhavo nama pratyanfkasya graha1:1iit tadvirodhino graha~Ja1J11" N. V. T. T. 

212/1 

According to Vatsyayana (N.B. 2/2/12) there are twofold divisions of abhava

pragabhava and pradhvaf!lsiibhava. 121 But he does not mention the other varieties 

recognized by the later school. The fourfold classification of abhava appears to be 

from the time ofKumarila: 122 

K\11lre dadl~yadi yannasti praghhavaf:t sa ucyate 

nastita payaso dadhni pradvaf!lsiibhava i$yate 

gavi yo 'svadyabhavas tu so 'nyonyabhava ucyate 

.~iraso 'vayava nimna vrddhikiithinya- varjitab 

sasasnigadirupei'Ja so 'tyantabhava ucyatei 123 

Later, the three varieties- pragabhava, pradhva1J1siibhava and atyantabhava- are 

classed together under saf!lsargabhava. 

Thus Nyaya- Vaise~ika School believes in the ontological reality of negation as an 

additional category, 124 but not as an independent means of cognition. 

2.5. Validity of Cognition (JiiiinapriimiiiJYa) 

Now the question arises whether the cognition obtained through the means of 

cognitions is valid or invalid. Two important questions regarding validity of cognition 

are: 

1. Whether conditions which generate the validity of a perception or any other 

knowledge are intrinsic to the conditions that generate that knowledge. 

119 Pratipattihetu.~ca pramiit:~amitil N.B. 21218 
120 Asatlu paratantraprali$edhamukhena pratipadyate pradfpavati N. V. 
121 AbhiiviidvailafJ1 khalu bhavati , priik cotpatter avidyamiinatii, utpannasya ciitmano hiiniid 
avidyamiinatiii N. B. 
122 ILES, p.330. 
123 5. V., Abhiiva. 2-4 
"The non- existence of curds in the milk is antecedent non- existence; the non- existence of 
milk in curds is non- existence after destruction; the negation of horse in the cow is mutual 
negation; absence on the slope of the head of hardness and excrescence is absolute non
existence- non- existence of such things as the horns of a hare." ILES, p.330. 
124 Mookherjee, Satkari, BPUF, p. 409. AS quoted in VDPN, p. 564. 
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2. Whether the validity of that cognition is known by the knowledge itself. 

There are debates among the different philosophical systems. The extrinsic validity of 

Nyaya and the intrinsic validity of Mimarpsa are the two important views in this 

regard are discussed below. 

2.5.1. Intrinsic Validity (Svatai}-Prilmiil:zya) 

The structure of whole Jvfimiif!1sa philosophy is based upon the doctrine of the self

validity of cognition, i.e. the svata/.1-priim{u:zyaviida. Validity of cognition means the 

certitude of truth. Kumarilabhatta asserts that, 

'Svata/.1 sarvapramcu:zanii!J1 pramiilJyamiti gamyatiim I 
Na hi svato 'satz.\'akti/:1 kartumanyena .~kyate jj

125 

The Mimiimsii philosophy admits that all cognition excepting the memory (smrti), is 

valid in itself, for it itself certifies its own truth, and neither depends on any other 

extraneous condition nor on any other cognition for its validity. According to the 

Mfmiimsakas: 

1. All cognition is intrinsically valid. 

2. All cognition is valid by itself, and does not need to be validated by any other 

cognition external to itself. 

3. Its validity arises from the very causes from which it arises. 

The nature of cognition is to reveal its object. Hence cognition requires no other 

conditions than itself in order to reveal its object. So, cognition must be true or valid 

in nature to reveal the true nature of an object. There is no external condition of 

cognition to reveal its object (kiirakiitiriktatadgatagw:za). So the Mimarpsakas say that 

the validity of cognition is due to the conditions of cognition itself 

(svarupasthitahetuja), i.e., it is intrinsic to cognition. 126 This is best understood as the 

notion that the same causal conditions which give rise to the awareness of cognition 

also give rise to awareness of its high-grade positive epistemic status. Here, validity is 

conceived intrinsically because there is no source of the entitlement other than the fact 

of the cognition's occurrence itself. 

125 S. V. Sutra-2, Sloka-47. 
126 S.D., pp. 20, 21, 48. 
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2.5.2. Extrinsic Validity (ParataiJ-PrilmiliJYa) 

The Nyaya and Vaise~ikas hold that both validity and invalidity of cognition is 

paratab or extrinsic. The term paratab- priimcu;ya is first used in 

Nyiiyaviirttikatiitparya!ikii by Vacaspatimisra. 127 In Nyiiyamaiijarf we find, 

"Sthitimetadarthakriyiijiiiiniit priimiir;yaniscaya iti Tadidamuklal'fl, 

'pramiir;ato 'rthapratipattau pavrttisiimarthyiidarthavat pramiir;af!l I ' [N B. p. 

I} iti I tasmiidapriimiir;yamapi paro/cyamityato dvayamapi para tab itye$a/:l eva 

pa/cya/:1 .~reyiiniti 1"128 

According to the Nyaya, the conditions of validity and invalidity of cognition must be 

different from and other than the conditions of the cognition itself. The Naiyayikas 

admit that the validity and invalidity of cognitions are known by certain external 

conditions (paratab priimiir;yiipriimiir;yajiipti). This is the view that the causal factors 

which give rise to a cognition are not sufficient to provide ultimate knowledge of its 

own validity. If the validity of cognition is known intrinsically by the cognition itself, 

then there can be no doubt with regard to the validity of any cognition. Besides, if 

cognition is invalid due to the conditions of cognition itself, there can be no wrong 

action. 

The fact is that cognition must be accepted valid, for without it one cannot achieve 

practical objects. The Naiyayikas hold that both validity and invalidity of cognition is 

known by inference. It is to be inferred from extrinsic conditions as its capacity or 

incapacity to produce successful activity (pravrttisiimarthya). 129 

2.6. Result of Cognition (Prama) 

The result of cognition or pramii is defined as the absolute valid cognition of an 

object. As in Tarkasal'flgraha, 'yathiirthiinubhava pramii.' 130 It is a definite and 

certain (asal'fldigdha) cognition of an object. In Nyiiyabhii~ya also it is said that, 

127 N. V. T T., 11111 
128 N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), part- I, p. 160, 
129 Priimiir;yarn hi samarthapravrttijanakatviidanumeyaml N. V. T TP., 1/111 
l.lO TS, pratyalcya khaiJ<!a 
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Yathiirthavijiiiinaf!l sa pramii. 131 Hence pramii excludes all kinds of non-valid 

cognition, such as, memory, doubt, error, hypothetical argument etc. 

Now the question is what makes cognition yathartha or true? The answer is that a 

cognition is true when it is not contradicted by its object (arthiivyabhiciiri). The sense 

is that a cognition is true when it reveals its object with that nature and attributes 

which exist in the object, despite all changes of time, place and other conditions. 132 

According to the Naiyayikas, pramii should be a presentational cognition (anubhava), 

otherwise memory will be considered as pramii. But memory is not a preventative 

cognition; rather it is representative, since it is only a reproduction of past experience, 

therefore other than presentational cognition (anubhava). 133 Udayana also says that 

"Y athiirt hiinubhavo miinamanape/cyataye~yate." 134 

Thus this chapter presents an outline of pre-Jayanta's view on cognitive process. It 

elucidates concisely various issues on cognitive process before Jayanta which helps to 

get the idea of Jayanta's own view discusses in the next chapter. 

131 
N.B .. 11111 

m N. V. T.T, pp., 5, 21 
133 N.M., (Vizianagram Series), p.23 
134 Quoted in, N.D .. (West Bengal State Book Board edn.), p. 84 
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]ayanta's Exposition of Cognitive Process 

This particular chapter is based on the first iihnika of Nyiiyamafijarl. It discusses all 

the possible issues regarding the process of cognition as presented by Jayantabhatta. 

Likewise, it examines the views of the opponents and critically refutes them. It is the 

attempt to present a keen observation on Jayanta's theory on cognitive process. 

3.1 Jayanta's Hypothesis on Cognition (Jiiiina) 

Jayanta considers that Gautama's use of the terms 'jfiiina' and 'upa/abddhi' as 

synonyms of 'buddhi' is sufficient for understanding the nature of cognition. 1 

Regarding Jayanta's hypothesis on jfiiina, he argues against the contention of the 

SaT]lkhyas, who maintain that these three terms represent different concepts. 2 

According to the SaT)lkhyas, cognition is a mode of buddhi. The Puru~a for them is 

immutable and conscious. Pain, pleasure, etc. belong to buddhi which is evolutes of 

pra/a:ti. Cognition transforms itself into the shape of the object of cognition. Though 

the puru$a is inactive, due to the intelligence of buddhi, puru$a gets active and the 

phenomenon of cognition arises as an amalgamation. The reflection of the buddhi in 

the self is assumed to account for the cognition of buddhi modified into the forms of 

objects by the self. 3 

Now Jayanta repudiates the SaT]lkhyas' view on cognition. Although it is not an 

activity of any kind, is still a transient phenomenon as it appears from the three tenses 

of the verb 'to known'. It is to be regarded as quality and so can be perceived like 

physical qualities. Just as physical qualities are perceived by their special sense 

organs, the same way knowledge is perceived by the internal sense called manas.4 

Cognition is the property of the immaterial substance, i.e. the soul. Cognition is not an 

essential attribute of the soul. The soul has acquired this property in relation to a 

body. Jayanta points out that if the SaQ1khyas hold buddhi and puru$a as two different 

entities, then it is an error to impose the properties of buddhi on puru.5a and vice 

versa. According to him, the SaQ1khyas have made this mistake due to their belief in 

satkiiryaviida. As Jayanya writes: 

1 Paryiiyaprayogasyaiva la4at:~akyamatviit\ NM, p. 486 (Vizianagram Series.). 
2 Evaf!l hi siif!lkhyii/:1 saJ?Igirante buddhiranyii jfiiinamanyadupalabdhiranyeti 
tadbhramiipanayaniiyaivamucyate\ Ibid. p. 487. 
3 Pratyahh(ifiiinusandhiiniidivyavahiiraprabiindhanirviiha1;1ak$amii buddhi/:1 \Jfiiinaf!1 tu tasya vrtti/:1\ 
Upalabdhistu pUf!ISO vrttimadbuddhidadiinamiti naisiif!l paryiiyasabdatvamiti\ Ibid, p. 490 
4 Astyeva nityamantabkata1;1m!1 mana/:1, tena kara1;1ena karturiitmano visayopalabdhikriyii nirvartyate 
saiva ca buddhirityiikhyiiyate na tvanyii nityii buddhirastfti, kifica kasya krte paridrsyamiinamiitmano 
jiiiiniidikr~yiikartrtvamupabsrjya buddheradr.~yamiinamupeyate, ko 'triisayrt. 1 ''-'A ~ ..1o~ 
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"Api ca satkiiryaviidamula e .. m tapasvinii1?1 vibhrama/:1 sarva1?1 sarvatriistfti 

tato 'nvayasiddhi1J1 huddhyamiiniiste pradhiinasiddhiivadhyavasitii/:11"5 

Furthermore, the Sarpkhyas are of the view that cognition is a substantive mode of 

matter which makes cognition material, whereas the fact is that cognition is formless 

and matter is never without a form. So, according to Jayanta, cognition is a quality of 

the soul. It is not the instrument, a~ the Sarpkhyas hold it. Buddhi is cognition and not 

an instrument of cognition. Even in Nyayasiddhantamuktavalf the Si.irpkhya view is 

broadly is discussed and refuted. 6 

3.1.1 What is Valid Cognition (Tattvajiiiina)? 

Tattva is the true nature of bhiivapadiirtha and abhiivapadiirtha determined by 

different means of valid cognition.7 Jayantabhana mentions the derivative meaning of 

tattva as, "tasya hhava/:1 tattvam", the nature ofthat (object) is tattva. It is determined 

by cognition. 

'Tat paricchindyat jiiana1J1 tattvajiianamtyuchyatej '8 

The cognition which determines that (tattva) is called tattvajiiana. Now the question 

is how the true cognition of the sixteen categories of Gautama's logic leads up to the 

attainment of the highest goal, i.e., nisreyasa. The true cognition of the twelve objects 

beginning with the soul and ending with the apavarga is the direct means to the 

realization of the final state of freedom from all sufferings and that the true cognition 

of other objects is not helpful to the goal of life. When our erroneous cognition is 

chased away by the true cognition of the soul etc., our cycle of worldly existence 

based on errors comes to an end. 

The compound word 'tattvajiiana' has the sixth case ending. It is syntactical with the 

term 'tattva'. It has the general relation in the expression pramal)aml)am tattvam (The 

essence of pramiil)as etc). The two generative case endings, i.e. tattvasya and 

ni.~reyasasya in the expressions tattvasya jiiiinam (cognition of the real nature of the 

padiirtha) and ni/:1.<-reyasasyiidhigama/:1, are in generative case-endings because tattva 

5 
Ibid, p. 492. 

6 See, N.S.M., (Chaukhamba Surabharati Prakashan edn.), pp. 259-71 
7 Kif!l punaridm!l tattvaf!l niima? Sa to 'sato vii vastunab pramii"(lapariniscitasvariipaf!l 
sabdapravrttinimittaf!l tadityucyate I Ibid, (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.) p.27. 
8 Ibid, p.7. 
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and nil:z§reyasa are objects since it is tattva which is to be known and it is ni/:lsreyasa 

which is to be attained. 9 

3.1.2 Jniina: Siikiira or Niriikiira 

Jayanta in his Nyiiyamafijar'f discusses two views considering the siikiira and niriikiira 

nature of cognition. First, he mentions the Vaibh~ika theory of niriikiirajiiiina. Then 

he proceeds to discuss the theory of siikiirajiiiina as propounded by the Sautrantikas. 

3.1.2.1 Jayanta's Account of the Vaibha~ika Theory 

Jayanta deals with the position of the Vaibha~ika school as follows: 

Cognition and object are two co-existent momentary entities, as they are 

originated by kindred cause-complex (liilyasiimagryadhina). 10 In the production of a 

cognition the preceding cognition is the material cause and the object is the accessory 

cause. Again in the production of an object the preceding object is the material cause 

and the preceding cognition is the accessory cause. Thus, the cognition is produced by 

a cognition and an object and similarly the object is produced by an object and a 

cognition. Hence a cognition is invariably produced by the same causes as an object. 11 

Thus, both cognition and object depend on siimagrf and the cognition which rightly 

corresponds to the object is the pramii[la. 12 In spite of the fact that cognition as well 

as object is of a momentary character. 

Jayanta refutes the above view and says that if cognition alone is accepted as the only 

means, then there will be a possibility of taking even that cognition as pramii1Ja which 

does not produce any result. 13 Cognition being of the nature of illumination is 

regarded as the knower or the subject (griihaka). The object being of the nature of 

insentience is regarded as the knowable (griihya). 14 

9 Pramiiniidiniif!l taftvamiti sambandhamiitre $G${hr I Tattvasya jfiiinaf!1, ni/:lsreyasyiidhigama iti 
karmari $a,~!hyau. tattvasyajfiiiyamiinatvena niMreyasasya ciidhigamyamiinatvena karmatviit II Ibid., 
p.25. 
10 A nye tu tu/yasiimagryadh/nayo/:1 jfiiiniirthayo/:1 griihyagriihakaf/1 bhiivaf!1 vadanta/:1 bodhmn 
pramii!wmabhyupiigaman I Ibid .. p. 44. 
11 .hiiinam cajr1iiniirthajanyam, artha!;ca arthajfiiinajanyol Ibid., p. 45. 
12 Bhavatltyevamekasiimagryadhinatayii tamarthamavyabhicarato jfiiinasya tatra priimiif!yami. 
13 Tadidamanupapannam- aphalajanakasya pramiif!alviinupapatterityuktviit I Ibid. 
14 Jfiiinaf/1 svaprakiisasvabhiivamiti griihakam artho jaf/iitmeti griihyam iti I Ibid. 
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The Siddhiintins again question them that from where do the cognition and the object 

get their distinctness, i.e. one is prakii.~asvabhiiva and the other is ja(iasvabhiiva, 

when both have the same causes? Jayanta says that if they argue that since there is a 

difference in the material cause and the accessory cause in the production of cognition 

and object, there is also a distinction in the cognition and the object. Hence, one is 

griihaka and the other is griihya. 15 

Regarding this explanation, D. N. shastri 16 remarks that, 

"This is indeed an ingenious explanation which postulates a simultaneously running 

double thread of causality to explain the relation of a cognition with its object. This 

kind of explanation becomes necessary in view of the Buddhists doctrine of 

momentariness and dependent origination. Although it seems difficult to point out the 

Buddhists source of this theory, there is little doubt that Jayanta, careful as he is 

setting forth the theories of his opponents, must have been taken it from some 

Buddhists source. It is not quite clear whether this is an alternative theory to, or 

amplification of, siirupya theory of the Abhidharma Kosa." 17 

3.1.2.2 Jayanata's Account of the Sautrantika Theory 

Durgacharan Chatterji 18 remarks that the Sautrantika school of the Buddhist 

philosophy does not recognise the perceptibility of the external objects like the 

Vaibha~ikas. According to them the world of matter is not directly apprehended; 

nevertheless it has a real existence of its own. Objects can be cognised by inference. 

Cognition assumes the form of the object which itself cannot be intuited. So the 

15 Upiidiinasahakiirikiirm;abhedaditi eel I Ibid, p. 45 
16 CJR, p.59. 
17 The relation of a cognition with the external object has been one of the most refractory problems of 
the realist school, ancient and modem, eastern and western. The difficulty is not confined to the 
Vaibha~ika School alone. Even the Nyaya-Vaise~ika is confronted with the same problem. According 
to it an external object is directly presented in its cognition which in itself is formless (niriikiira). Now, 
the question arises: how is it that the cognition of a jar refers to the jar, and not a cloth? In as much as 
the cognition is formless, and no specific change has been brought about in it by the jar or the cloth, it 
is equally unrelated to both. To this the Nyaya-Vaise~ika may reply that the cognition in question has 
been produced by the jar and not by the cloth, and that it refers, therefore, to the former and not the 
latter. But the opponent would retort that, so far as production is concerned, the sense of vision has also 
been equally instrumental in producing the cognition in question, and the cognition should, therefore, 
refer to the sense as much as to that jar. Ibid. 
18 ABORJ, vol. XII, pp., 208-209. 
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object is to be inferred from the form it imprints on our cognition. Consciousness is, 

as it were, the mirror in which the external realities are reflected. 19 

According to Prof. Stcherbatsky, there is not much difference between the 

Vaibha~ikas and the Sautrantikas on the interpretation of the origin of cognition. In 

their opinion cognition is a complex phenomenon in which several elements 

participate, interconnected, but separate, with the essential presence of the element of 
. I 2o conscwusness among t 1em. 

Again, to quote Prof. Stcherbatsky: 

"The Sautrantikas denied the reality of the past and the future in the direct sense, 

the admitted the reality only of the present."21 

The Sautrantikas admit that cognition is the form of the object. They think that the 

invariable association between cognition and the object is viable only when the 

cognition, i.e., the pramiitza. has in it a reflexion of the object. Because if the nature 

of cognition is taken as niriikiirajfiiina or having no particular form, then it will be 

applicable to all kinds of cognition such as blue thing, yellow thing etc., and over

applicability will go to eyes etc., since the productive nature is also there.Z2 

Since there is no jfiiinakarmaniyama possible, there is no way to tell that cognition 

would reveal particular objects distinctly. This jfiiinakarmaniyama is possible if 

siikiirajfiiina is taken as pramiitza, because it reveals the object in its own fo 

as such if we take niriikiirajfiiina, there would be the possibility of reve: 

objects at a time because cognition is without any form of any object. 

To this the Naiyayikas reply that object produces the cognition of it and then 

cognition would reveal only that object and as such jfianakarmaniyama 

intact. To this the Buddhists have opposed that for the Naiyayikas the sens 

eye, etc. are also janakas and hence they should also be revealed by their 

cognition. Therefore over-application will occur. 

Again the Naiyayikas put objection on them that according to the Sautran 

object itself does not exist. If it exists it should be either inferred or perceived 

19 
According to Prof. Stcherbatsky the Brahmanic account of the Sautrantika theory of cog1 

biihyiirthiinumeyatvaviida (the theory that the external objective world is not directly ir 
cognised inferentially) is due to some confusion between the Sautrantika and the Yogacara 
CCBMWD, p. 63, f. n. 5. 
20 Ibid, p. 63. 
21 Ibid, p. 42. 
22 Ye 'pi niriikiirasya bodhasvarupasya nllapltiidyanekavi$ayasiidhiira~;atviit, janaka, 
cak$uriidiivapi bhiiveniitiprasmigiit !N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p.46. 
23 Arthastu slikiirajfliinaviidino na samastyeva I sa hyanumeyo vii syiit? Pratyak$o va ? Ibid. 
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The object cannot be inferred as there is no invariable concomitance between the 

object which is outside and the siikiira cognition which is inside the mind. Cognition 

does not have any form until an object is presented to it, but as soon as the object is 

presented, it assumes the form of that object.24 

Again the worldly object cannot be perceptible, since no body subscribes two forms at 

a time, i.e. one of the siikiira cognition which is the means and other is the object. If 

we consider the object as perceptible, it will cause anavasthii or infinite regression. 

The form of an object cannot be realised by the formless cognition. Now, the form of 

cognition of the object also becomes an object of some other cognition and it is to be 

realised by some other cognition having the form. This cognition also requires a 

cognition having form for its realisation. In this way it will cause anavasthii. 

However in this regard, it is to be noticed that V.N. Jha in his English translation of 

the first iihnika of Nytiyamaiijarl considers that it is the view of the Yogadirs. 

According to V.N.Jha, for Yogacaras neither there are objects outside nor there are 

different forms of knowledge inside the mind. Knowledge has only one form. This 

knowledge they call alayavijiiiina.25 The basis of his hypothesis may be Jayanta's use 

of the word 'vijiiiinadvaita' (subjective idealism), which belongs to the Yogacaras. 

Shashiprabha Kumar and Siddheswar Bhatt also admit that both the Yogacaras and 

the Sautrantikas hold the view of siikiira- jiiiinaviida.Z6 But Jayanta here intends to 

present only the Sautrantika view. 

3.1.3 Jiiiina: Svaprakiisa or Paraprakiisa 

In the process of cognition there are two important questions that arise, i.e., is 

cognition svaprakiisa or self-illuminated and is it paraprakiisti or illuminated by 

others? The first view is held by the Advaita Vedanta, Mimarp.sa and Buddhists. The 

second view is of the Naiyayikas, who believe that cognition only illuminates its 

object, not itself. Cognition requires other cognitions to illuminate it. Here we will 

discuss only the Mimarp.sakas view as presented by J ayantabhatta in his 



Cognition consists simply in the manifestation (prakii.5ii) of objects.27 All things are 

revealed to us when they become objects of cognition. Cognition is an attribute of the 

self. It always refers to objects beyond itself. Cognition is never self-manifested.28 

According to the Nyaya, it is a mere hypothesis of the Sarpkhya, Vedanta and the 

Prabhakara Mimarpsa that the capacity of self-manifestation is inside the cognition. 

Nyaya holds that while cognitions manifest (prakiisaka) their intentional objects, they 

rarely manifest themselves. When they are directly cognized, cognitions are grasped 

by other cognitions i.e. anuvyavasiiya. This awareness reveals a cognition along with 

its object. 

According to the Mimarpsakas, cognition leads to the result of revealedness. Aiming 

at this function all the factors of cognition come together. In this way, soul gets 

connected with the mind, the mind with the sense organ, the sense organ with the 

object and finally the action of cognition comes into existence. 

Soul--+Mind --•,Sense- organ ----+Object ----+Cognition 

According to Sahara, unless the object of cognition is known, the cognition is not 

known and after the object is known, one can grasp the cognition by inference. Thus, 

according to the Mimarpsakas the process of cognition is: 

Existence of the object --•"' contact with the object __ _.., cognition _ __.., 

jiiiitatii 

3.2 Means of Valid cognition (Pramiil)a) 

Regarding the means of valid cognition, Jayantabhatta accomplishes his task by doing 

the following four things: 

a. Formulating his own definition of pramiil)ii and criticising the Buddhists, 

Mimarpsakas and Sarpkhyas. 
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3.2.1 Jayanta's Definition ofpramiiiJa 

In the history of Nyaya philosophy, Jayanta is famous for his outright elimination of 

the whole approach regarding definition of pramtu;a prior to him. Jayanta puts 

forward a new thesis on the concept of prama1Ja. Thus he admits that the total causal 

aggregate of factors which are both of the nature of knowledge29 and non

knowledge,30 and also to be free from error and doubt, is known as prama1Ja.31 His 

theory is that none of the kiirakas alone can produce a result. Thus every cognition is 

the result of certain causal collocations i.e. samagrasya bhiivab, and as such depends 

upon them for its production. 

In this way, for the savikalpa perceptual knowledge of a pot, the factors concerned are 

the eyes, the pot, the soul, the mind, the contact of eyes with pot, and the 

nirivikalpapratyalcya of it. Thus nirivikalpapratya/cya is the nature of cognition and 

the rest are of non-knowledge. 32 

Likewise in the case of inference, the factors involved are: the smoke, the mountain, 

their contact, the cognition of smoke etc. Thus, here also the collocation is the nature 

of cognition and non-cognition. 

Similarly, factors involved in upamana and .5abda are of the nature of knowledge and 

non-knowledge. 

29 For example, the epistemological process of the perceptual knowledge will be as follows: 
(soul+ mind+ eyes+ the pot+ light) 
(indeterminate knowledge of pot) 
(determinate knowledge of pot) 

Thus, one of the factors which produce the perceptual knowledge is of the nature of knowledge, 
namely, the indeterminate knowledge of an object. 
Similarly, the factors generating the inferential cognition consist of knowledge also, namely, the 
"yiiptij1iiina, pariimar.sa etc. 
Likewise, Upamiti also requires siidr.syajftiina as its generating factor which is of the nature of 
knowledge. 
In the same matter, verbal knowledge also requires the knowledge of word, rememberance of the 
meaning. 
30 Eyes etc. in the case of perception and object etc. in the case of inferential knowledge, analogical 
knowledge and verbal knowledge are of the nature of non-knowledge. 
31 avyabhiciiri~fmasandigdhlimarthopalabddhil.n vidadhatf bodhiibodhasvabhiivii siimagrf 
pramii~zaqz ·. NM, (Vidyanidhi Prakashan), p. 36. 
32 Cf siimagranupeavi$/O bodha/:1 vise$aiJaJnanamiva kvacitpratyak$e, lirigajftiinamiva 
lirigapramitau. siirilpyadarsanamivopamiine sabdasravanamiva tadarthajftiine pramiil}aliif!l 
pratipadyate lata eva bodhiibodhasvabhiivii siimagrf pramii1Jamityuktam I Ibid., p. 44 
Also in N. MG., Bodhiibodhasvabhiivetil Vise$a1Jajiiiiniiderbodhasvabhiivasya tatriinupeavesiid 
bodhiibodhasvabhiivetyuktam I (Sampurnanand Sanskrit Vishvavidyiilaya edn.) p. 20. 
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Jayanta further clarifies that both the nature of knowledge and non-knowledge33 and a 

collocation of factors which produces an undoubtful and valid cognition is called 
- 34 

prama~:~a: 

C. D. Bijalwan says that Jayanta includes the term 'bodhiibodhasvabhiivii' just to 

neutralize the Buddhists' view onpramiiiJa propounded by Dilinaga and Dharmakirti, 

who maintain that cognition alone is pramiiiJa and non-cognition does not constitute 

it. 35 

Although Jayanta has presented a new notion of pramiiiJa, several objections are 

raised against his new thesis. Following are some of the important objections: 

a. The foremost objection from the side of opponents is that pramiiiJa is in 

instrumental case (pramfyate yene tat pramiiiJam) and PaQ.ini has defined it as 

sadhatamarrz kara~Jam. Here the suffix tamap is used in the sense of 

'excelling'. So, it is necessary to have more than two factors to accept one as 

the most 'excellent' siidhaka or instrument of a result. Since siimagri or 

collocation is the single entity, there can be no other instrument or siidhaka of 

cognition. Then the definition of karaiJakiiraka cannot be applied here. So, 

how can siimagri be considered as the most vital factor?36 

b. The second objection is that since the collocation includes all the factors for 

the generation of cognition, undeniably the object of cognition or prameya is 

also included there. So, the question is that with reference to what object 

pramii~:~a should function? 37 

c. Likewise, since the knower is also included in the siimagrl or collocation, 

there will be no pramiitii or agent.3s 

33 Bodhiibodhasvabhiivii siimagrl hi tasya svarupam I N.M.,(Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.) p. 36. 
34 A ~~vabhiciiriidi vi.~e!ja!Jiirthopalabdhif!1 siidhanat\'Gf!1/ak$a!Jam I Ibid. 
35 ITK, p. 52 . 
. M Nanu ca pramzyate yena, tat pramii!Jamiti kara!Jasiidhano 'yaf!1 pramii!Jasabda/:1 I kara!Jaf!1 ca 
siidhakatamaml tamabarthasciitisaya/:1 I sa ciipe/cyika/:1 I siidhakiintarasambhave hi 
tadapek$ayii "tisayayogiit kincitsadhakatamamucyate I siimagryascaikatviit 
tadatiriktasiidhakiintariinupalambhiit kimapek$amasyii atisayarn bruma/:1 II NM. (Vidyanidhi 
Prakashana edn.), P.37. 
37 Api ca kasmin vi!jaye siimagryii/:1 pramii!Jalvam? Ibid. 
38 Ibid., p.37 
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By the second and the third objections opponents also show the direct disagreement 

with the statement of Bha$yakara Vatsyayana, 'pramata prama1:1arn prameyam 

pramitir iti cata$risu vidhasu tattvam parisamapyate' .39 Thus in the process of 

cognition there is a pramata or knower, prama1:1a or the means of cognition, prameya 

or the object of cognition and pramiti or the right cognition of the knowable object. 

So, according to the opponents if we consider samagr'f as prama1:1a, then the above 

statement will be objectionable. 

d. The fourth objection is that if siimagrf is considered as the pramiifla, then 

people do use instrumental case-ending after the word siimagrl. But 

instrumental case-ending is used generally after ca/cyus, dlpa etc. In this way 

we find the use like ca/cyusii nirz~·iimahe, dlpena pasyiima/:1. But nobody uses 

samagrya pa.~yama/:1. Thus samagrf cannot be taken as prama1:1a. 

Jayantabhatta, in his Nyayamafijar'f, systematically and carefully refutes these 

objections and proves his thesis. 

a. To the first objection Jayantabhatta replies that the opponents do not 

understand the implication of his view. In this regard Jayanta considers three 

alternative senses in which a thing is called a chief cause and in all the three 

senses causal aggregate alone deserves to be pramafla. 

1. Since karafla is defined as sadhakatama and the term pramiil')a has an 

instrumental derivation, samagri fits properly with the idea of pramafla.40 

2. The meaning of the tamap can be applicable only to the samagr'f and not to 

the individual karakas, because only samagr'i can produce the result. Jayanta 

replies that if the necessary karakas come together then the result can be 

obtained, and if any one of them is not present then the effect is not 

observed.41 

3. If the prameya and the pramata are not present in the process of cognition, 

there cannot be the perceptual cognition. Again the chief cause is that thing 

whose immediate presence brings into existence the effect. Jayanta tries to 

39 NB., 1.1.1 
40 Yata eva siidhakatama'fl karafJam, kararasiidhanasca pramiirasabda/:z, tala eva siimagrii/:z 
pramiifJatva'll yuktam I N.M., (Vidyanidhi prakashan edn.), p. 38. 
41 Ibid. 
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explain it with an example that if anybody wants to have the delightful 

perceptual cognition of a beautiful lady in the lightening in a dark night of 

rainy season, the lady must be present there. One can only get such cognition 

if the lady comes. Thus, in such a situation the object also becomes necessary. 

In this way no individual karaka has the excellency. It is only the samagr'f 

which can claim excellency. Therefore samagr'f is pram?iiJa. 42 

b. Regarding the second and the third objections Jayanta replies that when 

samagrf is considered as pram?iJJa, it does not mean that the individual 

kiirakars are destroyed.43 The individual kiirakas remain in the samagrf and so 

pramata and prameya also remain there. So, to that prameya, pramiiJJa will 

operate. Thus, the collocation of factors produce the cognition and once 

cognition has occurred the person is called pramata and the object is called 

prameya. 

In this point again opponents raise the question that whether the collocation is 

different from the each factor or the same? If collocation is different from the factors 

then how is it not realised separately?44 If they are identical with the collocation, then 

there will be only one karaka. 

Jayanta replies that collocation can only be realised when all its elements are present. 

This can be ascertained by the process of anvaya and vyatireka. In the presence of 

factors like the pot, the fireplace, water, rice etc., we get the knowledge of collocation 

and when they are separated we do not have such an idea. 

c. To the fourth objection that people do use instrumental cause in ca/cyu etc., 

not in samagrT. Jayanta says that samagrf is nothing but the collocation of the 

factors. Except in the case of togetherness, elsewhere the word samagr'f is not 

used.45 In the case of dfpenapasyama/:1 etc. people superimpose the idea of 

samagrf on one karaka. As for instance, in sthyalya pacati we find that 

samagrf is superimposed on the adhikara!Jakiiraka.46 

42 Ibid, pp. 38-9. 
43 Kiirakiif)iif!l dharmab siimagrlb na svarupahiiniiya le$iif!l ka/patei Ibid, p.40. 
44 Nanu samagrebhyab siimagrl bhinnii cet kathaf!l prthminopalabhyate? Ibid. 
45 Siimagrl hi saf!lhatib sii hi saf!lhanyamiinavyatirekef)a navyavahiirapadavlmavatarati I Ibid., p. 41. 
46 Ibid. 
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Having refuted all those objections, Jayanta now proceeds to criticise some other 

philosophers view (apare puna/:1 iica/cyate). Following are their objections: 

1. The opponents criticise the dual nature of the single thing, i.e., siimagrf. The 

fact is that the same kiirakas when gathered together become karaJJa and if 

they are separated they become known as kartii, karma etc. In spite of this, the 

opponents suggest that other than kartii and karma kiirakas, a kiiraka should 

be called as prama1Ja.47 

Jayanta replies that it is accepted then there should only be three kiirakas. 48 

2. Again the opponents reply that it happens in the process of cognition only. 

In this case there is no difference between the mind, the lamp or the eyes. So, 

they are to be taken as karaf.1akiiraka only. But in the case of other actions like 

piika etc .. one can justify the usage of adhikaraf.1a etc.49 

Jayanta then replies that which one of these three kiirakas has to be considered as the 

most essential factor. 

3. The opponents say that the people always use instrumental case- endings to 

the words like dfpa, manas, cakyus etc, and since they are different from karta 

and karma, we must imagine excellency in dipa, manas, caksuas only. This 

discrimination by people itself we can take as their excellence. 50 We do not 

find any answer from the side of Siddhantins. 

In this regard, there is a problem in the last sentence of Jayanta. Scholars like 

Janakiballabha Bhattacharya51 have taken this as the concluding remark of Jayanta 

47 siimagri nama samuditiini kiirakii(li I te~iirrz dvirupyamahrdaymigamam I atha ca tiinyeva 
prthagavasthitiini karmiidibhiivarrz bhajante, atha ca tiinyeva samuditiini karal}ibhavantlti ko 'yarrz 
naya/:1 ? tasmiit kartrkarmmyatiriktaf?'l avyabhiciiriidivise~a(lakiirthapramiijanakam kiirakam 

kara(lamucyate \Ibid., p. 42. 
48 

Tr"ft}yeva kiirakiit:~yasmin pak5e bhaveyu/:1 I Ibid. 
49 

Ibid. 
50 Ibid., p. 43. 
51 He translates the last sentence as follows: 'Therefore, we arrive at the final complete definition of a 
proof of true knowledge that is the collocation of all conditions other than a subject or an object 
partaking of the nature of consciousness and unconsciousness and productive of the knowledge of an 
object other than an error or a doubt is the instrumental cause of true knowledge.' N.M., Eng. Trans., 
Janakiballabha Bhattacharya, p. 28. 
cf, Prof. Shashiprabha Kumar and Siddheswar Bhatt also consider it as 'siddhiintamata'. 
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himself in favour of his theory, which is totally wrong according to V.N. Jha. 52 

According to Jha, the fact is that Jayanta put his own view first and then refutes the 

entire objections raised by his opponents. After that he simply records criticism of his 

view by some philosophers which is known from 'apare tu '. In the last sentence the 

word 'kartrkarmavilak_r;al)a' presents which is just against Jayanta's theory. He 

includes each and every kiiraka to form his samagrf. 

Cakradhara in his Granthibhanga53 admits that Jayantabhatta has to adopt this course 

only to show the cogency between the beginning and the conclusion of the opponent's 

view. He would have been happy if he would have got a manuscript which contained 

the reading kiiraka for samagrT. He further says, 

'Etacca yathopalabdhapathanusar1Jena vyakhyatam 

Spa$.tagamanikiiprayaf!l cet pa{hantararrz kvacid bhavet, tat saiva gauravikii 

astu 

The fact is that Jayanta considers samagrT as the karal)a. Individually the factors 

within samagrT are known as karta, karma etc., but when they are collected they are 

known as samagrl. 54 

C.D. Bijalwan,55 states that Jaynata's definition ofpramiil)a has deeply influenced the 

later Naiyayikas and the Syncretists. Sivaditya has adopted the term 'samagrf' and 

explained it as the totality of causes without which the effect is never produced.56 

Varadaraja also has employed the term 'siimagrf' when he sums up the different 

views in his Tarkikarak$a, and thus has given great importance to Jayanta. 57 

Thus, Jayanta with this innovation and novelty in the definition of pramal)a 

introduces a new idea and platform in the history ofNyaya philosophy. 

52 SLLE, p. 32. 
53 Samagrl.sahda/:1 samagra-pradhiino dra~!al~ya/:1. Kartrkarmavyatiriktaf!l janakal!l yat tat pramii!Jam 
ityartha/:11 Anyatha hi upakrame kartrkarmavyatiriktasya kiirakamiitrasya udiiharw;aprada.sat;ena 
pramiit;atvaf!l pratWiiiya upasaf!lhiire siimagrii/:1 tatpratipiidanena upakramopasaf!lhiirayor virodha/.1 
syiit I Edited by Nagin J. Shah, L.D. Institute of Indo logy, Ahmedabad, 1972. 
54 Atha ca tiinyeva prthagavashitiini karmiidibhiivafll bhajante, atha ca tiinyeva samuditiini 
kara1.1ibhavanti .. l N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 42. 
ss ITK. P. 51. 
56 Kiiryiiyogavyavacchinnii siimagrn S.P., p. 137. 
57 Pramiiniyatasiimagrlf!l pramiit;amkeciducire, T.R., p. 9. 
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3.2.2 Jayanta's Critique of Jniinakriyii 

In Nyiiyamafijari, the act theory of cognition or jiiiinakriyii is highly criticised by 

J ayanta, particularly against the Mimarpsakas. 

Before discussing the Bhattas' view on the nature of knowledge it is necessary to get 

the idea of the Bhatta School, who hold that cognition is pramcu:za and it is not an 

object of perception, rather it is inferred on the basis of dr${atii or jfiiitatii. The 

particular nature i.e. dr${atii or jfiiitatii, is produces in its object. In Siibarabhii$ya 

there is a supporting evidence as: 

Nta hy ajfiiite 'rthe ka.~cid buddhim upalabhate, jfiiite tu anumiiniid 

avagacchatil 58 

Unless the content of cognition is known, the cognition is not known and after the 

content is known, one can grasp the cognition by inference. Quoting the view of 

Sahara, Jayanta says that "Those who hold that consciousness itself is pramiirza, but 

has not distinct result" should be surely refuted. 59 

According to Sahara consciousness itself is pramii~:za and the result obtained through 

pramiirza is distinct from pramiirza. 6° Cognizedness belonging to the object of 

consciousness is the mark by means of which one infers consciousness. 

Consciousness is an act or function. All acts are inferred from their result. A knower 

cannot achieve a result if he does not perform an act. The causes get themselves 

united to generate an imperceptible act. If it is not postulated then why do they unite 

without a purpose? Without their collocation the result cannot be produced. A cause 

has a significant role only when it is related to an act. 61 

Similarly, in Slokaviirttika also Kumarila has admitted that: 

Niinyathii hy arthasvabhiivo dr$!ah sann upapadyatei 

jfiiinal'J1 cen nety atii/:1 pascat pramiirzam upajiiyatei62 

58 On Jaiminisutra 1.1.4 
59 Sabariistu bruvate ya ete bodhapriimtlfJyavodino vijiioniidabhinnameva phalamabhidadhati te 
hiidhaf!l nirasanlyo hhavantyevai N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn), p. 47 
60 Vayaf!t tu vijiionot bhinnameva phalamarthadr${atiikhyam abhyupagacchiima/:11 ibid. 
61 Tadanabhyupagame kimadhikrtya korakGfJi sartts{jeranl na cosaf'!lsr$/iini tiini pha/avantil 
kr~yiivdava.~acca kiirakaf'!l kiirakaf!l hhvatil Ibid, p. 48. 
62 lbid. 
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'Since it is not possible to account for the revealedness in the object of cognition, one 

must postulate the revealer cognition which is called pramli1Ja.' 

Kumarila holds that presumption establishes the existence of the act of consciousness. 

Both Sabara and Kumarila hold that no one is directly aware of his consciousness. 

Here, it should be noted that while Sahara accepts anumlina as the means of obtaining 

cognition, Kumarila takes it as arthlipatti. 

Jayantabhatta in his Nyayamafijar1 expounds the theory ofjiianakriya as proposed by 

the Bha!ta school of purvamfmiif!lsii and finally refutes it. The following issues will be 

discussed in this regard: 

1. When the Bhattas consider jfiiina as kriyli, they use it in the sense of root 

meaning (dhtitvartha). 

2. The root meaning is beyond the reach of perception. This idea is most 

probably borrowed from Patafijali's Mahabhli$ya, according to V.N. Jha.63 

3. According to the Bhattas, a kriyli, which produces the result, has to be 

different from the individual kriyli of an individual kliraka. 

4. Sabara uses anumtma or inference as pramii~;a by which the kriyli or 

cognition is known. Kumarila interprets this term arthlipatti or postulation as 

the reason of invisibility of the cognition. 

5. MTmihpsakas try to establish that cognition is the meaning of the root jiia, 

hence a kriya and any kriya (root meaning) which produces the result is 

known from the effect it produces and not directly. 

6. Naiyayikas also uphold that jiilina is the meaning of the root jiia, but it is 

not kriyli in the sense of vylipara. 

7. It is not necessary to postulate an invisible kriyli (root meaning) over and 

above the visible ones. Therefore, the Naiyayikas do not accept the theory of 

Bhattas. 

8. Finally the notion of jfilina-kriya (act of knowing) should be distinct from 

that ofjiiana or cognition. 

63 ABORI, vo1.68, p. 587. 
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Jayantabhatta states the whole idea ofjfitinakriyti as: 

Jfitinaf!l hi nama kriytitmakam, kriyii ca phaliinumeyii, jfiiitrvyiipiiram 

antarerza phaliini$patte/:l. 64 

The process of cognition according to the Bhattas is: when a person cognises some 

object, the object gets revealed to him and this revealedness is the result. The 

cognition is postulated as the vytipdra to reveal the object, without it the result cannot 

come into existence. 

To prove their point that cognition is an action which is invisible, Mlmarpsakas give 

example that aiming at the action of cooking, karakas, viz., Devadatta, rice, pot, 

water, fire etc. come together65 and perform their own individual functions and thus 

the action of cooking is done and finally get the consequence of this action of 

cooking, i.e., adana. Although the individual actions of individual karakas are visible, 

the action of cooking is invisible. So, above the individual functions of each klirakas, 

we must accept the action of cooking which produces result and which is invisible. 

Similarly, cognition is also an action which leads to the result of revealedness. 

Aiming at this function all the factors of cognition come together. In this way, soul 

gets connected with the mind, the mind with the sense organ, the sense organ with the 

object and finally the action of knowledge come into existence. 66 Since the action of 

cooking is not perceivable, the function of cognition also not perceivable although it 

reveals its object. 

Now, the opponents ask that what is piika? It is not merely the action of a particular 

kliraka. It cannot be the collocation of individual actions, because it is impossible to 

collectively visualise them. But since the result adana is visible, we must accept an 

activity. Thus, as the Mimarpkas postulate apurva for the result of heaven, similarly 

an invisible action is postulated by them between the karakas and the phala. 

Kiiraka --•~ vyiipiira ----.pj}ala 

64 N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn), p. 47. 
65 Kiirakiiri tar~ulasaliliina/asthiilyiidini siddhasvabhiiviini siidhya1?1 dhiitviirthamekal'f1 
piikalaksaramurarfkrtya saf!lsr.jyante, sal'f1sr$!iini ca kriyiimutpiidayantil Ibid., p. 48 
66 Atmendriya mano 'rthasaqmnikar$e sati jfliiniikhyo vyiipiira upajiiyatei Ibid. 
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The main issues involved in the theory of the MTmarpsakas are that an action produces 

the consequence and the action is the cognition. Again as the cognition is invisible, it 

is not perceptible. 

The Naiyayikas also hold the view that an action produces the result, i.e., the piika 

produces odana. But the Naiyayikas deny the two points of MTmarpsakas that the 

action which produces the result is invisible and the cognition is an action. 

The first statement that the action which produces the result is invisible, which can be 

discussed by the following sentence: 

Devadatta/:1 odanaf!1 pacati 

Here the root pac signifies the action of cooking, which is visible. So, it is not 

necessary to postulate an invisible action as the meaning of root pac. Thus the action 

of all the kiirakas can be visualised. In this way we find the sentences as the 

following: 

Devadatta/:1 pacati 

Sthall pacati 

Ka.~thanf pacanti etc. 

Therefore the root meaning is the collections of various actions performed by various 

factors. Thus the Naiyayikas deny the invisibility of an action. 67 

V.N. Jha identifies that the Bhattas' view is quite similar to the view proposed by 

Patafijali in his Vyiikaraf}a Mahiibhasya. 68 

The MTmarpsakas again strike out the definition of kiiraka. They say that kiiraka is 

that which does something (karotfti kiirakam). Without being involved in action any 

factor cannot be called kiiraka.69 The Naiyayikas' reply to this is that karoti denotes 

67 Na hi vayaf'!1 parispaniitmakam paridrsyamiinam vyiipiiram apahnumahe, pratikiirakaf'!1 vicitrasya 
jvalaniidevyiipi'irasya pratyka$i'imupalambhiitl atlndriyastu vyiipiiro niistlti brumahe I N.M., 
(Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn), p. 52. 
68 Kriyii niimeyam atyantiiparidr$/ii, asakyii kriyii pi~{libhutii nidariayitum, yathii garbho nir/uthitii/:1. 
Siisiiv anumiinagamyii. Ko 'siiv anumiina/:1? Jha sarve$U siidhane$u saf'!1nihite$U kadiicit pacatfty etad 
bhavati, kadiicin na bhavati. Yasmin siidhane Saf!1nihite pacatlty etad bhavati sii nunaf!1 kriyiil ABORI, 
vol. 68, p. 584 
69 Kriyii' 'vesamantaret:~a ca kiirakatviinupapatti/:1 I N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn), p. 50. 
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the result and not the action.70 The Mfmarpsakas again say that in the example, 

caitra/:l kata111 karoti, the word karoti indicates the action of doing. Here the 

Nyaiyayikas point out that kiiraka is a kiiraka not because it is related with the 

invisible action, but it is so when the kiiraka is in the connection of all the factors 

involved in the production of the result. 
6'-· 

" Jayanta argues that if the Mimarpsakas maintain that the soul has a distinct activity 

called bhiivanli and the karoti denotes it, then they can be refuted on the ground that 

no activity of the soul is ever noticed. Consciousness and other inner states ofthe soul 

are not actions but qualities because they are not creatures of the will. 71 

Further, Jayanta opines that the Mimarpsakas hold to this theory on account of their 

notion that 'jiili · is a verb and therefore it denotes an action which belongs to the soul. 

Jayanta asserts that there is no rule that all verbs denote actions. For example, the verb 

'gat;ii' denotes one part of a face. 72 Likewise, if one analyses the sentence 

'gha,tamaha111 jlinlimi', it finds that ghat a denotes the object of cognition; ahaiJ'l 

expresses 'the soul.' What appears from jlinlimi? The answer is 'quality' and not 

'action', since action is beyond the range of perception. Even if it is said that the 

result appears, the result itself should be denoted by the verb 'jfili'. 

In support of his argument Jayanta quotes Bhii~yaklira that, "Buddhikarma[lf api hi 

pratyabhijfiliyete, te api nitye prlipnuta/:1."73 It means that he has mentioned 'buddhi' 

and 'karma' separately to consider them as two distinct entities. Jayanta here does not 

specify who is 'Bhli$yaklira '? Since, Patafijali, Vatsyayana and Sahara are known as 

'Bha~r;yakara '. In the translations of Nyayamanjarl, there is no discussion on this 

specific issue. However, C.D. Bijalwan74 considers it as Vatsyayana's view. But he 

does not quote any reference in support of his view. But the present researcher finds 

that this reference is quite similar to the following one which is available in the 

Mimarpsa text, !J..ijuvimalii as: 

"Buddhikarma[ll na pratya~e tasmlinna te pratyabhijfiliyetei 

Buddhikarma!Jo/:1 kiiryaikagamyayo/:1 pratyabhijfili nlistiii " 75 

70 
Ibid. 

71 Na hi puru$aavyiipiira/:l ka/;cidupalahhyate, vW,~!agut:~asamaviiya eviisya kartrtvam !Ibid., p. 55. 
72 NiiyaTJI niyama/:1 kriyiivacano dhiituriti, gar;li vadanaikadde ityiidi darsaniit I Ibid. 
73Ibid, p. 56. 
74 ITK. p. 14. 
75 

Saraswati, Kevalananda, M.K., p. 2974. 
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It is the style of Jayanta, that he rejects the Mima111sakas' view in their language. 

Thus, for the first time in the history of Indian philosophy, a clear and persuasive 

account of Nyaya position is found in Nyiiyamafijar'f regarding jfiiinakriyii. Jayanta 

entertains a great endeavour to this specific issue. 

3.3 Nature of pramii~J-a: An examination 

All the other translations of Nytiyamafijarl (Janaki Ballabha Bhattacharya, 

Shashiprabha Kumar and Siddhesvara Bhatta, and Anand Jha) accept that 

"bodhasyaiva pramtirzatvamtica/cyate" is the view of the Buddhists. However V. N. 

Jha, in his English translation, does not mention any specific school. But, in the 

Bengali translation, Panchanan Tarkavagish 76 admits that this particular view is 

adopted in Jaina school. According to him, the Jaina philosopher Siddhasen Divakara 

has explained the view on 'jfiiinapriimiirzya' in his Nyiiyiivatiira. Later on, the Jaina 

philosopher Prabhacandracaya has refuted 'siimagrf' as means of cognition in his 

book Prameyakamalamiirtarz(ia. He has argued that every pramtirza contradicts 

ajfitina. Hencejfitina is not different from that ofpramtirza. If one considers 'stimagrf' 

as jfitina, only then one can consider it as pramtirza. Again if one does not consider 

siimaRrl asjiiiina then it will not contradict ajfitina. 

However, Sibajiban Bhattacharyya77 also discusses this point and mentions Jayanta's 

hypothesis against Jaina theory. 

Since there are several controversies regarding this particular point of view, here there 

is no mention of any particular philosophical school. To quote D.N. Shastri in favour 

of the Buddhists view: 78 

" .... According to the Buddhists, a pramii!Ja (means of knowledge) is always in the 

form of knowledge, and there is no difference between a pramii!Ja and its resultant 

(pramcu;a phala) called pramii (knowledge); they are identical. The Nyaya

Vaise~ika, on the other hand at least from the time of Vacaspatimisra and Jayanta, 

maintains the difference between the two- one being the 'means', and the other, the 

'resultant knowledge' ...... Thepramii~Ja (means ofknowledge), being different from 

pramii (the resultant knowledge), it was held by Jayanta, Vacaspatimisra and the later 

76 N.M., (Sanskrit Book Depot edn.), pp. 93-4 
77 PHISPC, pp. 213-4 
78 CIR, p. 424. 
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writers that pramii1Ja might be 10 the 10 the form of 'knowledge' or 'non

knowledge' ."79 

According to John Taber, 

"According to Dinnaga in his PramiifJasamuccaya (1.1.8cd-10) the cognition is both 

pramiiiJa and phala in an act of perception. It serves as pramii1Ja insofar as it has the 

form of a particular object; it is the phala insofar as it is the awareness of that form. 

Thus pramiiiJa and phala are simply the same cognition seen from different 

perspectives. This theory may have been motivated in part by a desire to provide for 

the possibility of idealism. To suggest that the cognition can assume the form of the 

object without there necessarily being any input from the external world clearly opens 

the way to eliminating the external world from consideration altogether."80 

From the study of the prior researches it can be concluded that J ayanta most probably 

presents here the Buddhists' view in lieu of the J ainas. But the view that Panchanan 

Tarkavagisha and the eminent scholar Sibjiban Bhattcharya hold on, cannot be 

ignored in this regard. There must be some grounds behind their hypothesis. 

Now the question is, whether pramii is identical to pramiil)a or different from it? 

Jayanta states that "bodha/:1 khalu pramiil)ya phalaf!'l, na sii/cyiitpramiil)am."81 He 

points out that the tenn 'pramiil)a' etymologically signifies an instrument. So, 

pramiil)a is a means of cognition by which a true cognition of object is generated. The 

use of common parlance that "pramiil)iidavagacchiima/:1" (we know by means of 

pramiiiJa) also supports the view that pramiil)a and pramiti are two different things. 

Considering the argument that a piece of cognition, if it is other than saf!'l.~aya and 

viparyaya, produces another piece of cognition, then the first one will be considered 

as pramiil)a and in such a case pramiiiJa and pramiti have to be regarded as identical. 

Jaynata says that in such a case where a cognition which produces another piece of 

cognition is included in the collocation of conditions, it is to be called pramiil)a and 

not pramii. 82 So, Jayanta defines pramiil)a in tenns of the collocations of both 

knowledge and non-knowledge. 

79 Bodhiihodha- svahhiivii siimagri pramiiJJaml N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 43. 
Tad eva jiiiinam ajfiiinal!l vii upa/ahdhi-hetu/:1 pramiiJJam I N. V. T. T. 
80 HCBE, p. 79. 
81 N.M. ,(Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 43. 
82 VW$!apramiijananiit pramiiJJaliil!l pratipadyate I Ibid. 
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3.3.1 Buddhists' Definition of pramiil)a: An Examination 

Jayanta in Nyiiyamafijarf mentions Dharmakirti's definition of pramiil)a, that a 

cognition which is not contradicted and which leads to the attainment of the object is 

a valid cognition.83 Its capacity to lead to original obtainment consists of this, that it 

points out to the cause of obtaining an object which is capable of producing happiness 

and which is the cause of giving up an object which is capable of producing sorrow.84 

Thus, when an object is revealed by the cognition and when there is desire in man for 

the obtainment of the object, it is known as pramoJJa. 

According to the Buddhists, both perception and inference have the nature of 

obtainment of an object. In case of perception, the object is the form of a thing in the 

first moment of its perception. The object which is revealed in the first moment 

cannot be obtained in the second moment, as it is momentary. But the object can be 

obtained in the continuous series of that momentary object. Therefore, perception 

causes an object to be obtained. The thing is that according to the Buddhists, objects 

are svala/cyaJJa or bare particular in perception. According to both Vaibha~ika and 

Sautrantika schools, what is perceived or postulated is the bare particular-e.g. blue. 

All the other elements (blueness, etc.) are added by the mind. 85 Such objects are 

momentary in nature but they produce second svala/cyaJJa before being destroyed, the 

second produces the third one. Thus, there is a continuous series of svala/cyaJJas. In 

technical tenns this is known as santiina. 

Inference is produced by the unbroken succession of basic momentary objects which 

causes that object to be obtained by inferential knowledge. 86 For example, a man sees 

the lustre of gem at a distance and mistakes it as a gem. If he proceeds to act with 

reference to the gem, he gets the real gem. Likewise a man who proceeds towards the 

imaginary object under the direction of inference attains a real object. Though the 

object of determinate knowledge is unreal, yet the source of imagination being real, 

the real object is attained through it. 

83 Apare/:1 puna/:1 avisaf!1viidakatvaf!l pramiit:~asiimiinyala~aiJamiica~ate 

pramiit:~amavisaf!lviidi jiiiinaml Ibid., p. 63 
cj, Pramiit:~amavisaf!lviidi jiiiinam; arthakriyiisthiti/:11 

avisaf!lviidanw11; siibdepyapyabhipriiyanivedaniitl P. V., 2/1 
84 Ibid. p.64. 
85 Grims, John, CDIP, p. 318. 

taduktam 

86 Anumiinasya tviiropitiirthavi$ayatve 'pi mU/abhiitavastu~al'}apiiramparya prabhavatviit 
mat:~iprabhiimat:~ibuddhivat tatpriiptyayii priipakatvaml N.M, (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.) P. 64. 
c.f Pramiil'}atattvasiddhyarthaf!1 anumiine 'pyaviiraniit 
Prayogadadaniid vii 'sya yat kiflcidudayiitmakaf!ll P. V. 
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Jayanta concludes that according to the Buddhistst, pramiirza is a valid means 

cognition which leads to the attainment of the object which it is determined to be87 

and illusory cognitions are distinguished from valid cognition. Therefore a judgement 

such as the conch-shell is yellow, etc. are not pramiirzas, even though a man who 

proceeds to attain the object referred by the above illusory statement, gets conch-shell, 

but the same is not obtained. In fact, yellow conch-shell was determined but white 

conch-shell is obtained. 

Therefore a valid means of knowledge is that which is not contradicted and which 

leads to the obtainment of the object revealed by the apprehension. 88 

Priimlil)ya = avisalflvlidakatii prlipakatii =yathiithajiiiina 

Jayanta refutes the Buddhists hypothesis of pramiirza by critically analysing their 

position and arguments. J ayanta declares that the Buddhists' view on pramiirza is not 

sound.89 Jayanta asks whether pramiirza means lead to the obtainment of the object of 

sense perception or does it lead to the obtainment of an object which is determined.90 

It means whether pramiirza occurs in obtainable object or in the judgement. In case of 

perception the object is really and certainly shown, but it is not obtained, because it is 

momentary according to the Buddhists, hence it disappears in the subsequent moment. 

It cannot be made to wait and be present in existence. 

In the case of an inference, the object is not based directly upon perception. There is 

no showing of the object at all because the object is to be inferred and we can directly 

contact with the probans only. Hence it is worthy of saying that inference leads to the 

obtainment of an object.91 

Jayanta further points out that if it cannot be established that the object is a cognizable 

entity (adhyavaseya), then for the Buddhists the determined object is unreal and an 

unreal object cannot be gained. 92 It is not reality but a kalpanii and there is no 

obtainment of it. 

87 Adhyavasitapriipaka1Vaf!1 priimiiJJyaf!1 adhyavasitasyiivastutve 'pi tanmulavastupriiptayii nirvahatil 
N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.) P. 64. 
88 Tasmiidyathii 'vagaliirthapriipakalvaf!1-avisaf!1viidakatvaf!1 priimiiJJyamitil Ibid. 
119 Tadetadanupannam I N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.) P. 65. 
9° Ki1?1 pradarsitapriipakaf!1 pramiiJJaf!1 7 utiidhyavasitapriipakaf!11 Ibid. 
91 Tatriinumiine pradarsanameva niisti, kii kathii tatpriipanasyal!bid 
92 Ibid. 
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So according to Jayanta, unexpectedly (Kiikatiiliya Nyiiya)93 one man can obtain a 

momentary real object, but it is never an object of perception and inference. Hence, a 

knower cannot obtain the object by any valid means of cognition. 

Jayanta comments that it is not appropriate to hold that the real object is obtained 

through the obtainment of the series or chain because the series itself cannot be 

logically maintained since it cannot be stated whether it is identical to or different 

from the constituents.94 And the definition is applicable to the series which is only a 

supposition or a conceptual construction. There is only empirical reality which has 

only consciousness.95 The lokavyavahlira is not possible regarding the momentary 

objects. Further he says if the series is conceived, still empirically, there is no reason, 

why the Buddhists should object to the concepts of the universal, the whole and the 

others.96 

According to Jayanta, this definition of pramiirza is too narrow to cover all cases of 

valid cognition.97 Therefore the Buddhist definition of pramiirza is absolutely 

unrealistic. 

Now, according to the Buddhists, whatever is practically useful is true. Then the 

Nyaya replies that all cognitions related to the past and the future are untrue since it is 

not connected with any present practical activity. The same way also cognition is 

connected with no activity but the absence of all activity i.e. the lack of desire towards 

the object of cognition. Some cognition may involve an approach towards what is 

pleasurable and some a tendency away from what is painful. But there is also a kind 

of cognition which is known as neutral (upe/cyaniya), with regard to which we remain 

indifferent.98 Such indifferent cognition may be as valid as any other, although it is 

not connected with any other practical activity. 

93 The maxim of a Crow and the Palm fruit. It takes its origin from the unexpected and sudden fall of a 
palm fruit upon the head of a crow at the very moment of his sitting on a branch of that tree. It is used 
to denote an unexpected and accidental occurrence, whether welcome or otherwise. 
94 Santiinapriiptyii tatpriiptirityapi na yuktam- santiinasya bhediibhedavikalpiibhyiimanupapannatviitl 
N.M. (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 65. 
95 Jiiiinamiitramevedamiti .... J Ibid. 66 
96 Siirr1vrtta santiinakalpaniiyiif!l vii jiityavayaviprabhrtayo 'pi siif!lvrttii/:1 kimiti ne~yanteJ N.M., 
(Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 66. 
97 A vyiipakaf!l cedaf!l la~W:Wf!ll Ibid. 
98lbid., p. 67. 
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3.3 .2 Mimamsakas' Definition of Pramiina: An Examination . . 
The Bhatta MTmarpsakas define pramiif.la as the instrument by which a thing which is 

not known previously is made known.99 The Naiyayikas oppose it and say that it is 

not correct, because based on the same jar perceived already, a succession of 

cognition as 'this is a jar', 'this is a jar' the immediately preceding cognition arises 

and all these will have to be treated as valid cognition. 

According to Kumarila, pramii1:1a is a definite and certain cognition of object which 

does not require confirmation by other cognition. 100 The Bhattas state that a pramii1:1a 

should be free from defects and contradictions. Cognition of the known objects should 

be excluded from the scope of pramiif.la. Thus, according to the Bhanas, pramcu:za is a 

method of cognition of an unknown object which is not liable to be experienced by 

subsequent method. 

3.3.2.1 The Rejection of the Mimatpsakas' View 

Regarding the Bhattas' argument that pramii1:1a is that which gives us new cognition 

and does not apprehend the already known object, Jayanta maintains that whether a 

pramiiJJa reveals new objects or already apprehended objects is irrelevant. Even if 

pramaJJa is directed towards an already known object, it produces true cognition since 

the cognition is new, though the object revealed is old. Thus pramiifla occurs in both 

the case of already known and not known object. 101 

3.3.2.2 Continuous Perception (Dhiiriiviihikajiiiina) 

Regarding the Bhattas' definition of cognition, Jayanta asserts that it is too narrow 

because it is not applicable to dharavahikajiiiina. Here, although the succession of 

cognition though refers to the same thing that has been cognized before, it is still a 

valid cognition. Jayanta maintains that a continuous perception of a thing, i.e., a pot, 

does not reveal any new feature in it even if is observed several times. 102 Yet it is a 

99 Yarru anadhigararrhagantr pramtifJamiti lak,WIJSf1l tanna I ekasminaiva ghate ghato 'yamiti 
dhiirtiviihikajfiiintif11 grhltaghahi!Jtimaprama!Jyaprasarigtitl T. B .. p.39. 
100 Tasmad dr(ihaf!1 yadutpannaf!1 ntipi saf!1vtidamrccati I 

Jiitiniintarena vijfiiinaf!1 tatpramii!JGf!1 pramlyatiim II S. V, II-80. 
101 Yadapi pramii!Javise$a!Jamanadhigatiirthagriihitvamabhidhlyate parai/:z- tadapi na siimpratam
pramafJasya grhTtataditaravi$ayapravrttasya prama!Jye vNe$iibhtiviitl N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan 
edn), p. 59. 
102 Naiviidhikaparicchedal:z pramii!Jairuttaraidhruvam I 
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valid cognition. But the Mima111sakas say that if continuous cognition is accepted as 

valid, then memory will become a valid cognition. 103 Jayanta says that memory is not 

valid on the ground that it is not generated by the object that is remembered 

(anarthajanyatii), but by its impression left by a prior experience. 

Again opponents raise question that on this ground inference of a past object will be 

invalid. For example, the cognition of the past rain by seeing the overflowing river is 

not produced by the rain itself. Jayanta replies that this type of cognition is not 

invalid. The past rain that is inferred is cognized as the qualification of the river in the 

form 'the river is one whose past is determined by the occurrence of rain'. Though 

this qualification is inferred, the river which is the qualified object is present and 

produces its cognition directly. 104 

The validity of dhiiriiviihika Jiiiina is discussed mostly in the Nyaya, Vaise~ika, 

Mimarpsa, Buddhists and Jaina schools of Indian philosophy. 

3.3.2.3 Intuitive Perception (priitibhajiiiina) 

In Nyiiyamaftjarf, Jayantabhatta deals with priitibhajftiina, a type of supernormal 

perception or intuition of future events. Opinions have been given to establish 

priitibhajftiina as valid perception. Since it is produced by real objects, it is not 

doubtful, not contradicted and its causes are not vitiated by any defect. 

Jayanta states that sometimes we predict future events, for example, when somebody 

says: 'my brother will come tomorrow' and it so happens that his or her brother 

comes and then this is called priitibha -pramii(la. 105 Obviously this cannot be 

included in any of the other types of pramii(la. Though this type of event which will 

occur tomorrow cannot be the direct cause of present cognition yet 'my brother', 

whose qualification is the event, exists now and gives rise to the cognition. 

Dhiiriiviihikabodhe$U ko 'dhiko 'rtha/:1 prakiisate II Ibid, p. 60. 
103 

Ibid .. p. 62. 
104 Nadyiikhya eva dharml vr$!imaduparitanadesasamsargalak$a~ena dharme~a tadviinumiyate, 
vi.!;i${asalilapiirayogitviit I sa ciinumiinagriihyo dharmi vidyata eveti niinarthajamanumiinam I Ibid. 
105 Api ciiniigataq1jniinamasmadiiderapi kvacit I 

Pramii~ar11 priitibhm!l ,!;vo me bhriitii ''ganteti dr.!;yatell N.M.,(Chowkhamba edn.), p. 98. 
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Thus Jayanta maintains that this pratibha pramii(la should be treated as a piece of 

valid cognition, because it is neither meaningless, nor a doubt, it is not even negated 

by its contradictory judgement and its source is not a defective sense organ. 106 

3.3.3 Sarpkhya Definition of Pramiil)a: An Examination 

According to Sarpkhya, pramii}Ja is a modification of buddhi. 107 The modification of 

mind in the fonn of an object itself, which follows the revealment of the mere form of 

an object by the senses, the senses again take the form of that object through the close 

connection with the puru$a, is called pramii(la. Since puru~·a is closely associated 

with the modification of buddhi, it can see the object. 108 Though buddhi is 

unconscious, being an evolutes of prakrti, but it attributes its modifications to the 

conscious puru$a. Kapil a states that prama is a determinate cognition of an object not 

known before and pramii(la is that which is most conducive to such a cognition. 

Isvarakr!?na simply maintains that pramii(la is that which brings about the cognition of 

an object. 109 

Jayantabhatta rejects this vtew on the ground that buddhi is a material and 

unconscious principle and hence it could not become the locus of cognition. 110 The 

self alone has the capacity to cognize and the modification of unconscious matter is 

not competent to perform a role. Jayanta points out that the determinate knowledge is 

not a property of that which reveals an object. 

Jayanta again points out that according to the Sarpkhyas when the intellect evolves 

modes, it becomes transparent. It appears modelled as the buddhivrtti or the 

buddhivrtti appears being pervaded by the puru$a. 111 But Jayanta states that if the 

Sarpkhays posit to this position, their basic argument is jeopardised, since the property 

106 
Niinarthaja111 na Sal?1digdhaf!1 na biidhavidhurlkrtaf!l I 
Na du$,1akiiraraf!1 cet I pramiiramidami$yatiim II Ibid. 

107 Sii111khyiistu buddhivrtti/:1 pramiiraf!l iti pratipannii/:11 N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.).p. 70 
108 Vi$ayiikiirapari!Jafendriyiidivrtyanupiitinl buddhivrttireva puru$amuparanjayatil prama!Jam 
Taduparakto hi puru$a/:l pratiniyatavi$ayadra$lli sa171padyate II Ibid. 
c.f Tasmattatsa,yoglidacetanaf71 cetanavadiva lingam I Gu!Jakarttrtve 'pi tathli karttaeva 
bhavatudaslna/:111 S.K.20. 
109 Prameyasiddhi/:1 prama!Jaddhil S.K., 4 
110 Acetanatvanmahata/:11 NM. p. 70 (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.) 

c.f, N.M.G., 'Acetana' means that which undergoes a change. 
111 Atha svacchataya puf!1so buddhivrtyanupatita I 

Buddherva cetanakarasaf!lsparsa iva lak$ate II Ibid. 
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of puru$a does not belong to buddhi or property of buddhi does not belong to puru$a. 

According to Jayanta the Sarpkhyac;' hypothesis is identical to the Buddhists theory of 

representative consciousness. 112 

3.4 Number of Pramiil)as 

After dealing with the problem of defining pramtu:za, Jayantabhana proceeds to 

defend the Nyaya view that there are only four pramcu;as. Being a staunch follower of 

old Nyaya School, Jayantabhatta, in his Nyayamafijarl, professes four prama(las, viz. 

pratyak,m or perception, anumiina or inference, upamana or comparison, and .vahda 

or verbal testimony. There is however a marked difference of opinion regarding the 

exact nature of pramc11;a amongst the philosophers. 113 At the same time he is perfectly 

judicious in presenting the views of his opponents on other pramii(las. He deals with 

arthiipatti, abhava, saf!'lbhava and aitihya, which are accepted by Prabhakara, Bha«:a, 

Vedantina and Paural)ika, in the form of separate means of valid cognition. Jayanta, 

however, seems primarily pre-occupied with his desire to refute the Buddhists' 

position and to bring home to them that the Nyaya view of four pramii(las is 

unsurpassed. 

The opponents ask that Gautama in his Nyiiyasutra has not indicated the number of 

pramii(las, so how one can considers that there is only four pramii'(las? 114 The 

siddhiintins answer that the number four is known by the expressive power of word. 

As in the following sentences: 

1. Gargiirrzstrln bhojaya115 (Feed three Brahmins belonging to the Garga 

gotra). 

2. Yajfiadattadevadattiiviinaya (Bring Yajfiadatta and Devadattavanaya ). 

Gautama, according to Jayantabhatta, has performed two jobs by the single sutra, i.e. 

the division of pramii(la and the definition of pramii(la. 116 Jayanata states that it is not 

112 Evafl1 sati svaviicaiva mithyiitvam kathitam bhavet\ 
Ciddharmo hi mr$ii buddha buddhidharmascito mr$ii\ 
Siikiirajiiiinaviidasca niitlvai$a visi,s:yate\ Ibid. 

113 Tatra arthiipattyii saha pratyak:;iidini paiicha pramiinii~iti prabhiikarab\\Abhiivena saha $a(iiti 
bhii!liib\\Sambhavaitihyiibhyiima${iiviti kecit\\ Ibid., p.93 
114Nanu na catviiri priimii~iinlti samkhyiivacanab sabdab sruyate, niipi 
pra~ya~iidinyaevetyavadhiirm;a.srutirasti \ tat kutab iyattiiniyamiivagamab? ibid. p.72 
115 Patlrabheda~t- 'gargiin bhojaya 'I Ibid. 
116 Ekeniinena siitre~a dvaym11 ciiha mahiimunib\ 

Pramii~e$U catursm11khyam tathii siimiinyala~a~am \I ibid. 
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necessary that a sutra should serve a single meaning. It is rather the quality of the 

sutrakiiras that they yield more than one meaning. 117 To refer Bhamati: 

"Surtaf!l ca bahvarthasucaniit bhavati I yathiihu/:1-

Laghuni siicitiirthiini svalpiik$arapadiini ca I 

Sarvata/:1 siirabhiitiini siitrii1)yiihurmanf$il:w/:lll iti 11" 118 

Thus there cannot be any dispute that Gautama has accepted only four means of 

cognition. 

Jayanta analyses and criticizes the views of his opponents like Mimarpsakas and 

PauraQ.ikas, views who have accepted more than four pramii~Jas. 

3.4.1 The Two-Fold Division of Pramiil)as 

According to the Buddhists there are only two means of valid cognition, viz., 

perception and inference. In their opinion there are only two types of knowable 

objects, namely, perceptible or particular, and imperceptible or universal. 119 

According to D. N. Shastri, 

"There being two kinds of objects, the pramii1}as are also only two, each having its 

separate and distinctive sphere."120 

Following the logic "Meyadhfna miinasiddhia/:1", the Buddhists consider two types of 

pramii!Ja "Manaf!l dvaividhyam, meya dvaividhyiit." 121 According to the Buddhists 

the external reality, which is in the form of the unique particular (svala/cyafJa), is 

transcendental. It has no time; space limit is devoid of all attributes, determinations or 

relations. It can be obtained through pure sensation. But it is followed by 

adhyavasiiya or determinate cognition which is of the form of the universal (siimiinya 

la/cyafJii). The scope of the perception is limited to the generalized form 

(siimiinyalakya1)a), i.e., the empirical. According to the Buddhists, perception is the 

117 Anekiirthasucaniideva sulramuc..yale I etadeva sulrakiiriit,'lii!JI para!JI kausa/a!JI yadekenaiva viikyena 
svalpairekii/c.Sarairanekavastusamarpat,7af11 I ibid. p. 74 
118 

Bhii, p.64. 
119 Te hi prameyadvaividhyiit pramiit,7af11 dvividha111 jagu/:11 

Niinya/:1 pramiit,1abhedasya heturvi$ayabhedata/:lli N.M, (Vidyanidhi Prakashanedn.), p. 76. 
12° CIR, p. 421. 
121 Miina111 dvividhaf!l vi$ayadvaividhyiicchattayasaktita/:ll P. V, 311 
Pramiit,1advayasiddhe ca vi$ayadvayavedanel 
Vada kasyiinurodhena trtlye miinami$yatiiml N.M, (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 80. 
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type of cognition that is kalpaniipo(iha or nirvikalpaka (both meaning 'devoid of 

thought'). 122 These two types of objects mutually exclude each other. The Buddhists 

maintain that the third type of object is not possible. The idea that what is cognized by 

the perception of a blue object is blue and it is also realized that it is not not-blue. 

There is no such object which is neither blue nor non-blue. Thus perception 

determines its own object, excludes its negative, and suggests the absence of a third 

kind. 123 If we do not accept this view, the practical utility of cognition will be nothing; 

because we cannot attain an object unless we know that it is other than avoidable. 

Jayanta says that simple perception might decide whether a thing is blue or not-blue, 

but it cannot decide whether it is sense cognized or not. 124 The Buddhists' view that 

perception and inference is competent enough to exclude the third type of object and 

therefore to deny the existence of any other means of proof apart from perception and 

inference is not logical. 125 He declares that indeterminate perception is free from 

thought and concepts and unable to co- relate the previous and later. So perception 

cannot perform the function of definition, exclusion and rejection. 126 According to the 

Buddhists' view determination is based on imagination, so that they can have any role 

to play in the ordering of the objects. 

Even if it is considered that perception has the capacity of excluding the middle in the 

case of the perception of blue and thus it excludes the non- blue, it does not hold good 

when we try to know the object as being perceived or as being inferred. Further, 

perception exposes the objects as they are in themselves, and not the direct 

perceptibility thereof. 127 

122 Cf, ka/paniipo~hiibhriintapratya/cyasya vi$aya/:1 svala/cyat:~am I Sa hi sannihita/:1 san griihyakiiram 
sphu,latayii abhivyanjati I Pratya/cyiiyogya- duradesiivasthitastu griihyakiiramsphufatayii 
abhivya1yayati ISvala/cyatJibhutavi$ayasca aniiropitatayii arthakriyiikiiritayii ca paramiirtha/:t san 
yasyiirthasya sannidhiiniisannidhiiniibhyiif'!1 griihyakiirabhedastat svala/cyatJam I 
Tadhhinnaf/1 siimiinyaq1 tacca diiratvanika,latvava.~iid griihyakiirabhedayt1 siidhayiluf?1 na samarthaml 
Nyiiyabindu. As quoted in N.M. (Sanskrit Book Depot edn.), p.l62. 
123 Nile pravartamiinal!7 pratyak$af/7 nile nilatayii pariccinattlti tiivadviviida eva I Tadeva 
pratyak..wmanllamapi vyavaccinatti. n71asayt1vidi/:1 tasyiipratibhiisiit I NilajniinapratibhiisyaJ?7 hi nllam 
iti taditaradani/ameva hhavati II N M. (Vidyanidhi Prakhan edn.), p. 76. 
124 

Ibid, p. 82-3. 
125 Yattiivadidamiikhyiiyi rii.~yantaranirakrtau I 

Pratyak$asyaiva siimarthye ityetannopapadyatell Ibid., p.82 
126 Ibid. 
127 Pratya4af!1 vi$ayasvarupameva paricchinatti I 

na punastasya pra~yak$afiimapi. Ibid. 
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Jayanta refers to Kumarila in this regard and says that the Bhattas also accept the 

contention of the Naiyaikas that pratya/cyatva is not known directly. 128 That a sound is 

an object of auditory perception is never directly grasped. It is a case of inference. 129 

So, Jayanta concludes that perception is not a proof of the existence of only two types 

of objects. Inference is also unable to prove the presence of two categories only since 

inference is based upon perception. 130 

3.4.2 PramiiiJa-samplava vs PramiitJa-vyavasthii 

The question is that whether more than one means of cognition operated with regard 

to one and the same object or each mean has its own specific knowledge? The 

prama1Ja vyavastha. as propounded by the Buddhist, is that each prama1Ja has its own 

exclusive and distinct jurisdiction. This theory is opposed by the Naiyayikas which 

hold the theory of prama1Ja salJ'lplava. 131 Besides Jayanta, Uddyotakara, 

Vacaspatimisra and other Naiyayikas argue against the Buddhists. 

Jayanta, against the Buddhists' view, points out that if it is accepted that each 

pramii1Ja exclusively functions in his own sphere, then inference cannot be valid 

means of knowledge. 132 For an inferential cognition both perception and inference 

have to be present. Here two pramii~Jas function to know a single object. The 

characteristic feature {lifiga) indicates the probandun when the two are invariably 

concomitance. 

Further Jayanta states that it cannot be derived from another inference, because that 

leads to the fault of infinite regress. 

An object becomes directly perceptible or indirectly cognisable according to the 

situation and place. An object which can be directly known in one time, or place, may 

be known only indirectly by a person belonging to a different time or place. 133 

The Buddhists' opposed this application on the ground that an assumption like this 

contradicts other assumptions and is superfluous. 134 There is a chance of the pramii1Ja 

producing contradictory knowledge because it does not produce the successive 

m Anye eva hi siimagrlpha/e pratya~a/iligayo/:11 
Aknye eva ca siimagrlphale sabdopamiinayo/:11 Ibid. 

129 Na hi sravanatii niima pratya/cyet~iivagamyatei 
niinvayavyatirekiibhyiiq~ jfliiyate badhiriidi~u I Ibid. 

130 Vastu svala/cyat~aq~ tavat pratya/cye(laiva mudritaml 
Tato 'nyadanumiinena saq~bandhiipe/cyavrttiniillbid., p. 81 

131 Ekasmin vi~aye anekapramiit~apravrtti/:1 saq~p/ava/:11 Ibid., p.80 
132 Asati saq~p/ave anumiinapriimiit~yaprati~!hiipaniinupapatte/:1 I Ibid., p. 87. 
133 Pratya/cyatvam paro/cyo 'pi pratya/cyo 'pi paro/cyatiiml 

Ddakiiliidibhedena vi~aya/:1 pratipadyatell Ibid., p. 90. 
134 Virodhavaiphalyiibhyiiq~ na saq~plava I N.M, (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p.91. 
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knowledge contrary to the antecedent judgement like the negative judgement that 'this 

is not silver' .135 

Therefore Jayanta concludes that the pramiir.za-vyavastha does not occur in the 

majority of cases, but there are few cases in which a particular proof has an exclusive 

object ofits own. 136 Jayanta quotes Vatsyayana as: 

1. "AgnihotralJl juhuyat svargakiimah" ityasmaderagamadeva jfianalJl, na 

pra~yak~iinumiiniihhyiim I 
2. Stanayitmdahda.~ravar.ziit tadhetupar!jfiiinamanumanadeva, na 

pratyakyagamahhyiim I 
3. Svahastadau pratyak.,\·adeva pratlti/:1, na sabdanumanabhyamiti I 

To sum up, Jayanta has no objection for pramar.za-vyavastha, so far as a specific 

object is concerned. 

3.4.3 Refutation of the Carvakas' View 

At the very end of the first ahnilw of his Nyayamafijarz, Jayantabhatta strongly 

criticises the Carvakas' view on numbers of pramar.za. The Carvakas admit that it is 

impossible to restrict the number and the definition of the means of valid cognition. 137 

J ayanta refutes Carvakas in a strong voice that the poor materialist logician does not 

know the character of perception and inference. 138 Jaynata establishes his view by 

questioning the Carvakas that is there any kind of knowledge which does not depend 

upon the four types of cognition? 139 Thus, the Carvakas have tried in vain to ascertain 

that the number of sources of valid cognition cannot be fixed up. 

3.5. Nature of Perception (Pratyak~a) 

According to J ayanta, the term 'pratya/cya' signifies a particular species of cognition. 

C.D. Bijalwan, 140 states that Jayanta is perhaps the first philosopher to state that the 

etymological meaning of the term does not convey the required meaning. The term 

'pratyakya' is composed of two parts 'akyam' and 'prati', and thus it refers to 

'cognition' which depends upon sense organ. Jayanta admits that the term pratya/cya 

135 Virodho 'pi nasti: purvajrianopamardena 'nedaf!l rajatam' itivat uttaravijiianutpadtitl Ibid. 
1.1

6 Ibid., p. 92. 
137 Jiiaya pramaraprameyasaf!lkhyaniyamasakya ..... . 1 ibid, p. 164. 
138 Rupaf!1 tapasvl jtintiti na pratyak$tinumanayol:z II Ibid, p. 165 
139 Ka khalu matirmanantarapek$irTI Ibid, p. 164. 
140 ITK, p. 67 
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takes the masculine, feminine and neuter form according to the gender of the noun it 

qualifies. 141 

Jayanta formulates his theory of perception on the basis of his predecessors. Jayanta 

opines that if the term 'yata/:1' is supplied to Gautama's definition, then it will be a 

flawless definition. 142 By adding this term Jayanta, like Vacaspatimisra, differentiates 

between the source of cognition (pramii~Ja) and cognition (pramii), and thus interprets 

the aphorism of Gautama as 'pratyakya pramii~Ja ', from which the cognition based 

upon sense-object contact arises. According to Jayanta, he does not 

meaning of the sutra by inserting the term 'yata/:1' 143 

twist the 

Jayanta vividly discusses each and every word of Gautama's surra, i.e., 

'idriyiirthasannikar~·otpannarrz jniinarn avyapaddyarrz avyabhiciiri vyavasiiyiitmakarn 

pratyalcyarrz. 144 Let us analyse the meaning of the terms according to Jayanta: 

Idriyiirthasannikarsotpannam: According to Jayanta the sense organs, i.e., smell, 

taste, sight, touch and hearing, come into contact with the objects in six ways. 145 The 

objects are odour, flavour, etc. Jayanta further enumerates that the existence of sense

object contact is proved by the fact that the sense cannot take hold of the veiled 

objects. 140 Therefore it is necessary that the sense organs, as the instrumental cause of 

perception, are in contact with the object for the process of perception. The term 

'utpannam' in the sutra suggests that both the sense organ and the objects condition 

the perception of an object. 

A vyapadeiya: J ayanta has given as many as six alternative interpretations of the term 

avyapaddya; which shows that the meaning of that key-word in the definition of 

perception was doubtful even then. 147 Jayantabhatta takes avyapaddya in the sense of 

a.~abda (non-verbal) and would explain its purpose of consisting in saving 

determinate perception (savikalpaka) from being merged in verbal cognition Uadba) 

on the ground that the cognitive process involved in such perception invariably results 

141 N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), part, I, p.61. 
142 Yata evaf!l yadvise~a!Javisi~!af!l jfliiniikhyaf!l phalaf!l bhavati,tatpratya/cyamiti siitriitha/:11 Ibid. 
143 Na kvacit kli~takalpanii I Ibid., p. 104 
144 N.S., 1/1/4 
145 Sannikar$astu idriyii!Jiimarthaib saha $a!prakiirab I N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), Part. I, p.68 
146 Vyayahitiinupaladdhi iti brumab I Ibid. 
147 Ibid, 73-83 
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through the operation of a sense-organ in association with the recollection of a 

scheme of words with which the knower happens to be familiar. 

Avyabhiciiri: For Jayanta, the term avyabhiciiri is included in the sutra to eliminate 

erroneous perception from the range of it. For instance, the perception of a mirage is 

erroneous since what is presented to consciousness does not correspond to the reality. 

Vyavasiiyiitmaka: According to Jayanta, the term vyavasiiyiitmaka is incorporated in 

the sutra to exclude doubt from the scope of perception. He maintains that the 'sense 

-object contact' is not enough for cognition since doubt is grasped by the mind which 

is not an external sense organ. Jayanta says that doubt expressed in the form 'It is 

either a pole or a man' is produced by the external sense organ. However, doubts 

regarding two astrologers' predictions are subjective since the inner sense organ is 

their sole case. 148 

3.5.1 Types of Perception (Pratyak~a) 

Jayanta refers to only two types of perception, savikalpa and nirvikalpa. According to 

him nirvikalpa is a type of perception which is devoid of word element and thus is 

vague and indefinite. 

Savikalpa is that form of perception which is determinate. According to Jayanta, "The 

very life of the followers of the Nyaya consists in the theory of determinate 

perception." 149 

3.5.2 Nature of Transcendental Perception (Yogaja pratyak~a) 

The transcendental perception or yogaja praty/cya is accepted by all the schools of 

Indian philosophy. In various systems the transcendental perception is known by 

different names, viz., the Jainas considers it as kevalajiiiina, for Buddhist it is buddhi, 

kavivalya for Sarpkhya, and Brahma siik5iitkiira etc. 

In Nyiiyamaiijarl, Jayantabhatta observes yogaja pratya/cya only to review the 

Mi'marpsa view on the viability of the yogic ascertainment of dharma. 

The Mi'marnsakas enquire about the positive proof in favour of transcendental 

perception which apprehends dharma. To this question, Jayanta answers that the 

14
R For detail see, Ibid., pp. 61-100. 

149 Naiyiiyikiiniif!l ca savikalpa- pratya/cyamayii/:1 prii!Ja/:11 Ibid., p. 81. 
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perfection of this perception lies in its superior quality. 150 Those whose perception 

reaches the highest degree of apprehension are called 'sages'. Therefore the most 

excellent perfection of perception is constituted by the cognition of subtle, remote, 

past and future objects. 151 

3.6 Nature of Inference (Anumiina) 

Jayantabhatta discusses the problem of anumiina or inference from the standpoint of 

old logicians. Though Jayantabhatta does not provide us the distinct definition of 

anumiina, he analyses the Siltraldira 's definition in a comprehensive way. The 

Siltraldira 's definition is: 

"tatpilrvakarrz trividham anumiinarn pilrvavacche$avat siimiinyatodr-5.tarn 

ca."1s2 

J ayanta, following the footsteps of Vatsyayana, opmes that the word 'tatpurvaka' 

suffices for laksm;a of which anumiina stands as the lalcyya. Pratyk$a as a cause of 

anumiina has been defined in the rule 153 which immediately precedes the 

anumiinasutra. He holds that the portion 'tatpz7rvakam' constitutes the definition. 

'Tat' signifies perception which is implied from the context. He states that with the 

initial pronoun 'tat' in dual number, the definition would become too wide to 

comprise upamiina etc. 

Jayantabhana opens his actual discussion on anumiina by quoting Uddyotakara that 

the knowledge of probandum is itself a means of cognition and that is called 

anumiina. 154 

Anumiina, i.e., inference, is the cognition of an unperceived probandum, i.e., siidhya 

or litigin, produced through an inferential mark or probans, i.e., litiga. This acts as the 

reason with five characteristics, which is ascertained through the remembrance of the 

invariable relation of the probans with the probandum- the relation which amounts to 

150 Darsanatiseya eva pramaram I Ibid., p. 95. 
151 For detail, see ibid., pp. 95-7 
152 N.S., 111/5 
153 Ibid, 111/4 
154 Anumanamiti la~yanirdeia/:ltatpurvakamiti fa~aram I N.M .. (Chowkhamba edn.), Part., I, p. 113 
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pervasion of liriga by siidhya. 155 For example: 'the hill is fiery, since it is smoky 

(parvatab vahnimiin dhumat).' Here fire belonging to the hill is not yet perceived by 

the person who infers. But he has perceived smoke in that substratum and also knows 

the invariable relation that smoke is pervaded by fire. Smoke which is pervaded by 

fire leads to the knowledge of unperceived fire which pervades it. 

However, Jayanta's observation is more a description than a definition of anumiina. 

Jayanta's above mentioned remark cannot be looked upon as a proper definition of 

anumiina. In the very introductory statement Jayanta himself admits explicitly that 

first he is going to describe anumana, i.e., not to define it. 156 

The characteristic features probans are as follows: 157 

1. The presence of the reason in the subject. 158 

2. The presence of the reason in the positive example. 159 

3. The absence of the reason from the negative example. 160 

4. The reason not being contradicted by other sources of true knowledge. 161 

5. The reason not being counter- balanced by another knowledge. 162 

The knowledge of these reasons having five-fold characteristics is the proximate 

cause of the inference of consequence. 163 

3.6.1 Classification of Inference (Anumiina) 

Following the views of his predecessors, Jayantabhatta supplies us with a threefold 

division of anumana or inference. It as follows: 

Piirvavat: It is the type of inference where one infers the effect from a cause, e.g., the 

inference of raining from the towering mass of clouds. 

155 
?mica /a/qa(lakiil/iligiid grhltiinniyame smrte I 
Parok,~e liliginijniinamanumiina171 praca/qatel Ibid., p. 101 

156 Tatriinumiinasvarupa171 brumahe I Ibid. 
157 Palqadharmatva171, sapa/qadharmatva171, vipa/cyiidvyiivrtti/:1. abiidhita 
vi$ayatvarJI, asatpratipa4atvanceti I ibid. p.164. 
158 Si$iidhayi$ifadharmavW$/O dharml pa/qa/:1 taddharmatva171 tadiisritatvamityartha/:r I Iibid. p.1 01. 
159 Siidhyadharmayogena niljniitm!1 dharmyantara171 sapa!qa/:r tatriistitvam I Ibid. p. 101 
160 Sadhyadharmasa171spar.<ia.fiinyo dharmlvipak$a/:r tato vyiivrtti I Ibid. p. 101. 
161 Anumeyasyiirthasya pratya/qe(liigamena vii 'napahara"(lamabiidhitavi$ayatvam I Ibid. p. I 0 I. 
162 Sar!l.<iayabijabhuteniirthena pratyanumiinatayii prayujyamiineniinupahatatvamasatpratipak$atvam I 
Ibid. 
163 Etai/:r pancabhirla/qa(lairupapanna1711iligamanumiipaka171 bhavati I Ibid. 
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Se~avat: J ayanta gives two types of interpretations of the term sesavat also. He refers 

to it as the inference of cause from the effect and quotes the same example that 

Vatsyayana gives. 164 But Jayanta says that it is not really the cause (rain), but the up

country which have heavy shower of rain, which is inferred from the abnormal 

swelling of the river; or a particular country may be the subject of inference instead of 

the river, holding that this country is in contact with another country which has heavy 

shower because it has a river with a swollen stream. 165 

Siimiinyatodr~fa: Jayanta asserts that when we infer the following from the prior 

which is neither a cause nor an effect, it is known as siimiinyatodrstab. For example, 

the taste of a kapittha is inferred from its colour. Colour and taste of a kapittha are not 

causally related to each other. 

Jaynta does deal with the vita and avlta and kevaliinvayi, kevalavyatireh and 

anvayavyatireki types of anumiina. He however has the credit of clearly introducing 

the sviirtha and pariirtha types of anumiina. 

3.6.2 Constituents of Inference (Avayavas) 

According to Jayantabhatta, the collocation of words by which one can convey the 

knowledge for others, which is obtained through sviirthiinumiina, is known as 

par art hiinumiina. 166 

Jayanat defines avayavas as the one part of the constituents used for apprehension of 

desirable meaning. 167 Jayanta accepts five constituents of anumiina following the path 

of his prior logicians as pratijiiii, hetu, udiihara"(la, upanaya and nigamana. 

164 Supra, 2"d chapter,fn. 60. 
165 Jyaf!l viicoyuktib kiitye!Ja kiira!Jamanumlyate iti paramiirthastu dharma dharmavatvena 
dharmaviinanumlyate iti sthiti/:1\ N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), P. 118. 
166 lha hi svayamavagatamarthamanumiinena parasmai pratipiidayatii siidhanlyasyiirthasya yiivati 
sabdasamuhe siddhi/:1 parisamiipyate tiiviinprayoktavya/:1. tameva ca pariirthiinumiinamiica4ate 
nltividab I N.M. Prameya, avayavab\ 
167 Siidhan~viirthapratipattiparyantavacanakaliipaikadesatvamavayaviiniif!l siimiinya/a/cyamiica${e I 
Ibid. 
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3.6.3 Fallacies of Reason or Hetu (Hetvlibhiisas) 

Jayanta follows Gautama in naming the fallacies of reason as savyabhicara, viruddha, 

prakaraJJasama, sadhyasama and kiilatfta. 168 

Asiddhaa and sildhyasama: Jayanta refers to the fallacy by both the names. He says 

that a predicate is called siidhya if it stands in need of proof. In the same way if the 

reason stands in need of proof it will be fallacious. 

Viruddha: If a reason fails to establish the existence of predicate and rather 

contradicts it, then it becomes fallacious. 

Anaikilntika or savyabhicilra: Jayanta maintains that if a reason does not belong to 

similar examples, it is faulty and known as anaikiintika or inconclusive. 

Kiililtfta or Viidhita: Jayanta says that in this type of fallacy reason refers to more 

than one event which succeeds one another in time. The event constituting the reason 

should be simultaneous for establishing the predicate. If it is not so, the reason will be 

fallacious and known as ktilatfta or viidhita. 

Prakaral}asama: Jayanta maintains that if the reason is faced with the existence of an 

equally strong counter reason, it is fallacious since the both the reasons counteract 

each other and fail to establish the conclusion. 

3.7 Nature of Comparison (Upamlina) 

Jayanta's study of upamiina or comparison is quite long. First he refutes the 

MTmafllsakas regarding upamana and later he proves that upamana is a distinct source 

of cognition but not an inference. Upamana is not a type of indirect knowledge based 

upon analogy. Instead it is the ascertainment of the meaning of an unknown word 

based upon analogy. Jayanta considers upamana as a distinct way of knowing. He 

opposes the inclusion of upamana in any of the other pramii]Jas on the ground that in 

upamiina the mode of production of cognition is different from the other means of 

knowledge. 169 

168 For detail, see Ibid, (Chowkhamba edn.), II, pp. 153-68. 
169 Siimagribhediit pha/abhediicca pramiifJabheda/:1 I anye eva ca siimagrlpha/e sabdopamiinayo/:1 I 
N.M., (Chaowkhamba, edn.), part I, p. 130. 
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Jayantabhatta finds a difference of opinion among predecessors regading the nature of 

upamiina. He presents the opinion of the early Naiyayikas and the contemporary 

Naiyayikas. According to Jayanta, the earlier Naiyayikas define upamiina as the 

atidesaviikya of a reliable person and similarity between a known and an unknown 

object and resulting in the cognition of the relation of a name with the named. 17° For 

example, the citizen who, on perceiving an animal resembles the cow, and cognizes it 

as gavaya by recollecting prior instruction that gavaya is like a cow. The knowledge 

of the relation between the term and the object denoted by it presupposes the term, 

and this is gavaya, which is called pramiti and cause of this cognition is called 

upamiina. 

According to the contemporaries, upamiina is sensuous cognition by a man of an 

unfamiliar object resembling a certain other object familiar to him. 171 For instance, the 

knower who has heard the instruction given by the forester directly perceives that the 

unknown particular bears a close resembles to the known particular. This sensuous 

perception of resemblance is called upamiina. It generates the cognition of the relation 

between the term and the object denoted by it. 172 

3.8 Nature of Verbal Testimony (Sabda) 

Following the path of predecessors Jayanta also tries to establish that sabda or verbal 

testimony is a distinct source of pramii!Ja. Jayanta's Nyiiyamafijarr contains a long 

discussion on it. In this context, Jayanta mainly tackles with the Mimfupsakas and the 

Buddhists. 

Jayanta's hypothesis of verbal testimony chiefly deals with the introduction and the 

elucidation of various views on Gautama's definition of sabda. According to Gautama 

sabda is the instruction of reliable person. 173 Jayanta interprets the term iipta in two 

viewpoints: 

• First he discusses why this particular term has been included in the definition. 

170 Atra vrddhanaiyiiyikiistiivadevam upamiinasvarupam iica/qate, 
saf!l}niisarnjnisafllbandhapratitiphalaf!l prasiddhetarayo/:1 siiriipyapratipiidakam atidesaviikyam 
upamiinam I Ibid., p. 128. 
171 Adyataniistu vyiica/qate srutiidide$aviikyasya pramiituraprasiddhe pi~;~(ie 
prasiddhapi~;~(/asiiriipyajniianam idriya}af!l saTJI.jniisaf!!}nisaf!lbandhapratipattiphalam upamiinam I 
N.M., (Chowkhamba edn), part, I, p. 129. 
172 For detail see, Ibid., pp. 128-36 
173 Aptopsdda/:z sabda/:1, N.S. 1/7/1. 
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• Secondly, who is to be considered as iipta. 

To the first point Jayanta states that if Gautama did not include the term iipta then the 

definition will become too wide. Then the aitihya or tradition would not be distinct 

from verbal testimony, since the element of assertion or upadda is presented in 

both the cases. Otherwise it can be said that the validity of upadesa is justified 

with the incorporation of the term apt a and consequently aitihya is excluded from 

the scope of verbal testimony. 174 

Secondly, Jayanta discusses the characteristics of iipta. In this regard Jayanta first 

quotes Vatsyayana and admits that the two terms cikhyiipayi$ii and upade$/ii in the 

bhii$ya have special significance. The first one indicates one who is not partially 

deposed (v1tariiga) and the second one indicates that he should be skilled in 

teaching. 175 Jayanta further states that iipta may be a r~·i, a iirya or a mlecca, but he 

should have the perfect knowledge of the subject. 176 

The etymological meaning of 'upadesa' is 'abhidhiinakriyii', t.e., by which the 

knowledge of something is conveyed. The term upadda differentiates verbal 

testimony from the remaining means of cognition. 177 

3.9 Enumeration of the Other Pramii~;tas 

It is already mentioned that regarding the number of pramiiJJas all schools of Indian 

philosophy adopt d~vergent views. Jayanta specifically rejects sarrzbhava, aitihya, 

arthiipatti and abhiiva as distinct sources of cognition and establishes the Nyaya view 

that there are only four means of cognition. 

3.9.1 Nature of Postulation (Arthiipattt) 

Jayanta follows the old logicians and rejects arthiipatti as a distinct means of 

cognition. Still he discusses about it with a great zest. First he presents the Bhattas' 

view as: 

174 EvafJI hi aitihyasya na priimii(liintaratii bhavi!;yati upapddarupatviivise:}iit, N. M., (Chowkhamba 
edn.), p. 137. 
175 Cikhyiipayi:}ayii yukta ityuktii vltariigatiil 

Upade:J!etyanenoktaf!l pratipiidanakausalam I Ibid., p. 138. 
176 f!.:JYiilyamlecchasiimiinyal?1 vaktavyafJ1 ciiptalak:}a(lam I Ibid., p. 138. 
177 Ibid. 
For detail see, ibid., pp. 137-46. 
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The Bhattas say that whenever a fact is known to us or learnt from a verbal source and 

seems to be apparently observed and requires the assumption of some other fact to 

explain, it is known as arthiipatti or presumption. 178 According to Kumarila, the two 

words 'd!\'>!o .{:ruto vii' in the Sabarabhiisya, refer to two kinds of arthiipatti

drs!iirthapatti and .<:rutiirthapatti. According to him the word dr.~!a stands for all the 

six means of cognition, i.e., perception, inference, comparison, verbal testimony, 

presumption and negation and the word .{:ruta refers to the presumption of a fact. 

"Devadatta who is fat, does not take meal during the day.' On hearing such assertion, 

the idea of 'his eating at night' can be obtained. Kumarila admits it as srutarthapatti. 

3.9.1.1 Arthiipatti is Included in Anumiina 

The Naiyayikas hold that arthiipatti is reducible to inference. They put forth the 

example that 'the living Caitra is not present in his house' in the form of the following 

syllogism: 

• The living Caitra exists outside the house, 

• Because he is living and is not found in the house, 

• Like myself. 

Here, 

• Living Citra is the pa/cya, 

• Exists outside is the siidhya, 

• Non- existence in the house is the hetu. 

Kumarila quotes the same examples and proves that arthiipatti cannot be reduced 

through inference. Thus he provides the following arguments: 

• Caitra's abhiiva in the house cannot be considered as the hetu. Because 

the house, as qualified by Caitra's absence, does not fulfil the 

conditions of the hetu since it should be the property of the sadhya. 

But here ahhiiva is not the property of Caitra. 

178 Tatra bhiif!iistiivaditlhamarthiipattimiica4ate dr$/a/:1 sruto vii 'nyathii nopapadyata 
ityrthiintarakalpanii arthiipatti I N.M. (Vidyanidhi Prakashan), P. 94. 
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• They hold that living man's absence in the house cannot be accepted as 

true, unless the kPowledge of his existence outside. Till then the 

former proposition appears as absurd. In the case of inference the 

means of proof should be prior to the conclusion, but in the above case 

the matter to be proved comes first and the means of proof comes later 

on.l79 

• The Mima111sakas hold that arthiipatti is different from anumiina in the 

sense that it corroborates the findings of the two independent 

pramiil;as- testimony and non- perception, which grasp the existence 

and non- existence of the same object, i.e., Caitra. 180 But in the case of 

anumiina, the relation of invariable concomitance between fire and 

smoke is grasped by a single means. 181 

• Regarding the Naiyayikas' suggestion that the relation of invariable 

concomitance is obtained by means of a hypothetical argument, which 

is based on a subsequent agreement in absence, the Mima111sakas reply 

that in this case even the major premise is obtained through arthapatti. 

• Arthiipatti arises when there is a doubt in the mind, and one tries to 

clear the mind by making an assumption. But there is no such situation 

in the case of inference. 

Jayanta refutes their views on the following grounds: 

• A thing cannot indicate another thing unless it ts m invariable 

concomitance with the thing. 182 

• Unless the cognition of invariable concomitance, it cannot be the cause 

ofinference. 183 

• Where the invariable concomitance of a particular probans is 

impossible to get, there the knowledge of that concomitance can be 

taken in a general way. 184 

179 Na hi grhaf!l va caitro vii tadabhavo tadadarsarafll va caitrasya dharma/:! tad bahirbhavasya 
vetyapa/cyadharmatvadanyatamasyapi na /ingatvaml Ibid., p. 96. 
Jfvatasca grhiibhava/:1 pa/cyadharmo 'tra kalpyatei 
tadsafl1Viftirbahribhiival'f1 na cabuddhvopajiiyatei S. V. (Arthiipatti), s/oka. 19 
1110 Prameyiinupravdaprasafllgiidapi nedamanumiinaml N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 97. 
JHJ Pramiiradvayasamarpitaikavastuvi~ayabhavabhavasamarthaniirthamarthiipattib. pravartamana 
prameyadvafll paramr~atyeva anyathii tatsaf!1ghataniiyogiitl Ibid., pp. 97-8 
182 Pratibandhiidvinii vastu na vastvantarabodhakaml Ibid., p. 105. 
183 Pratibandho 'pi niijfiiita/:1 prayiiti matihetutiiml Ibid. 
1114 Na viie$iifmanii yatra sambandhajfiiinasambhavabl 

Tatriipyastyeva siimiinyarupera tadupagraha/:111 Ibid., 106 
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• Moreover, the fatness of the person who does not eat during day is not 

possible without eating at night is arthiipatti. 185 It the negative 

reasoning and once it is known, it postulates the positive reasoning as: 

where there eating at night there is fatness of one who does not eat 

during day. However, it is an established fact that both positive and 

negative reasoning are the properties of the probans, so it is proved that 

arthiipatti is nothing but anumiina. 186 

3.9.1.2 Refutation of Power (Sakti) 

The Naiyayikas reject .~akti as a distinct category on the ground that there is nothing 

like imperceptible power in this world. 187 According to them, the Mlmarpsakas 

describe pratya~·apurvikii arthiipatti188 in order to postulate sakti as a separate entity. 

According to the MlmafTlsakas, without ,\:akti a kiiraka cannot be considered as 

kiiraka. For example, a person who wants to cut a tree picks up the axe instead of the 

shoe. Therefore, it is clear that the axe alone has the power to cut. 

The Naiyayikas reject this view and say that in the case of cutting a tree one can 

understand the relationship with positive and negative reasoning. Accordingly, on the 

basis of the activities of the elderly persons also one can understand that the axe alone 

is the cause of cutting the tree. 189 

3.9.1.3 Jayantabhatta's Refutation of Prabhakaras' View 

The Prabhakaras accept arthiipatti or presumption as a distinct source of cognition. 

The Naiyayikas include it in inference. But according to the Prabhakaras the cognition 

which is obtained through arthiipatti cannot be known by inference. Because all the 

conditions of inference like vyiipti, palcyadharmatii, etc. cannot be fulfilled in the case 

of arthiipatti. They say that in inference the conclusion is drawn from a known 

relation between the probans and the probandum, while in arthiipatti there is no 

185 Tena vinii nopapadyata iti kalpanamarthiipattibl Ibid. 
186 Anvayavyatirekau ca gamakasya /ingasya dharma iti kathamarthiipattub niinumiinaml Ibid. 
187 Na hi kalpayitum saktam saktimanyiimatindriyiimllbid. 
188 Pratya/cyiivagatadahanasamsargodgatadiihiikhyakiilyiinyathii 'nupapattyii tasya 
tajjfliinagriihyatva.~aktikalpanii itil Ibid., p. 95. 
189 Tatra chedaniidiivanvayavyatirekiibhyiim vii vrddhavyavahiiriidvii parasvadhiidereva 
kiira(latvamadhyavagacchiima iti I N.M, (Vidyanidhi Prakashan), p. 108. 
For detail see, Ibid., pp. 106-113. 
N.S.M., on Kiirikii-2 
N.Ku .. stavaka-2 
N.L., (Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series), p. 21. 
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knowledge of such a relation. 190 Though the Prabhakaras don't posit their own views, 

but they try to make clear the view of Sahara as: 

"Dr$!a/:l sruto vartha/:1 arthakalpana, anyatha nopapadyate itil " 

Interpreting the Sahara's definition, the Pdibhakaras say that in arthapatti a seen or 

heard fact is the means of cognition, another fact which is inexplicable without the 

former. According to the Pdibhakaras the two words dr$/a and sruta mean the same 

thing. Dr$!a means well- known and sruta means the same thing in the common 

usage. 

Both Kumarila and Prabhakara consider arthapatti as a means of cognition, but they 

put different views regarding the nature of arthapatti. 

Jayanta rejects the Prabhakaras view and says that Caitra's outside existence is 

produced by his absence in his house is impossible. If his absence in the house is 
I 

known before, his outside existence should be produced after a moment. A cause 

which exists before the effect is capable of producing the effect. Therefore, both the 

absence in the house and his outside existence cannot be simultaneous. 191 

3.9.1.4 Srutiirthiipatti Refuted by Prabhakaras 

The Prabhakaras refuse to accept srutiirthapatti as one of the two distinct types of 

arthiipatti. They criticize the Bhanas' views regarding the two forms arthiipatti. The 

Prabhakaras hold that the dr.y!a and sruta are in the sense of object that is known 

(upalabddho 'rtha/:1). 192 

Words have short and unlimited denotative range. The function of a word to 

conveying its meaning continues as long as the knowledge of its meaning arises in our 

mind. The Pragmatic experience plays a great role in determining the meaning of a 

word. Implicit words also contribute in determining the meaning. If the nature of 

conditions which regulate the meaning of the sentences is observed then it is seen that 

there are some cases which show that understood words determine meaning of 

sentences. For example, in the injunction visvajitii yajeta, the compound word 

190 N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan), P-115. 
191 Utpattistu grhiibhiiviit barhibhiivasya durbhanJiil 

Priiksiddhe he grhiibhiive tadutpiida/:1 /cya!Jiintarell Ibid., p. 117 
191 Dr$/a/:1 sruto viirtha/:1 arthakalpanii; arthiintaraiJ1 kalpayatftyartha/:11 Ibid., p. 116. 
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svargakiimab is not given. Still, the implicit word gives the complete meaning of the 

injunction. 193 

Occasionally the given words in the sentence do not even supply the meaning. There 

are some examples ofVedic injunctions where given words are given up since they do 

not help to get the complete meanings of injunctions. For example in ubhyaf!l 

haviriirtimiircchet, the word ubhiibhiiym has been discarded since it is not capable of 

expressing the complete meaning of the injunction. 194 

In some cases the subordinate clause has no role in the meaning of the main 

injunction. For example prayqjase,~·e~;a havirrz$yabhidharyati (one sprinkles the 

articles with such purified butter which remains after the completion of prayaja 

sacrifice); here the clause prayiijase;•e~;a refers to the procedure of sacrificing the 

animal in Viijapeya sacrifice. There is no rule regarding the preservation of clarified 

butter and provision of a pot which contains it. 195 

Thus Prahhakaras finally conclude that .\'rutiirthapatti cannot be treated as a variety of 

arthiipatti. Moreover, if it is accepted then the authenticity of Veda will be doubtful. 

Because the sentence postulated will be the common people's sentence whose 

authenticity is always doubtful. 

3.9.1.5 Srutiirthapatti vs Anumiina 

The presumption of unuttered words is not an inference, since they are even known 

when concomitance is absent. 196 For example, if the sentence 'he eats at night' is the 

probandum and 'Devadatta is flabby and does not take meal during the day' is the 

probans, then the probans in question does not belong to the subject, i.e., the speaker 

of the sentence, but belongs to such a locus which contains the negation of the 

probandum and hence it is not an invariable mark. 

According to Kumarila, in .<-rutarthapatti, the sentence which is being heard implies a 

syntactical relation with its own unheard part. So, a portion of sentence is presumed to 

complete the meaning of the sentence. The opponents raise question that there is no 

193 Naimittikiinukil~yapmyiilocanayii kvacida.~rilyamiiriinyapi tiini nimittaliif!l bhajante- visvajidiidau 
svargakiimiidipadavatll Ibid., p. 122. 
194 Kvacit sruyamiiryapi tadanukillatviit parityajyante- yashobhyaf!l haviriirtimiircchet itivati Ibid. 
195 Kvacidanyathiishitiini tadanurodhiidanyathaiva sthiipyante- prayiijase$e1;1a havif!l$yabhidhiiryati 
itivatllhid. 
196 

Na ca siikii'!lk.$apratltikiiri1Jastasya priimiiryaml Ibid. 119 
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point in presuming portion of the sentence since this objective could also be achieved 

through the presumption of the complementary meaning by the existing meaning. The 

sentence 'flabby Devadatta does not eat in day' could lead to presume the 

complementary meaning, i.e., the natural food, in the same way in which smoke leads 

to the inference of fire. 197 Further, a portion of the sentence which is presumed is not 

meant for invisible merit but for understanding the relevant meaning and it is not 

wrong in this case if one holds that the complementary meaning is presumed and not 

the complementary sentence. Thus arthtipatti relates to the fact and not to the 

clause. 198 

The Bhattas refute the above objections in the following ways: 

• A sentence which does not convey a complete meaning but produces an 

imperfect knowledge of objects is not a source of valid knowledge. 199 

• If each and every constituent of a sentence tends to convey the meaning of 

sentence, then a sentence is considered as a complete one. 

• A sentence which expresses a complete meaning is a source of knowledge. So, 

when we hear a portion of a sentence we fill up the gap, supplying the 

understood portion by our imagination. 

In many cases the Vedic injunctions are incomplete. By means of arthiipatti, based 

upon verbal testimony they are made complete. The Vedic injunction 'one should 

perform vi.~vajita sacrifice' is an example of an incomplete Vedic injunction. Hence it 

should be supplemented by the word 'svargakiimal:z' to get the complete meaning of 

the injunction as 'one who is desirous of heaven should perform vUvajita sacrifice.' 

3.9.1.6 Jayanta's View on Srutiirthiipatti 

The problem of sruttirthapatti is presented by Jayanta quite exhaustively. According 

to J ayanta, srutiirthapatti is reducible to inference. 200 It is absurd to presume the part 

of a sentence since the meaning of the absent part can be inferred from its effect 

which serves as a mark. Since fire is inferred from smoke, the same way one can 

197 Avagamanairiikiil!1/cyyasiddhaye tadarthakalpanameva yuktaml Ibid., 120. 
198 Vacanaikaddakalpanamapyiirthiivagatisiddhyarthameveti tatkalpanameviistu kil!1 sopiiniintare!Jai 
Ibid. 
199 Nanu vacanamaparipiir[lamiti prat/timeva yathocitiil!1 janayitumasamarthaml Ibid, p.ll9 
200 Srutiirthapattirapi variikl niinumiiniid bhidyatei N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 119. 
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infer the taking of meal as the mark of flabbiness on the basis of noticing the great 

bulk of a person. There is no difference in these two examples. 

The Bhattas say that an incomplete sentence cannot complete its full meaning. The 

sentence 'flabby Devadatta does not take meal during the day' fails to convey that he 

is flabby and it requires a complement, i.e., 'he takes food at night'. So, the Bhattas 

presume the complementary portion of the sentence and call it .<irutiirthapatti. Jayanta 

questions them that which of the constituents of the given sentence require a 

complement; is it a word or meaning or knowledge?201 

The Bhattas reply that a word requires a complement and then it is said that as no 

inarticulate sound requires a complement, so no word requires it. If the Bhattas say 

that meaning of the given sentence require a complement then it can be fulfilled by 

complementary meaning. There is no point in presuming a portion of the sentence. 202 

The Bhattas state that the presumption of the object and not of the referents 

themselves would render the Vedic sentence non- Vedic. But Jayanta states that if the 

sentence is presumed, the meaning would become non-Vedic with the same logic 

since the presumed portion of the sentence is non-Vedic. 203 

Jayanta again refutes the view that 'flabbiness' is sensuous and taking food is super

sensuous and the relation of concomitance holding between them cannot be 

ascertained. Jayanta propounds that if one portion of a logical whole is ascertained, 

the remaining part could be inferred. 

3.9.1.7 Refutation of Dhvani 

The Naiyayikas refute the notion of dvani, where one gets the meaning by accepting 

la/cyaiJii and vyafijana power of words. The thing is that rhetoricians accept 

vastudvani which does not give the direct meaning. Here in this type of dvani 

h . . fr . . t 204 F sometimes one can get t e negative meanmg om a positive statemen . or 

example: 

201 Kasyiitra siikiiri/cyatvam? kif!! .~abdasya? kif!! vii tadarthasya? Uta svittadavagamasya itil Ibid., p. 
120. 
202 Ibid. 
203 Tatra vacanakalpaniipak,~e sutariimavaidika/:1 so 'rtha/:1 syiit kalpyamiinasya vacanasya 
vediidanyatviit!! Ibid. 
204 Yathii tathii hyiidyastiivatprabhedo viicyiid dilraf!1 vibhedaviinl Kadiicidviicye vidhirilpe 
prati[iedharilpa/:11 Dh.L., (Bharatiya Vidya Prakashan edn.) , p. 25. 
Vidherni[iedhiivagatirvidhibuddhirni[iedhata/:11 N.M.. (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 126. 
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"Bhrama dhiirmika vfsrabddho sa sunako 'dya miiritastenal 

Godavari nadfkUlalatiigahanaviisinii drptasil!lhenall" 

"0 pious man, you wander freely. That dog is killed by the ferocious lion that lives in 

the bush on the bank of the river Godavari." 

Here the positive sense is 'wander freely' because the dog is killed by the lion. But 

because of the presence of the lion, it is not possible to wander freely. Thus it gives 

the negative sense that one should not wander here, he may be killed. 

Again, the positive meaning from the negative statement: 

"Na ko 'pyasti grhe riitririyal!l gii(ihii ca viir,5ikfl 

Ekiikinyahamapyasmi mii sma piintha grharrz visall" 

"There is no one in the house and the night is also dark, I am also alone in my house, 

so, 0 passer- by please do not enter into my house." The sense is that do enter my 

house. 

Jayanta opposes this view and says that there is no need to accept dhvani. It is due to 

the capacity of words only which express the nature of things, which could be known 

through other means.205 

Lastly, Jayanta concludes that there is no difference of arthiipatti from anumiina.206 

3.9.2 Nature and Problem of Negation (Abhiiva) 

Jayanta deals with and answers the following questions on the problem of abhiiva and 

anupalabdhi: 

1) Is anupalabdhi to be accepted as a means of true cognition? 

2) Is anupalabdhi a distinct source of valid cognition? 

3) How is an abhiiva of something cognized? 

4) How many kinds of abhiiva are there? 

Jayantabhatta does not give any general definition of abhiiva in his Nyiiyamafijarl. 

But when he is refuting the Buddhists' view he states that there are two types of 

205 Sabdiiniimeva siimarthyaf!l tatra tatra yathii tathiil N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan), p. 126. 
206 Ibid., p. 127. 
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cognition- positive and negative. When refuting the M'fmaq1sakas' view, he states that 

a negative fact is to be objectively real and distinct, but there is no need of another 

proof for its cognition; because it is revealed by perception and the other means of 

cognition. So, according to Jayanta, though abhiiva is a reality, it can be cognized 

through perception and therefore there is no need to accept anupalabdhi as a distinct 

means of cognition.207 

Jayanta admits that there are only two divisions of abhiiva, viz., pradhvayt1siibhiiva 

and priigabhiiva. He refers that the other types are merely depending on particular 

conditions.208 The negative fact is a distinct kind of object of knowledge and it is 

perceived by our sense-organs. Jayanta thinks that anyoniibhiiva and atyantiibhiiva are 

included in the priigabhiiva.209 

3.9.2.1 Jayanta 's criticism of the Bhattas' view 

J ayanata starts his discussion on abhiiva citing the view of Kumarila. According to the 

Bhattas, anupalabdhi is a distinct source of valid cognition. Kumarila analyses the 

metaphysical as well as epistemological aspects of abhiiva and formulates the theory 

of negation as a distinct way of knowing. 210 

The Bhattas believe that every object has two forms- one is existence and the other is 

non- existence.211 When there is a jar in a room, it can be cognized by means of 

perception or by other means of cognition. When no such means give any cognition of 

the object, it is judged by anupalabdhi. The negative facts are cognized through 

anupalabdhi. Thus anupalabdhi is different from other means of cognition. In 

perception, sense organs and manas act in some positive way and there is a 

corresponding change in the self, but in the cognition of the negative aspects of things 

there is no sense- activity and corresponding modification of the self. Whatever 

activity is there, it pertains to the present locus and not to the object negated.212 

207 Satymabhiiva/:1 prameyamabhyupagamyate, pratyak$fuiyavas'iyamiinasvarupatviittu na 
pramiiriintaramiitmaparicchittaye mrgayate I Ibid., p. 132 
208 Utpannasya vinii.~o vii tadanulpiida eva vii I 

Abhiivastattvata/:1 anye tu bhediistvaupiidhikca matii/:111 Ibid., P-163. 
209 Na pragahhiiviidanye tu bhidyante paramiirthata/:11 Ibid. 
210 Pramii(lapar1cakafJ1 yatra vasturupe najiiyate I 

vastusattviivabodhiirthaiJI tatriibhiivapramii(latii II S. V. (Abhiiva) 
211 Sarvarn hi vastu sadasadiitmanii dvividhaml Ibid. 
212 EBSPM, p.344 
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Kumarila admits that the word pramiirziihhava in the Sahara- Bhii$ya means the non

occurrence of sense- perception and other means of cognition.213 He holds that the 

negative is always some positive entity in some positive locus. So far the positive 

locus of the jar is concerned, it is perceptual cognition and as far as the counter

correlate of cognition, i.e., the jar, is concerned, the knowing factor is memory, but 

abhava cannot be known either through perception or memory, but through the 

manas.214 

The Bhattas assert that there must be similarity between the means of cognition and 

the object. Positive objects are grasped by the positive means and negative objects by 

the negative means. Jayanta criticises it and says that the negative facts are also 

known by the positive means. Sometimes a negative fact constitutes a probans which 

gives the inferential cognition of a positive probandum. The absence of rainfall leads 

to the inference of the blowing away of the clouds by a storm. So, it is wrong to hold 

that a negative fact is known by negative means of cognition. 215 

Regarding the Bhattas' contention that the negation cannot qualify the ground in the 

case of the abhiiva of a jar, since it has neither conjunction nor inherence with the 

locus, Jayanta asserts that there is a third type of relation of the qualifying and 

qualified (vi.~e.5arza vi.~e.yya bhava) which is capable of perceiving abhava. 

Considering one point, Jayanta agrees with Kumarila that abhiiva within the range of 

vision has no need to be inferred. Jayanta makes it clear that abhava of an object 

outside the scope of vision is the case of inference and verbal testimony. 

Jayanta concludes that Bhattas should either hold that abhiiva is absolutely unreal or 

they should accept the Nyaya view that it is perceived.216 

213 Abhiivo 'pi pramii~Jiibhiivoniistltyarthasyiisannikr$/asyal S.B .. 1/1/5 
S. V., (Abhiiva, !;/oka 1 0). 
NM. (Vidyanidhi Prakashan), p. 128 

214 Grhltvii vastusadbhiivaf!'l smrtvii ca pratiyoginam! Miinasaf!'l niistitiijniinaf!l jiiyate 'lcyiinapelcyayiil 
S. V. (Abhiiva, sloka 27). 
NM. (Vidyanidhi Prakashan), p. 130 

215 Siimagryantargatiittasmiidbhiiviidapi bhiivadhib! Ibid. p. 140 
216 Sarvopiikhyiiviyuktatviinniistyevetye$a vocyatiim! 

Abhiivascii/cyu$a}niinavi$ayo viibhyupeyatiiml Ibid. p. 137 
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3.10.2 Jayanta's criticism of the Prabhakaras' view 

The Prabhakaras think that abhava is the non-existence of an object in a specific 

place. But unlike the Bhattas, Prabhakaras do not maintain that non-existence requires 

an independent mean of knowing. Rather Prabhakars feel that it can be cognized by 

perception. According to Prabhakaras, non-existence is nothing but existence and 

non-perception is nothing but mere perception. The Prabhakaras declare that when 

the abhava of a jar on the ground (bhutale ghatabhavaf:z) is experienced, it is nothing 

but the experience of the vacant condition of the ground and not the positive reality 

like the abhiiva of a jar. According to the Priibhiikaras, the jar is not apprehended and 

the abhiiva is also not apprehended.217 Jaynata refutes them on the following ground: 

According to Jayanta, perception and non-perception respectively determine the 

presence and absence of an object. But the presence and absence of an object does not 

determine its reality or unreality. For example, the non-perception of water hidden 

under the ground does not make the negative proposition that water does not exist. 

Moreover, if the Prabhakaras deny objective existence to abhava, all the positive 

objects which are negated by their corresponding negation would be eternal, as the 

Prabhakaras do not regard them as transitory. 218 Jayanta reminds the Prabhiikaras that 

in denying the reality ofnon-existence they are going against the theory ofSabara. 219 

3.9.2.3 Jayanta's criticism of the Buddhists' view 

Jayanta is the only philosopher who cites the Buddhists' argument against the reality 

of abhava. According to Dirinaga School, abhava is a mere mental construction 

(vikalpa) and not an external reality. Jayanta says that abhava cannot be considered 

as a pure imagination because 'like the mental construction, of a positive reality 

(vidhi-vikalpa), it also follows in the wake of a pure sensation.' 220 Therefore, if 

external reality is considered as the source of positive mental constructions, then a 

corresponding reality should be accepted in the case of negative mental constructions 

as well. The Buddhists point out that non-existence is not cognized as an independent 

entity like positive objects, but it is conditioned by space, time and its counter-reality. 

217 Gha!o hi na pratfyate, na tu tadabhiiva/:1 pratfyate I Ibid. P-159. 
218 Ibid., p. 161. 
219 Upek..~ita.~ca hhii$yiirtha/:l. ityaho nayanaiput:~am II Ibid, p. 162. 
220 Darsaniinantara- pravrttatvena vidhi- vikalpa- tulyatviit. Ibid., P-141. 
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For instance, our experience takes the form of 'non-existence of a jar on the ground at 

a particular time.' The non-existence can have no relation with the ground because the 

two relations samyoga and samavaya are not possible in this case. 221 For the same 

reason abhava has no relation with the time. The relation of abhava with the jar is 

more inconceivable because the two belong to two different times. If it is argued that 

the relation between the two may l:>e virodha, then the question arises that what does 

virodha signify? If abhava is supposed to already exist, should come and overcome 

the jar, then we may consider it as the opponent of the jar like a mudgara. But it is not 

possible because their times are different.222 The destroyer (mudgara) and the 

destroyed Gar) should always exist in the same time. Secondly it may be asked, 

'whether abhava has the nature of coming into existence (bhavanadharma) or not 

coming into existence (abhavanadharma)?' In the first case it will be positive object 

(bhava), like a jar. But it is not coming into existence and it will be an eternal entity. 

In that case, will ahhiiva be related to one object or to all objects?223 

The Buddhists criticise the Nyaya contention regarding anyonyiibhiiva. They ask, "If 

positive objects are differentiated from other positive objects by non- existence called 

anyonyabhava, how are the positive objects to be differentiated from the 

anyonyabhava and other kinds of non- existence. If different kinds of abhtiva become 

differentiated by themselves from one another and from positive objects, what is the 

fault of the positive objects that they are not held to be differentiated by themselves, 

and require abhava called anyonyabhava to differentiate one from the other?"224 The 

Buddhists say that all types of abhava, being identical in nature, are differentiated by 

positive things, i.e., by their counter - realities (pratiyogin) which are differentiated 

by themselves. Jayanta asks the Buddhists that, "If he does not accept the reality of 

abhava, what would be the object denoted by the negative prefix nafi."225 The 

Buddhists answer that, "We do not assume realities in accordance with mere word 

221 Ibid. 
222 Pratiyoginii saha natariimabhlivasya sambandha/:1, asamiinakii/atviit I Ibid, P-142. 
m Api ciiyamabhlivo bhavanadharmii vii syiit? Abhavanadharma vii? Bhavanadharmatve bhlivo 'sau 
bhavet, gha{iidivatl abhavanadharmii tu yadyabhlivo 'sti, sa nitya eviisau tar hi bhavetl sa 
ciiyamekapadiirthasambandhlvii syiit? sarvapadiirthasambandhl viii Ibid. p. 144 
224 Bhlivo bhliviidiviinyasmiit abhliviiiJ1siidapi dhruvaml 

asatik/riJO 'hhupetavya/:1 sa katham vii bhavi~yati? 
anyonyamapyabhliviinii1J1 yadyasmikir~Jatii svatabl 
hhavaib kimapariiddhaq1 vab. parata.~ceta, kuto nu sii? Ibid. 

225 Nanvabhlivaprati/cyepe nan kiiJ1 viicyaf!1? Ucyatiim? 
Naiva sahdiinusiirCIJG viicyasthitirupeyetel Ibid. 145. 
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expressions". Because the Buddhists assume that the meanings of words are mere 

mental constructions.226 

Jayanta first establishes the reality of ahhava in course of his answer to the Buddhists. 

There are two kind of cognitions viz., 'there is a jar here' and 'there is no jar here'. 

Now, according to the Buddhists if cognition is a mere mental construction (according 

to the Diri.naga school) or a modification of the self (according to the Yogacara 

school), the cognition will be similar in both the cases, irrespective of validity and 

invalidity of both these cognitions.227 

Jayanta then answers to the Buddhists' argument that abhiJva of a jar is nothing but 

the non- apprehension of a jar at the time when the ground is apprehended to be 

devoid of the jar. He posits a question, "What is the vacant condition of the ground 

which the Buddhists call devoid of the jar?" Is it identical to the ground or different 

from it? If it is identical to the ground it will be remaining the same and there will be 

the cognition of the abhiiva of the jar, yet the jar is actually present there. If it is 

different from the ground then our dispute is reduced to mere name.228 If in the case 

of 'there is no jar here', the vacant state of the ground without the jar is taken as 

iJlambana, it is undoubted that iilambana of the cognition 'here' is the ground, 

because even at the time of a positive cognition (there is a jar here), cognition of the 

ground is admitted as the iilambana of the cognition'here'. So, the cognition 'there is 

no jar here' cannot be merely the 'ground' because it is also cognized at the time of 

the cognition of the existence of the jar. Therefore there must be apprehension of 

m Bauddhii/:1 khafu vayal!1 toke sarvatra khyiitaklrlaya/:IJ 
Vikalpamiitrasabdarthaparikalpanaparujitiibll Ibid. 

227 ldat!l tiivat sakalaprii(lisak..~ikal!1 sal!1vedanadvayamupajiiyamiinaf!1 dr$/aml iha ghafo 'sti iha niistlti 
taff·a vikalpama/rasal!1vedanamaniilambanamiitmiif!l.fiiva/ambanaf!1 vetyiidi yadabhilapyate, tat 
niistitajriana iva astitiijn{me 'pi samiinaml ato dvayorapi pramii(lyaf!l bhavatu, dvayorapi vii ma bhutJ 
Ibid. p. 150 
c.f, Atmiif!Isiivalambana = sviikiiralambana. According to the Buddhists a knower obtains the 
knowledge of the external objects in two ways, first is the cognition of the external object which is not 
really exists, e.g., the cognition of ghost etc. This is known as anii/ambana cognition. The second one 
is the cognition of such types of external objects which are nothing but the phenomenal appearance of 
the objects. This is the external appearance of the consciousness or iitman. Therefore it is known as 
iitmiimsiivalambana. 
228 Keyaf!l gha!a viviktatii? Sii bhupradesiidabhinnii/:1? Bhinnii vii? Abhede bhupradesiivise$iit 
gha!asannidhiine 'pi ghafo niisti iti pratipattiejiiyatel bhede tu niimni viviida/:1 syiitJibid. (Chowkhamba 
edn.), p. 54. 
cf, Pli(habheda{l: bhede 'pi 11limni Vi$iida{• sylitl Ibid. (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn), p. 151. 
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something else, and it makes no difference whether something else is called 'the 

vacant state of the ground devoid of the jar' or 'the non- existence of the jar' ?29 

With regard to the Buddhists' argument that the naii is mere mental construction, 

Jayanta argues that, "If it were contended that the positive constructions enable us to 

grasp the real object and therefore valid, we reply that the validity of the negative 

mental constructions may also be upheld on the same ground. If it is asked what the 

real objects are reached by the negative constructions, the same question may be 

asked for the positive one also. If it is said that the real thing like 'blue' is grasped by 

a positive mental constructions, a negative thing also obtained in the same way. When 

the 'blue' is grasped, it is grasped as differentiated (vyavacchina) from 'yellow' etc., 

which are invariably associated with the negation of the 'blue'. Thus the cognition of 

the 'blue' implies the cognition of the negation of those which are other than the 

'blue'.''230 In this point D.N. Shastri remarks that: 

"It appears that in this context Jayanta has almost equated the Nyaya- Vaise~ika 

theory of the negation of mutual identity (anyonyiibhiiva) with the Buddhists theory 

of apoha according to which the word 'blue' denotes nothing but the exclusion of the 

non- blue (an'ila- vyiivrtti).231 

Regarding the Buddhists' objection that abhiiva has no relation with time, place or 

counter reality; Jayanta says that in case of abhiiva the vise$ya- vise$Wla- bhiiva232 

relation is possible. The same relation also serves as the relation of time and the place 

with abhiiva. Jayanta says that, "As for the relation with counter- reality, it is that of 

opposition, and the meaning of opposition is, that the two (bhiiva and the abhiiva) 

cannot subsist at the same place and at the same time, and that the destruction of one 

particular positive object cannot mean the destruction of all objects, because the 

abhiiva of a jar has only the jar as its counter -reality. "233 

With regard to the Buddhists' question whether abhiiva has the nature of coming into 

existence (bhvanadhrmii) or that of not coming onto existence (abhavanadharmti), 

229 Taditirikatarntu pratibhiisamiinaf!1 ghataviviktaneti vii kathyatiif{l, gha!iibhava iii vii, niitra vastuni 
vise,l'a/:11 ibid. , 151 
230 Vastupriiptyii vidhikalpaniif!1 ... ... .... anyathii hi ni/apriiplireva na syiiditil ibid., p 152. 
231 C/R,p.415. 
232 Vise,l'a(lavise,l'yabhava eva sambandha/:11 Ibid. f.n. 243, p. 141. 
233 Pratiyoginii tu saha virodha 'sya sambandha/:1 layameva ca virodhiirtha/:1, 
yadekatrobhayorasamiivda/:11 ata.fcaikaviniise na sarvaviniisah gha{iibhavasya 
gataikapratiyogikatviitl ibid., p. 156 
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Jayanta replies that abhiiva is the nature of coming into existence. But it does not 

mean that ahhiiva cannot be distinguished from positive existence, because it is 

pointed out that there is a difference between the two kinds of cognition (pratibhiisa 

produced by hhiiva and abhiiva), like that found in the case of colour and taste. 

Furthermore, abhiiva follows like a positive object, the presence and absence (anvaya 

and vyatireka) of its causes, i.e., it comes into existence in the presence of its causes, 

and does not come into existence in their absence. For example, a jar follows causes 

like clay; stick, etc. for coming into existence and it follows causes like mudgara, etc. 

for its destruction. "234 

The Naiyayikas question them that if they are refuting abhiiva, then what is the basis 

on which Dharmakirti has accepted eleven types of abhiiva in his Nyiiyabindu. 

J ayanta presents the eleven types as: 

• Svahhiiviinupalahdhi- non- availability of the actual form of an object. For 

example: 'here there is no pot because it is not found here.' 

• Kiira(liinupalabdhi: non-availability of cause. For example: 'here there is no 

smoke because there is fire here.' 

• Vyiipakiinupalabdhi: non-availability of the pervader. For example: 'here there 

is no Sirrz.~apii because no tree is available here.' 

• Kiiryiinupalabdhi: non- availability of effect. For example: 'here there is no 

proper cause of smoke because smoke in not found.' 

• Svabhiivaviruddhopalahdhi: availability of contrary nature. For example: 'here 

there is no cold touch because fire is available here.' 

• Svahhiivavirudhakiiryopalahdhi: availability of effect opposed to the actual 

nature. For example: 'here is no cold touch because smoke is not available 

here.' 

• Viruddhavyiiptopalahdhi: availability of contrary concomitance between non 

etemality as opposed to eternality. For example: 'the destruction of the 

produced entity is not eternal because it requires some cause for its 

production.' 

234 Yattu bhavanadharmii? Abhavanadharmii vii? .................. gha!o hi mrtpifJ¢adafJ¢iidiniva janmani, 
viniise 'pi mugariidinanuvartate hetiinl ibid., p. 157. 
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• Kiiryaviruddhopalabdhi: availability of something opposed to the effect. For 

example: 'here there is no cause of cold the capacity of which is not obstructed 

because fire is available here. 

• Vyiipakaviroddhopalabdhi: availability of something contrary. For example: 

'here there is no cold touch because fire is available. 

• Kiira7J,aviruddhopalabdhi: availability of something opposed to its cause. For 

example: the person has got no effect of cold (such as striking of teeth etc.) 

because here is fire nearby. 

• Kiirartaviruddhakiiryopalabdhi: availability of effect contrary to the cause. For 

example, 'this place is devoid of people who are striking their teeth etc. 

because here is smoke. 235 

The Buddhists say that these eleven types of anupalabdhi are not of the knowledge of 

absence. 23
ti 

The Naiyayikas refute the Buddhists and finally establish their siddhiinta that there 

are only four means of cognition as enumerated by Gautama. 237 

3.10 Refutation of Probability (Sa'flbhava) and Tradition (Aitihya) 

In the first iihnika itself, Jayanta criticises the viability of sambhava and aitihya as the 

independent source of knowledge. It seems that the Paurfu;likas are the propounders of 

Sambhava as the independent source of cognition. The Paura~ikas have given an 

example as, if we speak of 'a thousand'; the number 'hundred' is also included there. 

And when we say, 'khiiryii', the 'dro7Ja' is also includes there. The Paura~ikas have 

called this process of cognition as Sambhava and considered it as the independent 

means of cognition. Jayanta has explained it as the cognizance of a 'part' from the 

knowledge of the 'whole' with which it is inseparably connected.238 From the above 

two examples, we cognise the number 'hundred' from the number 'thousand' and the 

small amount 'drorta' from the large amount 'khiiryii'. As both are the inseparable 

235 N.M.(Vidyanidhi Prakashan), pp. 146-47. 
For detail see, N.Bi., pp. 31-6. 
236 Satyam ekiidasavidhii 'nupalabdhirihe!fyatel 

Sii tvasadvyavahiirasya hetub niibhiivasafJ1vidab I N.M.(Vidyanidhi Prakashan), p. 146. 
237 A tab pramiire,mjagiida yukta111 calu!f{avame$iif!1 munirak.,wpiida/:11 Ibid., p. 163. 
238 

Sal?lhhavo niima-samudiiyena samudiiyino 'vagamab Saf!1hhavati khiityiif!1 drorab. SGI'flhhavvati sate 
sahasramiti. Ibid, P.l63. 
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from each other, Jayanta states that it is nothing but inference since it is depended 

upon invariable concomitance between a probans and a probandum.239 

Like saf!1bhava, Jayanta also criticises the feasibility of aitihya as the independent 

source of cognition following the path of his predecessors like Gautama, Vatsyayana, 

Uddyotakara, Vacaspatimisra, etc. Jayanta holds that aitihya is nothing but succession 

of rumours or traditional sayings spreading from generation to generation without the 

knowledge of the speaker.24° For instance, there is a ghost in the tree. It cannot be 

taken as iigama as the authoritativeness is not depended upon iipta.241 

Again Jayanta points out that if we consider aitihya, as a separate means of valid 

cognition, then it will be different from that of agama pramii1Ja, since the nature of 

both are upaddarupa.242 

3.11 Jayanta 's view on Validity of Cognition (Jiiiina-Priimiif}ya) 

Jayantabhatta, in his Nyiiyamafijarf, discusses two views on jfiana-pramii1Jya or 

validity of cognition. In Nyayamaiijarf we find, 

"Sthitimetadarthakriyajiianat pramii1Jyaniscaya itiJ Tadidamuktarn. 

'pramii!Jalo 'rthapratipattau pavrttisamarthyadarthavat prama1Jarnl' [N.B. p. 

1} iii I tasmiidapriimiilJyamapi paro/cyamityato dvayamapi para tab itye$a/:1 eva 

pakya/:1 .~reyaniti 1'243 

3.11.1 Extrinsic Validity of Cognition (Parata1J-Priimii1Jya) 

According to Jayantabhatta, the validity and invalidity of cognition is based upon its 

object. A cognition is true when it corresponds to the real nature and relations to its 

object; if not it becomes false. No knowledge in itself is true or untrue. If a piece of 

knowledge correctly reveals an object, it is true. If not, it is untrue. Truth or untruth is 

an extrinsic property of knowledge but not intrinsic. Thus truth and falsity are 

characters that appear to be added to cognition which is indifferent to both, but may 

239 Bhinna/:1 sa1!1bhava e$a/:l na hyanumiteriikhyati khii1ya1!1 khalu dro!Ja/:1 sa1!7bhavatlti 
seyamavinabhaviit matirlaifigik~ ibid, p. 164. 
240 Anirdi$!)lapravaktrkapravadapara1!1para caitihyaml ibid, p. 163 
241 

Na ciiyamagama/:1, iiptosyopade$/Uraniscayaditil Ibid, p. 163. 
242 

Satyamapi cagamat prthminaitihyam, upadesarupatvati Ibid, p. 164. 
243 Ibid., (Chowkhamba edn.), p. 160. 
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have either, according to special circumstances.244 The truth and falsity of cognition is 

known after we have that cognition.245 

3.11.2 Intrinsic Validity of Cognition (Svatai}-Priimiil;zya) 

Jayantabhatta in his Nyayamaiijarf presents the theory of self validity of cognition by 

Mfmarnsa as follows: 

According to Mimarnsakas the validity of cognition is intrinsic. They opposed the 

SaTTJkhya view that both validity and invalidity of cognition is intrinsic.246 

The Mlmarnsakas also point out that the Naiyayikas' view that the both validity and 

invalidity are extrinsic is not tenable, because a piece of cognition is true if it reveals 

an object in its true nature. The truth of cognition is its non-difference with the object 

referred by it. If validity has to be established in every case by a further proof, then 

there will always be doubt in the validity of everyday life. For example, "Even when 

embracing one's wife, a doubt may arise that the woman in question may be one's 

mother."247 Further, the follower of Nyaya should always remind that even Vyasa 

says, "One who always doubts is doomed to destruction."248 

Kumarila further states that there are three or four judgements which are only required 

for the final solution of the truth of a judgement in the manner described above. No 

more judgements are necessary for this purpose. Thus, 

Evarrz tricaturjiiiinajanmano nadhika matib I 
Prathyate tavataivaikaf!l svatab prama(lyamasnute 11

249
[ 

3.11.3 Jayanta's criticism of Svatal}-priimii~;tya 

Jayanta rejects the theory of self-validity of cognition of the Mimarpsakas. He first of 

all questions them that what is the meaning of the compound 'svata/:zpriirniiJJya'? 

244 Yathiirthetarasiidhiirm:w dharma bodhariipatvaf!Z, NM., (Vizianagram Series.), p. 169. 
245 Ibid., p. 160. 
246 Tatra dvayamapi svata iti tavadasiimpratam I NM., (Chaukhamba edn.), part. I, P. 147. 
247 Sva- bhiirya- parirambhe 'pi bhaven matari samasyeb I Ibid, p. 153. 
24

H Viniisf saf!1.~ayiitmeti para.~aryo 'pya bhii$ale I Ibid. 
c..f, Saf!1sayiitma vinasyati -Gftii 
249 

N.M. (Chaukhamba edn.), part I, p.153. 
S. V., siitra. 2, .~taka. 60. 

For detail see, N.M. (Chaukhamba edn.), part. I, pp.147-54. 
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Does the truth of a judgement come from the judgement itself? Does it imply that 

judgement reveals its own truth itself?250 

Jayanta says that the first alternative is not acceptable, because it is not cogent.251 For 

example, in perceptual cognition such as 'a blue object is blue', the judgement is true 

in the sense that it owes its existence to the sense-object contact.252 The second 

alternative is also not logical because perception cannot reveal its own truth. The 

perceptual judgement is the knowing process of the knower. 253 It remains 

transcendental according to the Mimiirpsakas. Therefore, it cannot grasp the truth on 

its own. The resulting form of perception, which is the illumination of an object, is not 

connected with the external sense-organ. So, validity of the illumination of an object 

is never perceived. The inner perception cannot be capable enough to perceive it. It is 

important to ascertain the validity of the resulting form of the perceptual process since 

the inner perception is absent when the illumination of the object takes place.254 Thus 

the hypothesis that the validity of a judgement is self evident should not be 

acceptable, since perception fails to grasp it.255 

Further Jayanta says that the truth of a judgement cannot be inferred through 

inference also.256 

3.11.4. Jayanta's criticism of the Sarpkhya view 

According to Sarpkhya, both validity and invalidity of cognition are inherent in 

cognition. The Sarpkhya theory of intrinsic validity and invalidity rests on the theory 

of causation. According to this theory, the manifestation of the effect is possible when 

the potentiality of that effect pre-exists in the cause. A cause can produce only that 

effect which is inherent to it. Otherwise any cause will produce any effect. Hence the 

validity and invalidity of cognitions are causally ascertained by effect. This means 

250 Svata/:1 priimiit:~yamiti ko 'rtha/:1, kif11 svata/:1 eva pramiit:~asya priimii(lyaf11 bhavati uta svayameva 
tatpramiirami'itmana/:1 priimiit:~ya111 grht:~iiflfil Ibid., P. 155 
251 Apriimiit:~ikatviit I Ibid 
252 Tathii hi yadetatnn/laprakiisane pravrttaf11 pratykSaf11 tann/laf11 prati tiivatpratyakSaf11 pramiit:~af11 
tiivadidriyiithasannikar~otpannamiti I Ibid. 
253 Jriiitrvyiipiiriitmano jfiiinasya bhavanmate nityaparo4atviit pratya/cyata/:1 paricchediinupapalfau 
tatpriimiit:~yasyiipi kathaf!l pratya4et:~a grahat:~am I Ibid. 
254 Na ca miinasamapi pratyakJaf11 pha/agatayathiirthatii 'vasiiyasamarthamiti kathanlyal!l 
tadiinlmananubhuyamiinatviitllbid. 
255 

Tasmiinna pratya4asye$a/:l vi$aya/:ll Ibid. 
156 Anumiineniipi kasya priimiitJyaf11 niscfyatel Ibid. 
For detail see, ibid., pp. 155-57. 
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that validity and invalidity are inherent in cognition itself. Thus the validity and 

invalidity of cognitions are self evident or svata/:z.257 

Jayanta rejects the Sarpkhya view on the ground that for the failure of practical 

activities (pravrttivisaf!lviida), the theory of self validity and invalidity of cognition 

fails to account for it.258 If the validity of cognition is self evident, there cannot be 

unsuccessful activity. If the invalidity of cognition is self evident, there cannot be any 

activity at all. The cognition of silver in the shell must be either valid or invalid. If it 

is valid and known to be valid by the cognition itself, then the act of taking it up 

cannot lead to disappointment. Again, if it is invalid and known to be invalid by the 

cognition itself, no one will go to pick it up. But illusions and disappointment are 

ordinary and frequent experiences of life. Therefore both validity and invalidity of 

cognition are not intrinsic or self evident. 259 

Thus the present chapter is a brief account of cognitive process as propounded by 

Jayantabhatta. The above delineation solely focused on Jayanta's presentation. It is 

the textual study with analysing the issues in a distinctive manner. 

257 ViiiiiniiniiTJI priimii!Jyamapriimii!JyGfJ1 ceti dvayamapi svata/:11 N.M. (Vizianagram Series.), p. 160, 
258 Taira dvayamapi svata iti tiivadasiimpratam I pravrttasya visal?lviisadar.Saniit I Ibid. 
259

Ibid. 
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A Critique Based on the Inter- School and 
Intra- School Comparison of the Key Concepts 

4.1 Comparison of the Key Concepts 

It is an essential feature of every philosophical school from the earliest time to equip 

itself with a great extent of the theory of cognition (pramii!Ja-viida). Especially the 

Nyaya theory of cognition discusses all the problems of logic and epistemology. S.C. 

Chatterjee remarks that the problems of knowledge in general and methods of valid 

knowledge in particular were brought home to Naiyayikas by the Buddhists and other 

sceptical thinkers of ancient India in course of their criticism of the realistic 

philosophy of Gautama. 1 Till now various epistemological issues have genera11y been 

discussed from the Nyaya point of view and particularly from Jayanta's viewpoint. In 

the present chapter it has been tried to present a critical note by assimilating all the 

key concepts involved in the cognitive process. 

4.2 Nature of Cognition 

Regarding cognition of cognition itself there are divergent views. Such as: 

• The Buddhists consider cognition to be self- luminous.2 

• The Sarpkhyas, Vedantins, Prabhakaras and Jainas also hold that cognition is 

self- manifested. 

• The Bhattas hold that cognition is known by inference from the knownness of 

its object. 

• The Naiyayikas hold that though cognition is perceptible, it is perceived by a 

cognition other than itself which is known as anuvyavasaya. 3 

The Nyaya view is criticised by Dharmakirti and Akalanka on the ground that if 

cognition is not self- luminous but requires another cognition to reveal itself, then it 

would be involved in an infinite regress. Thus all philosophers except the Bhattas and 

the Nyaya- Vaise~ikas hold that cognition is self- luminous. Jayanta holds the Nyaya 

view and criticises the Mimarpsakas view.4 

1 NTK. p. 2. 
2 Sarvacittacaitliiniimiitmavedanaqt svavedanal?11 N.Bi., 1/11 
3 Tasmat jnanantarasarpvedyarp sarpvedanarp vedatvat ghatadivatl Vyomavatl, quoted in JL, p. 123, 
note-44 
4 Supra, 3'd chapter, pp.66-7 
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4.3 Means of Valid Cognition (PramlitJa) 

The concept of pramcu:za has been discussed elaborately under the Nyaya,5 the 

Buddhist, the Bhatta Mimarpsa and the Sarpkhya view.6 

According to the Vaise~ika philosophy, prama7Ja as the cause of cognition should be 

free from defects. 7 Sridhara introduces a new word, i.e., adhyavasaya, in the 

definition of pramii7Ja to signify that vidyii is a definite cognition. 8 

The Prabhakaras define valid cognition as immediate experience.9 

There are different opinions amongst the J aina philosophers regarding the nature of 

pramiifla. Siddhasena states that pram[u:za is that type of cognition which illuminates 

itself and the object and which is without any barrier. 10 Akalailka refers to novelty 

and uncontradictness and svaparabhasa as pramiii'Ja. Mal).ikya Nandi defines 

pramiifla as the knowledge which ascertains the nature of what was uncertain one's 

self. 11 In the Jaina tradition, Vidyananda was the first philosopher to introduce the 

term vyavasayatmaka. 12 

Vatsyayana defines pramcu;a as a means of upalabdhi. 13 Vacaspati clearly explains 

the non- contradictory character of valid cognition. 14 The later Naiyayikas follow him 

and observe that the cognition is that which presents an object with its real character. 

Jayanta introduces the term 'samagrT' in defining pramiifla. With this he brings out 

the novelty in the notion of pramiifla. Likewise, he rejects the Buddhist, Mimarpsa 

and Sarpkhya view of pramiifla. 15 

5 Supra, 2"d chapter, pp. 35-6 
6 Supra, 3rd chapter, pp.79-87 
7 Adu~tam vidyal V.S., 9/2/l2 
8 NK., (Sampurnananda Sanskrit Vishvavidyalaya edn.), p. 442. 
9 Anubhiitisca na/:1 prama(laml Brhatl, 1.15, quoted in IL, p. 121, note- 6 
10 Prama(lam svaparabhasijfianaf!l badhavivarjitaf!l I Nyiiyavatara, 
II HIL, p. 189 
12 ITK. p. 45. 
13 Upa/abdhisadhanani prama(liinil N.B., 111/3 
14 Tathii hi pramii(lamarthavaditi nityayoge matupi nityatii ca avyabhiciiritiil tena avyabhiciirltyartha/:11 
iyameva ciirthavyabhiciiritii yad ddakiiliintariivasthiintarii 
visaf!lviido 'rthasvariipaprakiirayostadupadaditayo/:11 N. V. T. T., 111/3 
15 Supra. 3rd chapter, pp. 68-73 
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4.4 Number of Pramii~;~as 

Different types of pramiir:za accepted by the schools of Indian philosophy are: 

I. Carvaka PratyaMa 

2. Vaise~ika and Pratyak5·a, Anumana 

Buddhist 

3. Sarpkhya and Yoga Pratyakya, Anumiina, Sabda 

4. Nyaya PratyaMa. Anumiina, Upamiina, Sabda 

5. Prabhakara Pratya~·a, Anumiina, Upamiina, Sabda, Arthiipatti 

6. Bhatta and Vedanta PratyaMa. Anumiina, Upamiina, 

Anupalabddhi 

7. Jaina Pratya"'r;a, ParoMa. 

8. Paural)ika Pratya/cya, Anumiina, Upamiina, 

Anupalabddhi, Saf!1bhava, Aitihya 

As Varadaraja admits: 

Pratya/cyamekarn ciirvakal:z kar:zadasugatau puna/:11 

Anumanaf!l ca taccatha saf!lkhyal:z .~abdarn ca te apill 

Nyiiyaikadesino 'pyevamupamanarn ca kecanl 

Arthiipattyii sahaitiini catviiryiiha prabhakara/:111 

Abhiiva~~!hiinyetiini bhii!!ii vedantinastathiill 

Saf!lbhavaitihyayuktani tani paurar:zikajagu/:11 16 

Sabda, Arthiipatti, 

Sabda, Arthiipatti, 

According to the Nyaya philosophy, there are four kinds of valid cognition

perception, inference, comparison and verbal testimony. Jayanta also agrees with this 

view and criticises the Buddhists' view on two fold classifications, Kumarila's 

position on anupalabdhi as an additional pramar:za , the Mimarp.sakas' view on 

arthapatti as a distinct means of cognition, and also the Paural)ikas' views on 

saf!lbhava and aitihya as distinct means of cognition. 17 

16 
T.R., p. 35 

17 Supra, 3rd chapter, pp. 100-16 
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The Nyaya 18 view regarding pratya/cya is that of the type of cognition which is 

derived from the contact of sense with the objects. It is highly accepted by the 

Vaise~ika, 19 MimaJ11sa20 and the others. All of them agree on this point but they put 

different views in details: 

• Buddhists: According to the Buddhists, perception is an unerring cognition of 

the unique particular (svala/cyatza) that is given directly through the senses. 

The name and the universal concept, through which we generally interpret the 

particular, should not be included in perception, as they are supplied by our 

imagination (kalpana). 21 Perception deals with what Diimaga calls 

svala/cya1Jas, literally that which characterises itself, a particular characteristic 

or pure particular - something absolutely unique, singular and, most 

important, momentary (kya(lika). As svalakyarzas are ultimately real and 

inexpressible, to experience those means to experience reality as it is. 

• Mimihpsa: Jaimini has defined perception as "The cognitions that is produced 

when there is contact of one's sense organs."22 There are however several 

views regarding the interpretation of Jaimini's siltra. Sabarasvamin holds that 

the entire siltra is simply a pointer to establish the fact that dharma cannot be 

known by perception.23 So, according to Jaimini, though the definition of 

perception has no direct bearing upon the initial proposition, i.e., upon 

dharma, yet it has been given to indicate that perception has nothing to do 

with the illumination of dharma. According to the Prabhakaras, pratyalcya is 

the direct apprehension which involves the cognition of the three factors

meya, miitr and mana. 24 

• Sarpkhya: For the Sl:1J11khyas, sense cognition is a definite cognition obtained 

through the sense organs. 25 

18 Supra, 2"ct chapter, pp. 37-9 
19 V.S. and P.P.B. on Pratya4anirilpa(lam. 
20 Sat-sarnprayoge puru$e!Jdr~yfinfim .... "I S. V. 1/1/4 
21 Pra~ya4arn kalpanfipor/harn pra~ya4e!Jaiva siddhyatil 

Pratyfitmavedya/:1 san'e$fif!1 vikalpo nfimasarn.~Jyaya/:11 P. V., 31123 
22 Satsarnprayoge puru$asyendriyfinfirn buddhijanma tat pratya4am animittam 
vidyamfinopalarnbhanatviitl M.S., 1.1.4 
23 Satindriyfirthasambandhe ya puru$asya buddhirjiiyate tatpratyak$aml S.B., 1/1/4 
24 Sak$atpratlti/:1 pratyak$am ..... meyamatrpramasu sal Prakaral'Ja Paficika, quoted in ITK. p. 89. 
25 Prativi$ayadhyavasiiyo dr$!aml S.K., 5 
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• Vaise~ika: In Vaise~ika philosophy no direct definition of perception is found. 

However in the si"itra 3.1.18, it is said that one form of cognition is regarded as 

the product of the contact of an object with the sense organs and the soul. 26 

Prasastapada says that the term 'pratya/cya' literally signifies the knowledge 

which is dependent upon the senses.27 

• Jaina: The Jainas define perception m terms of its vividness (vi.5adaf!1 

pratya/cyam ). 

• Advaita VedAnta: According to the Advaita Vedantins, perceptual cognition 

is immediacy (aparolcya). What is immediately apprehended is consciousness. 

Thus consciousness is perceptual. 28 

The old Naiyayikas define perception as the definite cognition produced by sense 

object contact. There is no controversy among the old Nyaya scholars regarding the 

nature of cognition, but in Navya- Nyaya perception is defined as the immediate 

cognition or that which is not brought about by any antecedent cognition. 29 Jayanta 

follows the path of the old Naiyayikas and says that the term 'pratyalcya' signifies a 

particular species of cognition, which depends upon sense organs. In his delineation, 

Jayanta criticises the views of the Mi'mi'illlsakas, the Buddhists and the Siilllkhyas 

views in detail. 30 

4.4.1.1 Types of Perception (Pratyak~a) 

There are divergent views regarding the classifications of pratyalcya: 

• According to the Buddhists, nirvikalpaka is the only mode of pratyak5a and 

there is no such thing as savikalpaka pratya/cya. 

• The Carvakas admit that savikalpaka is the only division of pratyak5a. 

• According to the J ainas, Pratyakya is of two types- (I) vyavaharika,. which is 

the knowledge acquired by the soul through the five senses, and (2) 

26 Atmendriyiirthasannikar~iid yan ni~padyate tad anyat I 
27 A4ama4af!l pratltyautpadyatai iti pratyka~aml P.P.B, (Chowkhamba Sanskrit Sansthan edn.), p. 
153 
2
R CJP, p. 18 

29NTK, p. 377. 
'° For detail see, N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), Part. I, pp. 61-100 
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paramarthika, which ts the knowledge which comes from the perfect 

enlighten of the soul. 

• The majority view is that both the nirvikalpaka and the savikalpaka are the 

modes of perception. The majority view is accepted by mainly by Bhattas, 

Prabhakaras, Sa111khyas Vedantins and Nyaya- Vaise~ikas. 

It is probably Kumarila who initiated the problem of savikalpaka and nirvikalpaka 

pratyalcya in Indian philosophy.31 

The Prabhakaras hold the same view as that of the Bhattas and accept two types of 

anumana. 

The Sa111khyas accept nirvikalpaka and savikalpaka as two types of prtayak.,m. 

The Vedanta also refers to these two types of perception. 32 

In Vaise~ika tradition, Sridhara maintains that nirvikalpaka and savikalpaka are the 

two stages of pratyak.,w. 

In Nyaya tradition, the distinction between savikalpaka and nirvikalpaka is not 

recognised in Nyiiyasiltra. Bhii$ya and Viirttika. Vacasspatimisra for the first time in 

his Tatparya{ikii makes the distinction to Nyiiyasiltra 1.1.4. The two terms 

'avyapaddyam' and 'vyavasiiyiitmakam' in Gautama's siltra, according to 

Vacaspatimisra, mean respectively savikalpaka and nirvikalpaka perception.33 Jayanta 

also follows Vacaspatimisra and distinguishes between two types of pratya/cya. He 

also tries to link the division with the Nyayasiitra itself.34 

4.4.2 Inference (Anumiina) 

Except the Girvakas, all the Indian philosophical systems hold anumana as a distinct 

means of cognition. 

Kat).ada has admitted that anumana is the knowledge of probandum derived from the 

knowledge of the probans. Prasastapada has defined anumana as the knowledge 

31 Na vi.iC$0 na siimiinym!J tadiinlmanubhuyatei tayoriidhiirabhiltii tu vyaktireviivaslyatei S. V., IV-112. 
32 Vedii.ntaparibhii$a. p. 64, quoted in ITK, p. 119. 
33 Supra, 2"d chapter,pp. 40-1 
34 Nirvika/pakvattasmiitpratyak$ai!J savikalpakaml 

Samagrahlcca tadidaq1 padeniinena siltrakrtai N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), part I, p. 82 
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which results from the apprehension of a lbiga. 35 He has explained litiga as that which 

is related to probandum and which is equally present and absent in the probandum. 

Dirmaga defines anumiina as the cognition of an object through its mark. Dharmakirti 

defines sviirthiinumiina as a cognition which is produced indirectly through a mark 

consisting of a threefold aspect and referring to an inferred object. 36 

According to the Sarpkhya philosophy, knowledge based on the co- existence of a 

mark and that in which the mark inheres is called anumiina. 37 

The definition of anumiina as given by Sahara is, "anumiinal!l jiiiitasal!lbandhasya

ekadesadarsaniit-ekade.l:antare-asannikr$/e arthe buddhi/:1. "38 This is the basis of both 

Kumarila and Prabhakara's theory of anumiina. 

In Nyaya tradition Gautama does not define anumiina. He only holds that anumiina 

presupposes pratya/cya. Vatsyayana deals with the etymological aspect of the term 

anumiina. The other Nyaya logicians also light upon anumiina in detail.39 Jayanta says 

that anumiina is that form which the lying beyond the reach of the sense organs.40 

Jayanta in this connection refutes the views of the Buddhist and Mimarpsa.41 

4.4.2.1 Classification of Inference (Anumiina) 

In Mimarpsa and Vaise~ika philosophy, anumiina is divided into two types: dr,'l/a 

(pratyakyato dr.yfa) and siimiinyato dr,5fa. 

Tattu dvividhaml pratyakyato dr$!asal!lbandhal!l siimiinyato 

dr..'~.tasarrzbandharrz cal
42 

Tattu dvividhaml dr,'l/arrz siimiinyato dr.yfarrz ca 1

43 

The Sarpkhyas admit three types of anumiina, as in Siif!1khyakiirikii: 

Trividhamanumiinamiikhyiitam 144 

35 Lingadarsaniit sanjiiyamiinaf!1/aingikaml P.P.B., (Chowkhamba Sanskrit Sansthan edn.), p. 162 
36 Taira sviirthaf!1 tririipiillingiid yadanumeye jniinaf!1 tadanumiinaml N.Bi., 2/3 
37 Tallingalingipiirvakaf!11 S.K., 5. 
38 S.B. 111/5 
39 Supra, 2"d chapter 
40 Pratyalcyapiirvakaf!1 parok$iirthaf!1 pratipattiri1paf!1 pha/af!1 yato bhavati tadanumiinaml N.M, 
(Chowkhamba edn.), part. I, p. 115 
41 For detail see, Ibid., pp. 108-27 
41 Ibid. 
43 P.P.B., (Chowkhamba Sanaskrit Sansthan edn.), p 169 
44 S.K., 5. 
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In Miithavrtti45 and Carakasal'flhitii 46also there are the same references of three types 

of anumiina as, "pratyak$apurval'fl trividhal'fl trikiilal'fl ciinumzyate ". 

The Buddhists divide anumiina into two types- sviirtha and pariirtha.41 

Gautama has divided anumiina as- purvavat, se$avat, siimiinyatodr$/a. 48 However, 

there are four general classifications of anumiina that are found in Nyaya 

philosophy.49 Jayanta follows Gautama and enumerates three types of anumiina in 

detail. Jayanta has the credit of clearly introducing sviirtha and pariirtha types of 

anumiina in Nyaya and thereby initiating a new tradition has not been accepted so far 

in the Nyaya School. It is probably under the influence of Jayanta, Kesavamisra and 

Annarpbhatta50 adopt these two types. 5 1 

4.4.2.2 Constituents of Inference (Avayavas) 

The Nyaya - Vaise~ikas admit the similar numbers of constituents for 

pariithiinumiina. But the names of these constituents in both the schools are different. 

The Nyaya uses the terms- pratijfiii, hetu, udiihararza, upanaya and nigamana. The 

Vaise!?ika has named them as: pratijiiii, apadeia, nidarsana, anusandhiina and 

prathyiimnniiya. 52 In other philosophical schools there are differences in the number 

of avayavas as well: 

I. In Buddhist philosophy only two avayavas are considered. They are: hetu 

and drs!iinta. 53 

2. In Jaina philosophy the number of avayavas is not fixed, but in accordance 

with nature of adhikiirl it may be more or less. Thus the Jaina philosophers 

accept one (hetu), two (pak$a and hetu) and five avayavas for 

pariirthiinumiina. 54 

45 M. V, S.K., Kiirikii-5 
46 C.S., Siitrasthiina 21-2 
47 AnumiinaiJl dvidhiil sviirthaiJl parthafJl cal NBi., p. 17 
48 N.S., 111/5 
49 Supra, 2"d chapter 
50 Supra, 2"d chapter 
51 ITK, p. 143. 
52 Avayaviib punab pratijiiiipadesa- nirdar.ianiinusandhiina- pratyiimniiyiifzl P.P.B., (Chowkhamba 
Sanskrit Sans than edn. ), p. 186. 
53 P. V 1128 
54 For detail see, ITK, pp. 168-9 
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3. The Sarpkhyas, Mlmarpsakas55 and Advaita Vedantins consider three 

members. 

Regarding the constituents of pararthanumtma, intra- school difference is also found. 

Some old Naiyayikas refer to five more constituents in addition to these five and hold 

that anumana consists of ten constituents. Vatsyayana states and refutes them as 

well. 56 

Jayanta supports the Naiyayikas' view of paiiclivayavas. He refutes the tryavayava 

theory of the Sarpkhyas' and the Mimarpsakas', dvyavayava theory of the J ainas', and 

the dasiivayava theory of the old Nyaya logicians. 57 

4.4.2.3 Fallacies of Reason or Hetu (Hetviihhiisas) 

The fallacies of reason have been variously named and classified by different 

logicians, e.g., 

Logicians Hetviibhiisas 

Gautama'~ Savyabhiclira, viruddha, prakaraiJasama 

(.mtpratipak,-;a), siidhyasama and kiilatfta 

(biidhita). 

Uddyotakara'" Siidhyasama, savyabhicara, 

prakaraiJasama, viruddha, kiilatfta 

Bhasarvajfia60 Asiddha, anaikiintika, anadhyavasita, 

satpratipak.ya, viruddha, kiilatfta 

Gailgda sadhyasama, savyabhiciira, 

satpratipak.ya, viruddha, badha 

Kal)ada(1 1 Aprasiddha, sarrzdigdha, asat 

Prasastapada oL Asiddha, sarrzdigdha, anadhyavasita, 

N.D., (West Bengal State Book Board edn.), vol. I, p. 339 
55 Vayaqz trayaq1j udiiharatJaparyantm'fl yadvodiiharatJiidika'lll As quoted in N.D., (West Bengal State 
Book Board edn.), vol. I, p. 337 
56 Supra, 2"d chapter,pp. 47-8 
57 For detail see, N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), prameyapakaraf}a, Avayava 
58 Supra, 2"d chapter, pp. 48-51 
59 Ibid. 
60 EIP, Vol. II, PP. 403-6 
61 Aprasiddho 'napaddo 'san sandigdha.iciinapade.ial VS., 3/1/15 
~2 Eteniisiddhaviruddhdasandigdhiinadhyavasitavacaniiniimanapade.Satvamuktambhavatil 
P.P.B.,(Chowkhamba Sanskrit Sansthan edn.), p. 189 
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viruddha 

Asiddha, viruddha, savyabhiciira, 

anadhyavasita 

Asiddha, ani{;fa, viruddha 

Asiddha, anaikiintika and viruddha 

Asiddha, anaikiintika and viruddha 

Asiddha, viruddha, sarndigdha, 

akincitkara 

Asiidhiirarza, biidhita, siidhiirarza and 

asiddha 

Asiddha, viruddha, anaikiintika, 

kiiliityayiipadi$!a. prakararzasama. 

Anaikiintika, viruddha, asiddha, 

prat ipa~\· ita, kiiliityayiipadi$.1 a 

Follows Gautama. 

It has been seen that except for a slight difference in taxonomy, the Naiyayikas are 

unanimous in holding that the hetviibhtisas are five- fold. Jayanta follows Gautama in 

naming the fallacies of reason as savyabhictira, viruddha, prakara(lasama, 

stidhyasama and kiiltitlla. 69 Jaynata surpasses almost all his predecessors in giving a 

detailed account of these types and their sub- types. 

4.4.3 Comparison (U~miina) 

The Vaise~ika, the Sa.rp~hya, the Yoga, the Buddhist and the Jaina philosophy do not 

accept upamiina or comparison as a distinct means of cognition. The Vaise~ika has 

reduced upamiina to inference.70 According to Sarpkhya philosophy, the atideseviikya 

is the verbal cognition, the observation of similarity is perceptual cognition and the 

63 Tadiihhiisiisty catviirabl asiddhaviruddhasavyahhiciiriinadhyavasitiibl N.L., (Chowkhamba Sanskrit 
Series edn.), p. 606. 
64 Trirupii/lingiidyadanumeye jiiiinaf!1 tadanumiinaml Nyiiyapravda. quoted in N.D., (West Bengal 
State Book Board edn.), vol. I, p. 437 
~5 Asiddhaviruddhiinaikiintikiistrayo helviibhiisii/:11 N.Bi., p. 62 
~~ Asiddha-viruddha-anaikiinlika-prakara(lasama-kiiliityayiipadi${a-bhediit paficaival TB., p. 246. 
67 Anaikiintau viruddha.~ciipyasiddha/:1 pratipak$ita/:tl 

Kii!iityayiipadi.yfa.~ca hctviihhiisiistu paiicadhiiJI 7111 B.P. (Advaita Ashrama edn.), p. 129. 
6

R TS.D. p. XXX 
69 N.M.. (Chowkhamba edn.), II, pp. 153-68. 

Supra, 3'd chapter, p. 96 
70 Upamiinam anumiiniivyatiriktam, N./<J#J p.s,;o 
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ultimate cognition of identification is a case of inference based upon these two. 71 The 

Yoga agrees with the Sarpkhya. The Buddhists identify upamiina with memory. 72 The 

Jainas recognized upamiina as a form of recognition (pratyabhijfiii) 73 which is a form 

of the indirect sources of cognition. 

Sahara 74 describes upamiina as a kind of analogical argument. He gives the example 

that one can know the existence of souls in other bodies on the analogy of our 

cognition of our own bodies having soul. But the later Mrmalllsakas and the Advaita 

Vedantins point out that upamiif)a is cognition based on both sabda and anumiina. 

According to them the process of upamiina is: when a man observes a cow, and after 

it a gavaya, he judges, "This gavaya is like that cow." From this sense of similarity he 

passes to the cognition, "That cow is like the gavaya." The last cognition is not 

perceptual cognition because the cow is not present. It is not an inference because no 

universal premise is used to reach the conclusion. 75 

It is already stated that Gautama has defined upamiina as the knowing of an unknown 

thing by its similarity to a known thing. 76 However, as far as the Nyaya view is 

concerned, there are some differences in Bhii~ya Viirttika and the Tiitparya!ikii. 

Though there is no difference regarding the object of analogical cognition and the 

exact form of the cognition, as according to Bhii.yya, Viirttika and Tiitparya{fkii, the 

object is the connection of the name with the another object i.e., gavaya, but there is a 

marked difference of opinion as to the means of the cognition. Again, upamiina being 

a means as the similarity between two objects is agreed by all; but according to the 

Bha.yya the assertion that 'the gavaya is like a cow' is remembered at the time of 

seeing the animal resembling the cow; while according to the Nyayavartika and the 

Nyayavartikatiitparya!ika, it is the similarity that is actually seen when gavaya is seen 

to resemble the cow and thus the cognition of similarity perceived being aided by the 

remembrance of the similarity in the assertion 'the gavaya is like a cow'. In 

Nyiiyapari.~uddhi it is said that, 

71 S.K., p.40 
72 Tattvasmngraha, pp. 1547-9, quoted in IL, Nagin J. Shah, p. 125, note- 67. 
73 Tadevedaf!l tatsadrsam iti va pratyabhijiiiil Siddhivviniscaya, quoted in JL, p. 752. 
74 

S.B, 1/115 
75 Dr$!igo/:l puru~asya tatsadrsaf!l gavaya171 pasyato yad govisayakaf!l gavayagatasiidr~yajiiiinam 
tadupamiinaml S.B., 11115 
76 Supra, 2"d chapter, pp. 51-2 
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"sadr.~yasyaiva prajfiiiyamiinasya karm:zatvamabhipraiti 1"77 

Vacaspati, in his Nyayavartikatatparya!ikii, interprets the bhii$ya "yatha gaub tatha 

gavayab'' to mean that similarity should be one that is already known. This assertion 

is nothing but upamiina. 

It seems that the view of Nyiiyaviirtika and Nyiiyavartikatiitparya!ikii is more logical. 

In Nyiiyaviirtikatiitparya;ikii it is rightly remarked that for the cognition of "this is the 

animal what is called gavaya" it is necessary to know the assertion "the gavaya is 

similar to cow". If the analogical cognition is depends upon its remembered 

similarity, then its validity would be doubtful as that of remembrance. 

Therefore, obviously Jayantabhatta finds a difference of optmon among his 

predecessors about the nature of upamiina. He presents the opinion of the early 

Naiyayikas as well as the contemporary Naiyayikas. 78 Jayanta brings out the conflict 

between the Mfmarpsakas and the Naiyayikas to the forefront. 79 

4.4.4 Verbal Testimony (Sabda) 

Apart from the Carvakas, V aise~ika and Buddhists, all the other schools of Indian 

Philosophy accept verbal testimony as a distinct source of cognition. The Carvakas do 

not consider verbal testimony as a means of cognition and it depends upon the 

statement of a reliable person. 80 They do not support it as a distinct source of 

cognition. The Vaise~ika holds that verbal testimony is an inferential cognition 

based on the reliability of the authority. 81 In verbal testimony we know the 

unperceived object through the perception of words related to these objects. The 

Buddhists also reduce verbal testimony to inference as it is based upon the statement 

of a trustworthy person and to perception if it is used to prove that there are actual 

facts corresponding to a statement. 82 

77 N.V.TTP., 1/1/6 
78 Supra, 3rd chapter, pp. 97-8 
79 For detail see, N.M., (Chowkhamba edn.), part- I, pp.l28-33. 
RO S.D.S .. p. 14 
Rl Etena .~iibdaf!l vyiikhyiitam, V.S., 9/2/3 
82 Tatriinumiinamevedm!l baudhavaise~ikai/:1 sritaml 

Bheda/:1 siif!lkhyiidihhistvi~fo na tiiklaf/1 bhedakiiraf}af/11 S. V., (Sabda), 15. 
c.f., HIL, pp. 287-8 
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The Nyaya upholds the validity of sabda as a way of knowing. 83 According to 

Gautama, sabda is the instruction of a reliable person.84 Jayanta elaborates the Nyaya 

position with esteem keenness by introducing the divergent views regarding the 

interpretation and implications of Gautama's definition. Jayanta justifies the 

acceptance of .~abda as a distinct means of cognition. He mainly refutes the 

Mima111sakas' and the Buddhists' views in this regard. 

4.4.5 Postulation (Arthiipattl) 

Arthiipatti is considered as an independent means of cognition by the Mfma111sakas85 

and the Advaita Vedantins. The Buddhists reduce it to inference. 86 The Vaise~ikas 

also include it to inference. According to the Sa111khyas also arthiipatti is a 87form of 

inference. The Jainas reduce it to inference. 

Gautama and Vatsyayana also ad!Uit that arthiipatti can be reduced to anumiina.88 

U day ana also criticises the Mfma111sakas' view that arthiipatti is an independent 

means of cognition.89 Jayanta also discusses the problem or arthiipatti at length. He 

refutes the Bhattas and Prabhakaras regarding the nature of arthiipatti and also of the 

two types of it as srutiirthiipatti and dr$tiirthapatti as enumerated by the Bhattas.90 

4.4.6 Non- Cognition (Anupalabdhi) 

In Indian philosophy anupalabdhi is accepted as a distinct means of valid cognition 

by the Bhatta MTmarpsakas and the Advaita Vedantis. The Naiyayikas refute 

anupalabdhi as a distinct pramiirTa. 91 

In Vaise~ika tradition, abhiiva is introduced as an independent category in Udayana's 

KiraiJiiva/1.92 Regarding the method of cognizing abhiiva, there is a difference of 

R.l Supra, 2"d chapter, p. 53 
84 N.S., 1/1/7 
85 Supra, 3rd chapter 
86 Evaf!l sati anumiine eviintarabhiiviit na pramiit:~iitaratvf!1 syiidityabhpriiya/:tl 
Tattvasaf!lgrahapafijikii, quoted in IL, p. 125, note- 68. 
87 S. T.K., Kiirikii-5 
88 ViikyiirthasaiJzpratyayeniinabhihitasyiirthasya pratyanikabhiiviidgrahat:~amarthiipattiranumiinameval 
N.B.,2/212 
89 N.Ku., stavaka-3 
For detail see, N.D., (West Bengal State Book Board edn.), vol. 2, p. 372. 
90 Supra, 3rd chapter, I 00-6 
91 Supra, 2"d chapter, p. 55 
92 Abhiivo 'pi padiirthiintaraml K. Va. on N.S.M., Kiirikii-2 
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opinion between the Naiyayikas and the Vaise~ikas. The Naiyayikas consider abhiiva 

is an object of perception, but Vaise~ikas consider it as an object of inference. 93 

The Bhatta Mimarpsakas and the Advaita Vedantins hold that abhiiva is the non

existence of an object in a specific locus and it can be cognized through anupalbdhi. 

The Prabhakaras hold that though abhiiva has no reality, it can be cognized through 

perception. The Buddhists do not believe in the reality of abhiiva and the way of 

knowing to ascertain abhiiva is inference.94 

The Sarpkhyas' view is same as that of Prabhakaras. They admit that the abhiiva of a 

jar in the ground is nothing but the bare ground. And the empty ground is nothing but 

the ground itself. Therefore the cognition of the abhiiva of the jar on the ground is the 

cognition of the ground and it can be cognized through perception. 95 The Yoga also 

does not accept anupalabdhi. 

Gautama considers abhiiva as an object of cognition. Gautama and Vatsyayana, 

without elaborating, agree that absences are known inferentially (Nyiiya-sutra 2.2.2). 

But Uddyotakara and the later tradition argue that the abhiiva can be known 

sometimes perceptually.96 

Thus Indian philosophers can be divided into four groups regarding the analysis of 

abhiiva: 

1. The Bhatta Mimarpsakas and the Advaita Vedantins accept that abhiiva is 

an entity and is cognized through anpalabdhi. 

2. The Prabhakaras and the Sarpkhyas hold that abhiiva is not an entity and it 

can be obtained through perception. 

3. The Naiyayikas maintain that abhiiva is a reality but it can be cognized 

through perception and there is no need of accepting anupalabdhi as a distinct 

means of cognition. 

4. The Buddhists are opposed to accepting the ontological reality of abhiiva. 

93 P.P.B .. ( Sampurnananda Sanskrit Vishvavidyalaya edn.), pp. 542. 
94 Tathii hi priihhiikarii/:1 hhiiviintaram eva hhiiviintariipek$ayii abhiiva iti vyiivahr~vatel S.P., quoted in 
SWK, p. 135. 
95 Abhiivo 'pi pratyak$ameva. nahibhutalasya paril;iimavise:;iit kaiva/yalak$a!Jiil anyo ghatiibhiivo 
niimal S. TK., (West Bengal State Book Board edn.), p. 36. 
96 Abhiivapratyak$asya iinubhavikatviil anupalamhho 'pi na pramii!Jiintaraml N.S.M., Kiirikii-144 
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Jayanta gives a detailed account of the problem of abhava. He examines the Bhatta 

theory of abhiiva (Negation) and anupalabdhi (Non-Cognition), the Buddhists' view 

on the ontological aspect of abhiiva and Prabhakara's refutation to accept abhiiva as a 

reality. 

4. 4. 7 Pramli~;~a Salflplava 

The full significance of disagreement between the Nyaya theory of pramiiJJa

sarrzplava and the Buddhists theory of pramiiJJa- vyavasthii has been already 

suggested. 97 Buddhist philosophy does not recognise the validity 

of pramanasamplava. According to their theory, an object is in perpetual flux, it 

cannot last for more than a moment. One object cannot have two validities, 

simultaneously. Again they hold that perception and inference have their own special 

fields of action in as much as the former grasps the particulars only and the latter 

. 1 1 98 umversa son y. 

The Jainas are also appropriately called Pramti1',1nasaf!1plavaviidin.99 However, in 

some of the cases they also accept pramii1',1a-vyavasthii. They accept momentarism 

from the viewpoint of modes. The sense is that a thing changes perpetually and so no 

source of cognition grasps what is grasped by another source. Thus according to the 

Jainas, pramii1',1a- saf!1plava is self evident. But they give equal importance to the view 

of substance. From the viewpoint of substance things are permanent. Hence it is 

possible for several different sources of cognition to help in the cognition of one and 

the same object. 100 

Gautama, in his Nyiiyasutra ,seems to concede the possibility of pramiiJJa-saf!1plava. 

This is suggested by the term 'pramii1)ata/:l' used in the sutra, ''pramii1)atasca 

arthapratipatte/:1". 101 Vatsyayana states that there are objects that could be grasped by 

all the sense organs of cognition while there are other objects that could be grasped by 

one organ only. For example, the objects of the first type are- soul and fire; they are 

cognised by sabda, anumana and pratya~·a. On the other hand, the knowledge of 

97 Supra, 3rd chapter, pp. 90-1 
911 Syiinmatiresii vWstavisayii!Ji pramii!Jiinil visesavisayaf?1 pra~ya~af?1 siimiinyavisayamanumiinamitil 
N. v., p.4. 
99 Pramii!JGSGI'flplava ekatriirthart7 pravrttiranekapramii!Jasval J.L., p. 771 
100 As quoted in, /L, p. 120 
101 Ibid.p.l19. 
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heaven could be attained through .S:abda only, the knowledge of clouds could be 

obtained through anumiina only, after having heard the sound and the knowledge of 

one's own hand could be acquired through pratyak5a only. 102 Uddyotakara also 

accepts both pramiitza- sarrzplava and pramiitza- vyavasthii. He has stated that only the 

visual sense organ grasps the colour, only the auditory sense organ grasps sound and 

so on. Again he has observed that though only visual sense organ cognizes colour and 

the tactual organ cognizes touch, yet both these organs cognize the 'pot.' 103 

Jayantabhatta also fully agrees with the Naiyayikas' view and accept pramiitza

sarrzplava. However, he also mentions the Bhii$ayakiira 's view that there are few 

cases in which a particular means of cognition has an exclusive object of its own. 104 

4.4.8 Validity of Cognition 

There are several controversies regarding the validity of cognition. The Nyaya, 

Mi'marpsa and Sarpkhya views are broadly presented in the 2"d and 3rd chapters. 105 

Following are the views regarding validity of cognition: 

1. Sarpkhya: Both the priimiitzya (validity) and apriimiitzya (invalidity) of 

cognition are self-evident. In sarvadadanasarrzgraha, Madhavacarya quotes: 

'Pramiitzatviipramiitzatve svata/:z siirrzkhyii/:z samii.{:ritii/:z 1
106 

2. Buddhist: All cognition is intrinsically invalid and becomes valid by 

extraneous conditions. Dharmakirti holds that the validity of cognition IS 

known through the subsequent successful activity. 107 

3. Nyaya-Vaise~ika: Both validity and invalidity are due to extraneous 

conditions. 

4. Mi'marpsa: Knowledge is intrinsically valid, though its invalidity is due to 

extraneous conditions. 

5. Jaina: Both the validity and invalidity of cognition are self- evident in the 

case of repeated acquaintance, while they are known through subsequent 

successful activities in the case of first acquaintance. 108 

102 N.B., 1/1/3 
103 N. V., 11113 
104 rd Supra, 3 chapter, p., pp. 90-1 
105 Supra, 2"d chapter, pp., 56-9 
106 S.D.S. p. 476 
Jm Svarupasya svato gati/:IIPriimaryarrJ vyavahiirerai P. V., l. 
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The Nyaya philosophers refute mainly the theory of intrinsic validity of cognition. 109 

Jayantabhatta also opposes the Mimarp.sakas' contention and refutes them. Likewise, 

he rejects the Sarp.khya view that both validity and invalidity of cognition are 

intrinsic. 110 

From the above discussion it can be observed that there are divergent views available 

in Indian philosophy regarding the notion of pramcu:za. The study of the cognitive 

process has always attracted the philosophers from a very early date. The Nyaya 

philosophy enters into a new phase through the methodological study of the 

epistemological issues. Apart from Nyaya, the Vaise!?ika, Buddhist, Mimarp.sa, 

Sarp.khya, Yoga, Vedanta, Jaina and Carvaka also more or less deal with the cognitive 

process. But they are different from each other regarding their arguments, as is clear 

from the above brief elucidation presented in the light of Nyayamafijarf. 

108 Tatpriimiil)yaf!l svata/:1 parata.keti I Pari4iimukha, 1/13 
Tadubhayamutpattau parata evajfiaptau tu svata/:1 paratascetil Pramiit:tanayatattviiloka, 1/21, quoted 

in JL, p. 124, note- 59. 
109 Supra, 2"d chapter, pp. 59-60 
110 Supra, 3rd chapter, pp. 116-119 
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Conclusion 

On the basis of the above brief delineation, it can be stated that this dissertation is an 

effort to study the cognitive process as presented by Jayantabhatta in the first ahnika 

of his Nyayamaiijarf. As it is obvious from the foregoing pages, it is tried to critically 

examine Jayanta's view regarding cognitive process in detail and to present a 

comparative study of the concepts on inter-school and intra-school school level. 

To sum up, the first iihnika of Nyiiyamaiijarz is the preface to the other iihnikas. It is a 

concise compendium of all the schools of Indian philosophy. Though it is a book on 

the Nyaya philosophy, but here the author introduces almost all the logical problems 

that deal with other philosophical schools, such as the Buddhist, MimaJ11sa, Sa111khya, 

Carvaka etc. So, though the first iihika is an introduction of Jayanta's work, still it 

covers a wide scope. 

Jayanta 's theory of cognition comprises of the set of systematic discussion of crucial 

points with maximum rigour. The whole discussion on cognitive process according to 

Jayanta can be summarised under the following points: 

1. For Jayanta cognition is a quality of the soul, not an action like the 

MimaJ11sakas' view (pp. 74-9). 

2. According to Jayanta buddhi and upalabddhi are the definitive synonyms 

for jiiiina. In this regard he criticizes the contention of the Sa111khyas (pp.61-2) 

3. Jayanta brings out novelty in his definition of prama[la as, "siimagrf 

prama[larn." He also introduces the word "bodhabodhasvabhava" which is not 

clearly stated by the logicians before Jayanta in the definition of prama[la (pp. 

68-73) 

4. Jayanta strongly argues in support of the ultimate viability of only four 

pramii[las and accordingly excludes abhiiva, arthiipatti, sambhava and aitihya 

from the domain of prarniil)a (pp. 87). 

5. He goes up against the Buddhists' idea of pramiil)avyavasthii and supports 

pramii[lasamplava in majority of cases, except a few (pp.90-l). Jaynata is the 

first Nyaya philosopher to introduce the contention between pramal)a

saf!1p[ava and prama[la- vyavastha. 
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6. Many of the Buddhists' views are mentioned and refuted in Nytiyamafijarz 

by Jayantabhatta, such as: there are only two instruments of valid cognition; 

perception is conceptual construction which is free from determination by the 

imagination and is non-illusory, pramti is identical to pramti(la, (pp. 79-80) etc. 

7. Likewise, several Mlmarpsakas' views are also motioned and refuted, such 

as definition of pramti!Ja, (pp.84) notion of abhiiva, arthiipatti as a distinct 

means of cognition, etc. 

8. Jayanta explains that though Gautama does not define the term pramti1)a, 

but we can presume his idea of pramti1)a from the expression 

'stidhyastidhanam' mentioned in the definition of upamtina. Thus it means 

that pramtiJJa is that (stidhana) which produces the knowledge of the stidhya. 1 

9. Some of the pti!habhedas are also noticed in the Hindi translation by 

Shasiprabha Kumar and Siddheswar Bhatt with Panchanan Tarkavagisha's 

Bengali translation and Chowkhamba edition by Surayanarayana Shukla. In 

the third chapter some of those are mentioned (3rd chapter foot note-115, 228). 

10. Jayanta in one place quotes Bhti.5yaktira 's view as "buddhikarmaJJT api hi 

pratyabhijfitiyete, te api nitye prtipnuta/:1 ", but he does not specify as to who is 

'Bhti.5yaktira'? In all the translations of Nytiyamafijarz, this specific ambiguity 

is totally skipped out. However, C.D. Bijalwan considers it as Vatsyayana's 

view. According to the present researcher this seems objectionable. Since the 

reference of this quote is found in a Mimarpsa text. 2 

In this way Jayanta presents a penetrating insight in all the aspects of cognition. His 

detailed analysis of the four means of cognition and accordingly refutation of the 

opponents' views is quite impressive. Though he does not accept arthiipatti and 

abhiiva as separate means of cognition, but he discusses them in depth. He is the first 

one to deal with the Buddhists contention that abhiiva has no reality. Accordingly in 

the first tihnika he also deals with the various aspects of cognition. Thus Jayanta's 

treatment of the cognitive process is quite remarkable. Throughout the study of the 

'Prasiddhasiidharmyiit siidhyasiidhanamupamiinamiti' ca madhye 
siidhyasiidhanagraharamupiidiina/:1 sutrakiirab sarvapramiirasiidhiirara!Jl rupamida!Jl paribhii$ate
yatsiidhyasiidhanasya pramiikararasya pramiiratvamitil N.M., (Vidyanidhi Prakashan edn.), p. 73. 
2 Supra, 3rd chapter, f.n. 75. 
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first ahnika of Nyayamaiijarz, it can be said that in spite of some minor inadequacies 

he has made a great contribution to the area of cognition. 

Though Jayanta is a staunch follower of Nyaya, but he is also an independent thinker 

and in some points he does not hesitate to criticise them. 

1. Jayanta does not agree with Vatsyayana's interpretation of the word 

'pravrttisiimarthya' 

2. Jayanta does not concur with the four types of abhava admitted by the 

Naiyayikas. He considers two types of abhava- pragbhava and 

pradhvarrzsabhava and atyantabhava and anyonyabhava are included by him 

in the above two . However, Panchanan Tarkavagisha3 remarks that 

Jayanta follows Vatsyayana's4 explanation of the Nyayasutra 212112 and 

establishes two types of abhava. 

Scope for Further Research 

It needs to be noted here that cognitive process is a relevant topic in the contemporary 

philosophical discourse. Therefore the present research has ample scope for further 

research in this area. Thus Russell observes that, 

"Philosophy, like all other studies, aims primarily at knowledge. The knowledge it 

aims at is the kind of knowledge which gives unity and system to the body of the 

sciences, and the kind which results from a critical examination of the grounds of our 

convictions, prejudices, and beliefs. But it cannot be maintained that philosophy has 

had any very great measure of success in its attempts to provide definite answers to 

its questions ....... those questions which are already capable of definite answers are 

placed in the sciences, while those only to which, at present, no definite answer can 

be given, remain to form the residue which is called philosophy."5 

It is not possible to provide any definite answers to the numerous philosophical issues. 

Philosophical research always demands possibilities for the further research. In the 

present study, several problems regarding some vital problems are faced. This 

3 
N.M.,(Sanskrit Book Depot edn.), p. 334. 

4 Abhiivadvaitaq1 khalu bhavati. prfJk cotpatteravidyamfJnatfJ, utpannasya cfJtmano 
hanadavidyamfJnatfJI Tatralaksitesu viisassu priiJ;utpatteravidyamiinatiilak.$aro lak.$aroniimabhiivo 
netara itil N.B., 2/2/12. 
5 PP, p. 52. 
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particular topic has tremendous potentiality in this particular field of study. Here some 

such points for the benefit of further researchers are being enlisted: 

1. Regarding the nature of cognition Jayanta expounds two theories, i.e. 

sakiira and nirakara cognition (pp.). He firstly refutes the nirakiira theory of 

Vaibhal?ikas. But in his refutation of sakarajfianavada, it is problematic to 

distinguish between the Sautrantikas and the Yogacaras. Some scholars hold 

that this particular view is of the Sautrantikas and some others as of the 

Yogacaras. Jayanta himself does not distinctly mention the opponents' view. 

Therefore this particular issue needs further study to reach the conclusion. 

However, in favour of Sautrantikas, ample references have been quoted in the 3rd 

chapter of this dissertation (pp.). Here it is to be noted that among the Sautrantikas 

also there are three different views regarding sakiirajfiiina and niriikarajfiana. These 

are as follows: 6 

• External objects have their own form. 

• Cognition itself is in the form of an object. 

• And both these together. 

Now, in support of the Y ogacaras also, it can be quoted that: 

"Akiirasahitii buddhiryogiiciirasya sammatiil " 7 

So, it is problematic to justify Jayanta's view and needs further examination. 

2. Pramii is identical with pramii!Ja or different from it- regarding this point of 

view Jayanta repudiates the opponents, who hold that both are inseparable 

from each other. The main difficulty is that some scholars consider the 

opponents as the Buddhists, while some others as the Jainas. In support ofthe 

Buddhists, secondary references are already quoted in the 3rd chapter (pp.). 

Here some references in support of the Jaina view are being reproduced as 

below: 

• Tattvajfiiinarrz pramii!Jam- Aptamfmarrzsii, 101. 

• JfiiinaiTJ pramii!Jamiitmiideb - Laghfyastraya, 52. 

• Jfiiinal?1 pramii!Jamityiihub- Siddhiviniscaya, I 0-2 

6 B.D.M., p. 189. 
7 As quoted in NS.M., ed., Sri Kr~aQavallabhacarya, p. 168. 
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• Nirbiidhabodhavisi$!al:z iitmii pramiil)am- Dhavala. 141. 

• Sviipurviirthavyavasiiyiitmakarrz jfiiinarrz pramiil)am- Parflcyii, 1-1. 

• Samyag jfiiinarrz pramiil)am- Pramiil)apaficikii, 51. 

• Samyag jfiiinarrz pramiil)am- Nyiiyadfpikii, 9. 

• Pramiil)af!l Samyagjniinarn- Pramiila/cyal)avrhatf, 395. 

• Pramiil)al'fl ca svapariibhiisijniinarn -Syiidviidamanjarz, 17. 

• Sva paravyavasiiyi jniinarn pramiil)am- Jaina Tarkabhii$ii, 113.8 

In all the above references it can be noticed that the Jaina scholars unanimously agree 

with "jfiiinarn pramiil)am". However, in Jainendra Siddhiinta Kosa9 it is said that 

sometimes pramii and pram[u:ra are identical to each other and sometimes they are 

different from each other. 

However, the present researcher would like to draw the scholars' attention to the 

following facts: 

1. First, Jayanta starts the context of "bodha/:t pramiil)am" with "ye tu" and in 

the very next paragraph he uses "anye tu". If Jayanta intends to continue with 

the Buddhists' view, he never refers to the later as "anye tu". Since the second 

view, i.e. "anye tu tulyasiimagryadhznayol:z griihyagriihakabhiivarn vadanta/:1 

bodharrz pramiil)amabhyupiigaman" is accepted by the scholars as the 

Buddhists' view without any controversy; hence it is possible that the first one 

is of the J ainas. 

2. Since Jayanta is much more engaged with the refutation of the Buddhists' 

views in his Nyiiyamanjarz, so, it might be that some scholars generally accept 

it as the Buddhists' view. 

3. Jayanta in the first context does not use the term "griihyagriihakabhiivarn". 

If he continues with the Buddhists' view he should have used it earlier also. 

8 J.L., pp. 768-70 
9 Jinendra Varni, JSK, p. 144 
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Conclusion 

4. If it is accepted that both the above are the Buddhists' view, then the fallacy 

of repetition (punarukti) 10 will occur. 

In view of the above mentioned facts, it can be concluded that Jayanta presents and 

refutes the Jainas' view here. 

These are some of the vital questions which are not brought out and discussed till now 

by any of the researchers. These issues are open for discussion and scholars' 

suggestions in this regard are solicited. 

In brief, though the present research is based upon Nyayamafijar1, but it has also made 

an effort to deal with the views of the Naiyayikas prior to Jayanta. Simultaneously, it 

has also tried to present a historical overview of the Nyaya system. Like the other 

Indian philosophical systems, the Nyaya also follows the hierarchy of siltra, bha~ya, 

!ika etc. throughout its development. 

Last but not the least, a critique based on all the philosophical schools regarding the 

notion of cognition is also presented herein. 

In this way the present research has tried to focus on all the possible issues on 

cognitive process, albeit in an elementary way. So it cannot be claimed that there are 

no shortcomings. But in conclusion we can remember Jayanta again: 

"Yadva nirgu1Jamapyartham abhinandanti sadhavab! 

Pra1JayiprarthanabhangasafJ1vidhanama.~ik.yitab!l'' 

10 Sabdiirthayo/:1 punarvacanaf!1 punaruktamanyatriinuviidiitjN.S., 512114 
Sabdiidii4epato viipi pratltasyiva klrtanaml 
prayojanaviniibhiilaf!1 punarukamatishiti/:111 TR., Kiirikii- 12. 
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APPENDIX 



Abhiiva 

A bhavanadharmii 

Abhidhii 

Abhidheyatva 

Adhikara1'}a 

Adhikiirf 

Adhyavasiiya 

Adr.yta 

Aitihya 

Alaulika (pratyakya) 

A nadhyavasiiya 

Anaikantika 

Anavastha 

Antakara1'}a 

Anubhava 

Anumiina 

Anumiti 

Anupalabdhi 

Anupasa1?1hiirf 

Anusandhana 

Glossary of Technical Terms 

Absence. 

Coming into existence. 

Primary meaning. 

Denotable thing. 

Locus, Substratum. 

The proper person for whom the 

book; a qualified person or one to 

whom the result accrues. 

Determinative knowledge. 

Destiny. 

Rumour, Tradition. 

Super-normal perception. 

Non-Determination. 

Uncertain reason. 

Endless Regression. 

Internal instrument. 

Experience. 

Inference. 

Inferential Knowledge. 

Non- Cognition 

Non- exclusive. 

Subsumtive correlation. 
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Anvaya- vyatireki 

Anvaya 

Anyathiisiddha 

Anyonyiihhiiva 

A nyonyii.~raya 

Apadda 

Aparo/cya 

Aparvarga 

Apelcyiibhiiva 

Apoha 

Aprarnii 

Apurva 

Artha 

Arthapatti 

Asiidhiira~akara~a 

Asamaviiyikara~a 

Asambhava 

Asiddha 

Atiddaviikya 

Atlndriya 

Ativyiipti 

Atyantabhava 
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Concomitant in affirmation and 

negation. 

Positive. 

Pseudo-cause, Dispensable 
antecedents Accidental 
eirecumstance, Superfluous. 

Mutual Negation. 

Mutual dependence. 

Middle term. 

Immediate. 

Emancipation. 

The negation of an object 
confined to a limited space. 

Negation. 

False apprehension. 

Unseen potency. 

Object, Purpose. 

Presumption. 

Special Cause. 

Non-inherent Cause, Non
intimate Cause. 

Impossibility. 

Unknown Reason. 

The assimilative proposition, 

statement of comparison. 

Super sensible. 

Overpervasion. 

Absolute negation. 
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Avayava 

Aviniibhiiva 

Avisaf!lviidakatii 

Avfta 

Avyabhiciiri 

Avyapadeia 

Avyiipti 

Ayathiirtha 

Ayathiirthiinubhava 

Alambana 

Alayavijfiiina 

A pta 

Atman 

Bad a 

Badhita 

Bhiiva 

Bhiivanii 

Bheda 

Bhvanadhrma 

Buddhi 

Chala 

Cit 

Dariana 

Dhiiriiviihikajftiina 
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Constituent of a syllogism. 

Invariable relation, inseparability. 

Non-contradiction. 

A type of Inference. 

Invariable. 

Non-verbal, Unverbalisable. 

Non-pervasion. 

Erroneous. 

Erroneous experience. 

Support. 

Store consciousness. 

Trust worthy person. 

Self, Soul. 

Discussion, To arrive at the truth, 
Argument for truth. 

The stultified reason, Belated 
reason, C<?ntradicted reason. 

Existence, Positive entity. 

Mental impression, Reminiscent 
impression. 

Difference. 

Not coming into existence. 

Intellect. 

Dialectic quibbling. 

Spirit, Consciousness. 

Philosophy. 

Destructive" or disputation 

wrangling 

Chain knowledge. 
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Drs.ta 

Dr$!iinta 

Dr$!iirthapatti 

Dubkha 

Griihaka 

Griihya 

Gw;a 

Hiina 

Hetu 

Hetviibhiisa 

Icchii 

Idriya 

Jdriyiirtha 

ldriyiirt hasanni kar.ya 

Jftiina 

Jftiinalak$a1Jii 

Jftiifatii 

Jalpa 

Jiiti 

Kiiliitlta 
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Fault. 

Perceived resemblance. 

Example. 

A type of postulation. 

Pain. 

A version, Dislike is ill-feeling. 

Revealer of cognition. 

Object of cognition. 

Quality. 

Detachment. 

Middle term, Reason. 

Fallacies in reasoning. 

Desire. 

Sense-organ. 

The object of the sense. 

Relation between sense organ and 

object. 

Cognition, Knowledge. 

S upemorrnal. 

Known-ness. 

Argument "both constructive and 

destructive character. 

Unavailing or futile objection, 
Futility, Genus, Genetic 

Character. 

Mistimed reason. 
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Kalpanii 

Kiiraka 

Kara~Ja 

Karma 

Kart a 

Kiirya 

Kevaliinvayl 

Kevalavyatireki 

Kriya 

Laukika 

Lil;ga 

Lil;ga-paramada 

Mana 

Manasapratya/cya 

Mithyajnana 

Mukti 

Nidarsana 

Nigamana 

Nigrahasthiina 

Nim ittakiirafJa 
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Presumptive knowledge, 

factitious fabrication. 

Case. 

Cause, Mean. 

Efficient, Instrumental cause. 

Action, Motion. 

Agent. 

Action, Effect. 

Concomitant in affirmation alone. 

Concomitant in negation alone. 

Movement, action. 

Momentariness. 

Definition. 

Implied meaning. 

Wordly. 

Sign, Probans, Mark, Reason. 

Consideration of sign. 

Mind. 

Mental perception. 

False cognition. 

Liberation. 

Illustration. 

Conclusion. 

Fault in a syllogism or vulnerable 

point. 

Occasioning cause, Instrumental 

cause, cause in general. 
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Nirtiktira 

NirfJaya 

Nirvikalpaka 

Nityatva 

Nivrtti 

Nytiya 

Pancanytiytivayava 

Padtirtha 

Palcya 

Pak,mdharmata. Pa~·ata 

Paramar5a 

Parapraka.~a 

Parata/:1 PramtiJJya 

Parathanumana 

Parfkya 

Pari]Jama 

Paro/cya 

Pavrttinimitta 

Phala 

Pradhvalflsabhava 

Pragabhava/:1 

Prakara'Jasama 
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Formless. 

Conclusion. 

Indeterminate, Non-qualificative. 

Eternal-ness. 

Cessation. 

Logic. 

The five premises in a syllogism. 

Category. 

Minor term, subject. 

Subject- adjunctness. 

Subsumptive reflection, 
Consideration, Logical 
antecedent. 

Illuminate by others. 

Theory of Extrinsic validity. 

Inference of others. 

Analysis. 

Change. 

Indirect. 

Connotation, Cause of 
application of a word, the ground 
of application of a word. 

Consequences. 

Destruction negation, Subsequent 
or annihilative non-existence. 

Antecedent negation. 

Balancing the controversy. 

Luminosity. 
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Prakrti 

Pramii 

Pramii!Ja 

Priimiinyaviida 

Pramiitii 

Pramiitva-priimii!Jya 

Prameya 

Pramiti 

Priipakatii 

Priitibhajiiiina 

Pratibhiisa 

Pratijiiii 

Pratyabhijiiii 

Pratyakya (Jiiiina) 

Pratyakyam 

Pravrtti 

Prayatna 

Prayojanam 

Pretyabhiiva 

Punarukti 

Puru$a 

Purvapakya 
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Primordial matter. 

Valid knowledge. 

Means of true cognition. 

Validity. 

Theory of validity of knowledge. 

Knower. 

Authoritativeness, Validity. 

Object of true cognition. 

True knowledge. 

Obtainment. 

Intuitive cognition. 

Apparent. 

The thesis set down, Proposition, 
A proposition to be proved in 
logic, promise. 

Recognition. 

Sensory knowledge. 

Perception. 

Activity. 

Effort. 

Purpose. 

Transmigration. 

Repetition. 

Intelligence. 

The primafacie position, 
Opponent's position. 
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Parvavat 

Sakiira 

Samagrf 

• ~unyata 

• ~ahda 

Siidhana 

Sadhetu 

Sadhya 

Sadhyasama 

Sadr.~ya 

• ~akti 

Samanya 

Samanyalak.ym;a 
nature. 

Siimanyatodr.yfa 

Siimarthyiihhiiva 

Samaviiya 
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The inference of the effect from 
the cause, Reasoning from cause 

to effect. 

With form. 

The whole cause apparatus, 

Casual complex . 

Voidness . 

Sound, Proposition, Verbal 
testimony. 

Middle term, Proban, Instrument. 

A probans becomes its positive it 
non-fails any five conditions. 

Probandum, To be accomplished, 
Major term, Inferable property. 

Balancing the reciprocity. 

Similarity. 

Knowledge of similarity is the 
efficient instrument of 

assimilative cognition . 

Significative potency, Expressive 
power of words, Power, 
Potentiality 

Generality, Universal, Generic 
property, Class character 

Relation by generality or class 

Induction, A form of inference 

The negation of capacity. 

Co-inherence, Inherence 
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Samavetasamaviiya 

Saf!Jbandha 

Sambhava 

Sa1J1sargabhava 

Sa1J1vit 

Saf!1yoga 

Sa1J1yuktasamaviiya 

Sa1J1yuktasamavetasamavaya 

Sannikar$a 

Santana 

Sapak~a 

Sarfra 

Satta 

Savikalpaka 

Savyahhicara 

• ~e,mvat 

Siddhiinta 

Si.~iidhayi,"iii 
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Inherence with the inherent, 

Intimate union with intimately 

united. 

Relation, Connection. 

Probability, Inclusion. 

Relational negation, Relational 
absence. 

Doubt, Dubiety. 

Tendencies, Impression. 

Knowledge. 

Contact. 

'Inherence with the contacted 
object, Intimate union with 
conjunction. 

Intimate union with intimately 
united with the conjunction, 
Inherence with the inherent in the 
contacted object. 

Sense-relation. 

Flux. 

Similar instance, Positive 
instance. 

Body, Form. 

Existence, Beingness, Reality. 

Determinate knowledge. 

The reason that strays away, 
Discrepancy of reason, Straying 
reason . 

Reasoning from effect to cause. 

Conclusion. 

The desire to prove the existence 
of the probandum. 
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Upe/cya 

Utpatti 

Vada 

Vaidharmyahetu 

Vidyii 

Vijfiiina 

Vipa/cya 

Viparyaya 

Viruddha 

VIta 

Vita~:u;ia 

Vrtti 

Vyafijanii 

Vyiipaka 

Vyiipiira 

Vyapta 

Vyapti 

Vyapya 
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Indifference. 

Production. 

Discussion, To arrive at the truth, 
Argument for truth. 

Heterogeneous, Negative reason. 

Knowledge. 

Consciousness. 

Negative instance, Counter 
example. 

Misapprehension, Opposition. 

The adverse reason, 

Contradictory reason. 

Determinant, Differentiator, 
Adjunct, Qualifier. 

Entity, Substantive, Qualificand. 

A type of Inference. 

Mere destructive argument or 
wrangling, or form of debate. 

Transformation. 

Suggested meaning. 

Pervasive of greater extent, 
Widely extending, pervade. 

Mediate activity, Activity, 
Intermediate cause, Operation 
with reference to a cause. 

Pervading. 

Invariable concomitance, Co
extension, Pervasion, 

Concomitance. 

Pervaded, of less extent, the 
Middle term of a syllogism. 
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Vyatirekasahacclra 

Vyatirekavyclpli 

Vyavacchina 

Vyavasaya 

Yat 

Yathiirthajfiana 

Yogajaprtyak$a 

Yogyatii 

Yuiijiina 
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Concomitance of negation. 

Negative pervasion. 

Differentiated. 

Simple Cognition. 

Relative pronoun. 

Valid Knowledge. 

Extrasensory perception. 

Congruity, Compatibility. 

Those who are on the road for 

extrasensory attainment. 
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